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ÀBSTRACT

This dissertation develops and empirically tests a dynamic theory of

acreage and farm stocks under rational expectations for U.S. and Canadi-

an wheat producers. A price equation aì.ong with acreage and stock equa-

tions are construed as describing a "structural" wheat market modeI.

Since the "Rational Expectations Hypothesis" (neH) is simply a statement

that informed wheat producers use their information in an efficient man-

ner which does not lead them in making any systematic mistakes about the

future, tests of market efficiency normalÌy used in the finance litera-

ture are employed in evaluating the rationality of the expected market

price equation. The organization of the study is as follows. in Chap-

ter II, a survey of the literature on expectation formation mechanisms

enployed in in applied work on supply response is presented. The focus

of the literature survey is on adaptive and rational expectations since

these are the tg¡o alternatives used Chapter III develops an economet-

ric model of rational producer behavior for Àmerican and Canadian wheat

producers. The formulation of the rnodel starts with a quadratic objec-

tive function with Iinear constrainls. The Eu1er equations from this

maximand are then solved to yíeld expressionJ fo, acreage alLocation and

farm-inventory accumulation as functions of current and future expected

prices. The aggregate Eu1er equations are in turn substituted into a

market clearing identity to obtain the rational expectations equilibrium

price equation. The objective function for a representative Canadian

producer is modified to admit a delivery quota constraint. In the ab-
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sence of this constraint, the EuIer equations are basically the same as

those for the American farmer. In Chapter IV, t.he econometric methodol-

ogy and the estimates of the models described in Chapter IIi are pre-

sented. In addition, estimates of the model under QRE, adaptive expec-

tations, modified adaptive expectations, a rational bounded price model

using a tobít estimator and, RE are presented for the American sector.

À1so, estimates of the Canadian version of the model under QRE, adaptive

expectation and, RE are presented. Tests on the rationality of market

forecasts based on the price equation are also discussed in the chapter.

FinaIly, since the estimated acreage and stock equaEions are non-nested

within each other under the different expectation regimes, a non-nested

technique is used in testing the validity of the atternative expectation

regimes.

In using the mean squared error of the individual acreage equations

as an evaluative criterion, it was noted that the alternative expecta-

tion (i.e., adaptive expectations) version of the models have lower MSE

values compared to the QRE model. The reason for this could be due to

mis-specification of the adjustment cost term for acreage in the objec-

tive function. The estimated value of the coefficient on lagged acre-

agê, is too low for both U.S. and Canada in the quarterly QRE time se-

ries models analyzed in Lhis study. Othe'r negative aspects of the RE

versions of these models also constrains the policy implications to be

inferred from this study.

Simulation exercises under alternative policy rules are also conduct-

ed using the QRE version of the U.S. model to evaluate the impact of the

specific policy changes on the endogenous variables. The simulation re-
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sults confirm that different policy rules can Iead to different time

paths for the endogenous variables. In the case of the policy rules

adopted, they aIl- Ied to price increases which in turn induces a margi-

nal increase in planted acreage but a substantial reduction in farm

stoc ks .

A conclusion suggested by this analysis is that the adjustment cosl

term empLoyed in the derivation of the acreage equation under QRE is in-

appropriate. À Likelihood ratio test on an acreage equation derived

from an objective function incorporating a second order per period cost

term indicates possible misspecification in comparison to the first or-

der adjustment cost term employed in this study.

Despite the poor perfornance of the acreage equation, the rationality

tests performed on the market forecasts could not be rejected. The re-

sults indicate that the forecasts from the U.S. wheat market can be

characterized as fully rational whereas the Canadian market forecasts

are partially rational. The departure from the postulate of fulI ra-

tionality in the Canadian model could be attributed to the price series

used in this study. The wheat price variable used in the Canadian model

is not a true market price but rather the quoted asking price of the

Canadian Wheat Boaril (Ct+s). It is possible that when an appropriate

market price for Canadian wheat is available, the full rationality pos-

tulate could be supported in the Canadian wheat market. Thus in view of

this, the rationality results of the Canadian wheat market should be in-

terpreted rlith caution.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTiON

Expectations formation have been a central issue in response modeLsin the agricultural economics Literature. Recognizing the misleadingresults that could be obtained using the cobweb model, NerLove (195g)modet'ed systematic expectations adopting the framework posLulated bycagan (1956)' This is the popular adaptive expectations mechanism whichhas had an impact on applied work in supply response. Response modelshave been r+ideì.y anaJ-yzed in both devel0ped and deveroping countries asevidenced by the survey of Àskari and cummings (1g76). underlying re_sponse moder's used to evar.uate the determinants of agriculturar. produc_tion is the formation of price expectations. The earliest expectationmechanism used is static expectations which has its roots in the cobr,¡ebtheorem. With this version of expectation formation, expected price wasassumed to equaL the previous period,s observed price. However, threeconditions have to be met if the cobweb theorem was to be appJ.icabr.e.These conditions (EzekieL, 193g, p. 272) are;

production is determined by producers response to price underconditions of pure competition,
the time needed for production required
before production can be changed, and
Price is set by available supply.

2.
at Least one full period

3.

-1



2

certain undesireable outcomes of this theorem result from its stabitity

properties. cyclica). fluctuations, divergent explosive fluctuations or

convergent damped oscillations are generated depending on vrhether demand

elasticity equals, is less than or greater than supply elasticity re-

spective).y. since the demand for agricultural commodities is 9enerally

assumed to be inelastic and supply is somewhat elastic, the cobweb theo-

rem in effect wiil predict instabitity in agriculturaL commodity mar-

kets.

The shortcomings of the static expectations model led to the use of

adaptive expectations in applied work. Adaptive expectations' unlike

the static version, rest on the aSsurnption that the expectation of a

variable is the geometric average of past realizations of that variable'

the major criticism of the adaptive expectation mechanism is that it is

based on a fixed expectational formula which does not change when there

are exogenous shocks to the system. This in a sense implies that eco-

nomic agents are myopic since such shocks are entirely ignored'

The voluminous Iiterature on the Nerlovian formulation of adaptive

expecLations and variants of it Seem to indicate that there is no other

alternative competing expectation mechanism. This is not true' Muth

(1961) pioneered the concept of "rational expectations" as an alterna-

,five to adaptive expectations. Rational expectations in the Muthian

,sense requires that expectations "are essentially the same as the pre-

,..ûietions of the relevant economic theory" (¡luth , 1961, p 316) . In other

$ias expectations are equivalent to f orecasts f rom an economic model
.-','1,.'.::.tll' ' '

¡$4,'by agents in forming their expected values conditional on the
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3

Over the years, expectations in the sense of Muth have been modified

to focus on the efficient use of information when the costs and benefits

of such information acquisition are taken into consideration. This mod-

ified concept has become known as "economically rational expectations."

I f there is a cost to acquiring information, economically rational ex-

pectations imply that agents wilJ. be better off by making use of the

past history of the variable being forecast. By using only the past

history of a variable in forming expectations, the link between the ex-

trapolative predictor and rational adaptive expectation can be estab-

I i shed.

1.0.1 Àn Overview of Canadian and American Grain Policies

Wheat production is a major source of agricultural income in both

Canada and the United States. In'1983, income from wheat production in

Canada was 3.5 billion dollars which was roughly 50 percent of total

farm income. During that year, wheat exports accounted for about 55

percent of total Canadian agricultural exports. The production and ex-

port of wheat is important to Canada's external trade and particular).y

cruciaL in the prairie region where the concentration of wheat producers

is the highest. However, like some other crops, the production and sale

of Canadian wheat is not determined solely by Lhe interplay of market

forces. This is largely due to market intervention on the part of the

Canadian Wheat Board.

iiirhin Canada, the Canadian wheat Board represents the

wheat. The Board's primary responsibility is;¡!¡j¡¡¡11$0rter of

i1¡g"tturf of l,estern canadian

only legal ex-

to market grain

, 1974, the CWBf armers . Pr ior to Àugust '1



4

controlled the purchase and sale of aIl western Canadian wheat except

that sold for feed use within a province. Since then, a national feed

grain policy has restricted the CWB's activities to the domestic market-

ing of wheat used for nrilting purposes, some limited feed sales and the

export sale of all wheat.lIn addition, the cI.¡B controls alL wheat im-

ports which are virtuallY nii'.

The CHB's function is to control the pric ing, delivery and transpor-

tation of wheat. Price pools are operated, with the intention of pro-

viding some degree of intra-year stability for wheat prices' Àn initial

wheat price is set by the cwB in consultation with the federal govern-

ment. If average export prices throughout the crop year (net of cwB ad-

ministration costs) exceed the initial payment, a final payment is is-

sued to wheat producers on the basis of their individual saLes' This

usually occurs approximately six months after the close of the marketing

year. The price pooling system provides for a very limited flow of

price information throughout the year. Since final Payments are nol

known unti] weII after the crop year, production decisions must be made

on the basis of limited information

,' UnIike Canadian producerS, wheat producers in the United States have

..
.ì.r:'-::,ìì:.iri:,r:r:i:i:i'.',,: lheir prices determined in the open market. Consequently, the Àmerican
i:-:,::::lijaij;.4:rìiìaììì::a:. -r---
iijli.i:i.Li,,:i:;1.:::-ì:i:i:ì:¡.::::ì :: i

i.li,rì.ì:ìirli,T heat farmer has access to more information on which to base production

f.ìi;,ì: cisions. They can either hedge in the futures market or sell at any

ii,,,.ij,:.::,ì!jlne in the cash market. This is not to say there are no government in-
r.rìtl..ilLf.ì,r:;..,'

ilìì:.tÈ.:1t**tions in the pricing of U.S. wheat. U.S. Government support pro-

ÇltB also controls the price of oats and barley for milling and ex-
Iimited to the'PurPoses but discussions within this study wiIl be

f:,fiÌarhet.
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grams can be traced back to the years immediately foltowing WorJ-d War I.
À federal farm program designed to stabilize prices and control surplus-

es '{as implemented with the signing of the ÀgricuIturaJ. Àdjustment Act
(¡¡n) of 1929. In 1933, the ÀÀA was revised in order to raise farm in-
comes and further control production. Under this Àct, wheat producers

were assigned production allotments based on historical acreages. In

return, the farmers received cash payments from the government. Subseq-

uent revisions to the ÀÀÀ in 1938 are of particular interest. The revi-
sions implemented included some features which were present in the 1980

Farm Bi11. These features are listed below:

non-recourse loans

storage payments

allotments

marketing quotas

conservation incentives

since 1966, u.s. Government programs have been a combination of the

aforementioned features. One interesting aspect of these provisions is
the incentive to divert r.and from wheat production. The l9g4 pIK pro-
gram represents a clear exampJ.e of just such a provision.

tì.i':0.2 the Wheat producinq Sectors

.'.ì,.¡ì.Tabre 1 presents some selected statistics on the u.s. and canadian

t:ì-:-lÍ'..F àt, proilucing secrors.:,,,.j,1ïi--.t'ut¡ucrng sectors. These selected statistics are by no means ex-

$.,.l.i!iuu 
but are presented to show some trends in the two countries over

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

19?4/?5 to 1983r/84 crop years. over the ten year period, acreage,



Selected Statistics on
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6

TÀBLE 1 .1

Àmerican and Canadian Wheat Producing Sectors for
1974/75 to 1983/8+ crop Years

YieIda

Àcreugeb

Productionc

Domestic Usec

Export s 
c

Ending Stocksc

Stock to Use Ratio

Domestic Use: Productiond

Exports: Productiond

Exports: World Traded

U. S.

32.74 (10.37)

77 .1 ( 9.00 )

2236.s (1s.77)

827 .35 ( 1 4.1 )

1305 (19.7)

1027 .5 ( 31 .3 )

1 .22 (22.99)

37.4 (14.5)

s8.4 (11.5)

43.4 (6.i)

Ca n ada

27.92 (11.15)

27 .35 (13.3 )

771.1 Q1.5)

187 .8 (6.3 )

58 s. 6 Q3 .2)

383. s (22.4)

2.05 Q2.57)

25.3 (20.3 )

76.4 (13.8)

19.4 (10.3)

Sources: International Wheat Council Statistics, various issues.

a) Bushels per acre,
b) Planted acreage, million acres
c ) ìti ll i on busheÍ s
d) Percentages* Figures in parentheses are the coefficients of variation.

¡,.]fþroduction, domestic use and exports are larger (in absolute amounts) in

$||$. u.s. than in Canada. In terms of domestic use (unadjusted for popu-

¡:ì¡$on) ' the U.S. domestic market is larger than Canada's. Canada's

'r;e,-l(ports as a percent of production averaged about 76 percent compared to

*t|$|t:"nt for U.S. On the world market the two countries combined have



a totaL share of 62 Percent vrith 19

U.S. respectively.

7

and 43 percent for Canada and the

To gauge volatiLity in the selected statistics we employ the coeffi-

cient of variation. This is a measure of relative dispersion and is de-

fined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. 0n the basis

of coefficient variations, with the expection of domestic use of wheat

and ending stocks of wheat in Canada, all the c.v's for the Canadian

figures in TabIe 1 were higher than their corresponding counterparts for

the U.S. (i.e., âD indication of more volatility in Canada than in the

U.S.). AIso surprising is the annual trend rate of growth in acreage.

Canada's planted acreage has an average annual growth rate of 4 percent

compared to 1.5 percent for the U.S. One would have expected, that giv-

en delivery quotas based on acreage, the Canadian rate to be fower. But

of course, since we are dealing with two entirely different sectors,

other policy variables may affect these sectors differently.

1.0.3 Problem Statement and 0b'iectives

Government involvement in both the Canadian and Ll.S. wheat markets

ìì....:¡;;;'¡ì1.l*, has been the topic of various studies. However, very little research

t!¡i:,.¡..¡:lìi:.! ...itas been devoted to the modelling of rational producer behavior in order
:::ìt:;i:.:r:ì:iaiia:ì:;.r't . ..

ì.\iiìJìi|i*fto estimate an aggregate response model. Ànalysis of rational producer

*tÈ:l; t"ior must consider both production and utilization in a consistent

$¡...1ry-"rk 
rather than in an ad hoc approach adopted by earlier studies.

.*:þ*l a framework is implenented, it should be possible to determine

quality and type of price information that farmers desire in making

:ï:.i.}..l1jraduction 
decisions. Given the nature of U.S. Government support
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programs and the role of CWB in Canada, the general purpose of this re-

search is to test the rational- expecLations hypothesis (ReH) in both the

Canadian and U.S. wheat markets. It is the intention of this study to

shed sorne light on the question of whether the limited information in-

herent in a rational bounded príce formulation is less helpful in deci-

sion making than the full information which prevails under the Rational

Expectations Hypothesis (nnH). Under the REH economic agents wiII not

make systematic expectational errors. Since agents learn from their

past, these expectational errors wiIl be eliminated in the formation of

future expectations. This simpj.y means that whatever expectational er-

rors remain wiIl be random and uncorrelated with the available informa-

tion.

To gain some insights as to how wheat producers could form their ex-

pectations in the sense of Muth, a theoreticaL formulation of optimizing

.'.- producer behavior under unceriainty is postulated. The theory is then

,..-,,.. used to derive an econometric model consisting of acreage allocation,

ìi a . 
farm-stock accumulation and a . rational expectation equilibrium price

:*.,.. equation. The model is then estimated using aggregate quarterly time

series data. The REH version of the model is then contrasted with the

li i'¡r'¡:¡.].. ¡.....,.alternat i ve adapt i ve expec tat i on f ormat i on mechan i sm.

llil-, ,tt expectations f or U.S. and Canadian wheat producers. The assess-
}l;ì,i:ìit-ii.:ilri:.:.ìì:rri,:..r i

modification of current models. À model of the

¡f.1..'inAu.ttt will be developed that focuses on the role of rational

1y€€r e¡(pectations in wheat production decisions. specificatly, the

î$i$lt REH requires rhe

Èi

F,ii.,:,ì

!:.1: :::

f:.::ìlirì

¡ti::t:

i::i..1i

Lìi.l]:Íl

l::!¡:lllì
ì:ô:::l

liÌ.ì:iÈ

:ii¡,.j.'¡ù

ìïi$
;!,j-::iì
l-!..ìi,t-tì.:ì
tì:-::¡l
:ì:a,i-illitl

itìji::ì.ì::.

ì,r,.:lì:E

,li.ii.:.:å
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1. To formulate and estimate models of rational

for the Canadian and U.S. wheat industries'

To test the rationality of market forecasts in

9

producer behavior

the two aforemen-

I
È
::..1

-ìì'

ìa
t
,irl

lìì,:
j$i

tioned markets.

To compare the estimates of producer behavior under the REH to

other expectational mechanisms, namely adaptive expectations us-

ing a non-nested testing procedure'

The organization of the rest of the thesis is as follows' In Chapter

II, a survey of the literature on expectation formation mechanisms em-

ployedinappliedworkonsupplyresponseispresented.Thefocusof

the Iiterature survey is on adaptive and rational expectations since

these are the two alternatives used in this study' Chapter iiI develops

an econometric model of rational producer behavior for Àmerican and can-

adian wheat producers. The.formulation of the model starts with a quad-

raLic objective function with linear constraints. The Euler equations

from this maximand are then solved to yield expressions for acreage aÌ-

..,.:ì .,aocabion and farn-inventory accumulation as functions of current and fu-

i..¡,.,'tiìj. rure expected prices. The aggreqate Euler equations are in turn substi-

li$r.qsentative Canadian producer is slightly modified to admit a deliv-

$* -tra const.raint. in the absence of this constraint, the Euler

b-ions are basically the Same as those for the Àmerican farmer' In

$.r.,,IV, the econometric methodology and the estimates of the models

$i¡Se in Chapter III are presenLed. In addition, estimates of the

-.[,,.-il¡¡,tiùaer adapt.ive expectations modified adaptive expectations, and a
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rational bounded price model using a tobit estimator are presented for
the Àmerican sector. Estimates of the Canadian version of the modeL un-

der REH and adaptive expectation are also presented in this chapter.

Tests on the rationality of market forecasts based on the price equation

are also discussed in the chapter. FinaIly, since the estimated acreage

and stock equations are non-nested within each other under the different
expectation regimes, a non-nested technique is used in testing the va-

lidity of the alternative expectation regimes.

ì::il
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Chapter I i

REVIEW OF LITERÀTURE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Economists have long recognized the importance of price in the alloca-
tive decisions of farmers. The treatment of price in supply response

models has given rise to various theoretical and empirical formulations

of price expectations. The concern with existing supply response models

is not due to the restrictive nature of the static equilibrium framework

which is used, but rather is in regard Lo how price expectations are

-formed. The inadequacy of prior research on supply response led to Ner-

love's seminal work on expectation formation. NerIove2 ( 1 956) noted

that expected price depends only to a limited extent on what the previ-
:..l..ìi.ìl'ous year's p.ice was. Since the appearance of Nerlove's work on supply

:i::,,r.r::ìl!¡r:ìr::ì'ar, response, empirical research has been devoted to explicit f ormulation of
lliltii:.iìl];ìì:'tì::r.:ll r.ì.ì..:
tìì:ìì:::ì',:1.,:..ììì:,tr:i1..!;:.: :ì1. l

illii$ìi*-pectational variables [t'lutn3 (1951), ilallisa (1980)]. rn rhis chap-

S

t

i{.,Ñ*t' a brief and selective review of the related riterature on expecra-
ì.:.:-ì:ìì-i-r-liÈ-i¡tì.ìì!.,-:i.!:,,1ìiì...rir::.:.:

¡¡¡ e, the existing work that i s relevant to this dissertation. The

ll:ltl I'rarc, "Estimates of rhe Erasticities oi suppry of selected
lilTll::lt,9grygaiii;;.;- ñåpiirrua in Readinss in rhe Economies or. ----'s¿ wv"recrrEres."_ Reprrnted-in Readinqs in the Economics ofr;,qur.ture (1969): pp.64_77 (Ëã. iãrr Fox and D.Gate Johnson).

l.otoll^l:, . "l"tillq]^Expecrarions and rhe Theory of price Move-Ð¡ sconometrica 29( 1961),¡iS:ãS

"Econometric
Econometrica,

Implications of
vol.48 (1980):

11

the Rational Expecta-
4 9-73 .

..:t¡å:lnll,T',
l,-ì,.,.'ii¡l'..,,.'



discussion that follows deals r,¡ith

empirical work on the adaptive expectat

zation to include risk.

The discussion also includes a brief overview of

mulation, and estimation of rational expectations

12

the original formulation and

ions mechanism and it's generali-

the applications, for-

models.

2.2 ADAPTIVE EXPECTATION

Prior to Nerlove's work, research on supply response was formulated

along the lines of the cobweb theorem. Underlying the cobweb model was

the assumption that price expectations are based on the notion this
year's prices will prevail next year. The cobweb model involves situ-
ations of both stable and unstable disequilibrium depending on the

slopes of the demand and supply curves. In principle, this can lead to
divergent, convergent or continuous cycles in both price and quantity.
For a commodity like wheat, which is strongly influenced by government

programs, the cobweb model is naive.

.

,. Nerlove5 (lgss) observed that prior s¡udies on supply response yieLd-
èd,low estimates of supply elasticity. Nerlove,s view that current

'!,!,i"t 
is not directry related to lagged price led him to propose an aI-

a,_,..!, 
tt"" expectation formation mechanism. He argued that price ragged

È .tlut is only appropriate if more specific information is not avair-

i...{ Àlso, he noted that the use of a one year J.ag in price represent-

Ìi...|h a short-run market phenomenon and is a speciar case of a more
I.hypothesis.

{,1956}, op. cit.



In formulating a

postulated that the

more generaJ. prrce

adjustment could be

13

expectation mechanism, NerLove

expressed as:

i:

Q.1) ß (ea-, - oi-/
ê

P-t
P

P
r-1

where 0

is a constant adaptation coef f ic ient,

is expected 'normaL' price,pê't

Pe
t-1

i!¡enA on aetuat prices.

iii$*,ue, the resulr is a

,,,:the hypothesis stated in e.
¡$or-tearning process. I f

P* , is last period's
L-l aclual price, and

is lagged expected "normaÌ" price

1) implies that expectation formation is an

S is zero then, expected prices do not de-

the other hand, when ß is set at a unitary

cobweb hypothesis.

0n

naive

supply response model using the Nerlovian framework

the following form:

o
DL't Þe't-1 tT-r )ß(nr_, -
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(2.2) ^D^t oo oi tl

,Dv (Àt

* o2xt * ut

(2.3) Àt Àt-1 * Àt-t)

where, in addition to the variables

in Q.1), we have:

previously def ined

is desired acreage

is actual acreage

to be cultivated in period It

cultivated in period t, and

is a vector of exoqenously determined variables

is an expectation coefficient with 0 < <1

.D¡tt

A¡

% is an error term.

reduced form of the above equations

the form:

results in an estimable equation

aÀ +5 t-2\ -d1¡,4)

'ì:: "o =Y

',.'
ã-'t -Y
]t,:.'..' .'

:.: :.t'

'1¿. = Y

oO ßt

a, ßi

oz¡

Iu.-

aX +aÀ +
3 t-i 4 t-r

o, (1- ß)

É)+ (1_y)

o 
* ulPt-f aX +2t

u3= Y

ao = (1-

ô5 = - (1 - ß)(t -y)

-ß) ut_l(l
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An examination of the price variable in e.4) is in order. once the

exogenous variables contained in the vector Xa have been decided on the

choice of a price variable becomes cruciaL. A list of possible alterna-

tives which have appeared in various supply response analysis include:

price actually received by farmers(eg. Lin( 1 977)) .

the ratio of price received to the consumer price Index (cpI)

Ieg. Garst and MiIler(1975)].

rr1) ratio of price received by farmers to the index of prices

iv)

paid for inputs;

ratio of price received for wheat

crops Ieg. Lidman and Bawden ( 1 974 ) ] .

to the price of competing

The use of any of the above price variables would be appropriate in
some circumstances but not in others. rf, for example, the consumption

decision of the farmer is deemed to be important, alternative ( ii )

should be used as the price variable in equation e.4). 0n the other
hand, if profit considerations are paramount price variable (iii) is the

appropriate one. For competing enterprise analysis, the price variable
.noted in (iv) shoutd be implemented.

rl

rl )

, The

i¿ir,

reduced form of equation e.4) provides a more general model

combines adaptive expectations v¡ith a partiar adjustment mecha-

To see this reLationship, equation e.2) is rewritten as:

tr * oãxt

|eN (2.3 ) in

a.l Àl = %*oi t;

conjunction with e.ZA)
and its reduced form asi

ì]¡ì

¡lrodel

defines lhe partial
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(2.s) Yoo * Yol Pr-l yo2 xt_t + (i - y)4._t

;t

equation (2.1

formulat ion of

-L r/tt' I 't-l

was determined

) . Equations Q.6) and

"adaptive exPectations"

the following reduced

In

AS

Nerlove's original work, he assumed that acreage

foLlows:

(2.6) Àt = .0 * .rnrt * .2t,

ewhere P r st
(1) combine to YíeId

Substituting equalion

form equation:

defined as in

the original

(2.1 ) into (2.6) Produces

(2.7) o, =&0 * &rP.-f .zx. - rz(1 -ß )x¡-i* (l -e )n -¡ u.- (1-ß )i-l

Equations (2.5) and (2.7) Iead to equivalent results for both "partial

adjuStment" and "adaptive expectation" mechanisms even though they are

conceptually di f ferent. In the absence of the exogenous variable X

in equation Q,2), empirical estimation of either equation

i.2.7), wilI Iead to problems of statistical identification. In

such statistical problems Waud6 (1968) observed that

.:.ì,.:.' the use of the partial adjustment model as defined by"'is
r,,:,'l',,' probably quite ofien a missþecification of expectations forma-

tion in the adaptive sense (p. 205).

$.1.' , "otes,the equation to be estimated should
I

$!.*l1.tti"ul test of signif icance conducted on

$eÊt specification of the model (waud , p.216).

(2.5) or

regard to

equation Q.4) and

to determine the

ication in the Partial Àdjustment and Àdap-
International Economic Review. Vol'9

be

a5

ger N. , "l{i sspec i f
pectat ions ModeIs. "

',,ii:.g04-zl r .
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Over the years, modifications have been rnade to the basic Nerlovian

framework presented above' The motivation for these modifications arose
due to the basic modet,s deficiency in handj.ing risk. One such modifi_
cation is due to Just 7 (1911¡ , who added a subjective risk variab.r_e tothe basic Nerl0vian noder. subjective risk is defined by Just to be

(2.8) }t*t
where w* is

t

Inclusion of

= P PeLt

the subjective variance of returns per acre.

the subjective risk variable ínlo (2.2) gives

"r rï*o2 x. * "r"l + ul

is determined as:

r-k-l - ti-u-, )'

Q.e)

(2.10)

ÀD =t

where

ru**0

I.¡^
Ë

æl
k=0

ær
k=0

¿
W=t ok (r-o)

ok ¡r- o¡ [r._u_,
æ

\_j-/- ß
j=0

(1-g) p 
12r-k_j _2

and 1s an adaptation coefficient.

The incorporation of gt* thus results
the empirical aspects of such a modej.,
,¡adaptive risk model perforn better than

in an "adaptive risk" model.

JustB (1977) concluded that
its Nerlovian counterpart.

Mode1. " In-



Besslers (lggZ) reviewed the

tations, exponentially weighted

variate statistical predictors.

be rlritten as:

(2 .11)
ó

- ¿ûJe I

i=I t-1

relat ionship between

moving average (nwu¡)

Bessler showed that

1B

the adaptive expec-

, and optimaL uni-

equation (2.1) can

\LPt n( e ) =t
ilr
i;l which is a Iinear function of independent shocks.

In

an

in

rewriting (2.1) as Q.11) Bessler characterized the p time series

exponentially weighted f orecast. Bessler then writes equation Q.

terms of $ the coefficient of adaptation as:

12.12) v, = e. + ßEI

0n lagging Q.12) one

æ
r.

i=l
period

ô"t-i

and subtracting he arrives at

as

11)

{å.12'
t:::.

¡1., '

)y.
E

v-'t-1- c-t -0

describes

1.

er- 
1

) isrh 0.ß <2and (1-ß 0

(2.12'\ as an integrated moving average process

;;..;'.. der

Åir,, David
', and

À., "Àdaptive Expectations, the
0ptimat Statistical predictors:

Exponentially Weighted
À Revisit. " Aqricul-*Èt'.

r Research, Vol.34 (1982)216-23.
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The titerature on Canadian wheat response models is so enormous that

it is not possible to review all of it here. Some of the selected stud-

ies are schmitzlo (1968), cape111 (1968), MacLarenl2 (1977), Ànim-Àppi-

ah13 (1972), Andrusiak,l4 (l9lq) and Lamls (1984). The basic framework

underlying these studies is the same but there is diversity in regard

to the expected price variables included within the empiricaL analysis.

A list of expected price variables used in the Canadian supply response

studies inciude among others:

i) Initial price received

ii) FinaI price received prior to seeding

iii) Final price actually received

iv) International Wheat Àgreement price

v) Initial plus adjustment payments

vi) Interirr payments plus final payments

vii) Expected returns per acre

ì..!,,-9r,.Schmitz, Andrew,

,,ì.:,ll 
t t 968 ) : 79-86.

"Canadian Wheat Àcreage Response. " CJAE Vol-. .l 
6

the International Mar-
ÀnaIysis. " CJÀE Vol.25

$eaBel, R.E., "predicting Wheat Àcreage in the Prairie Provinces.r'
ìi,:rCJÀE,, VoI. 16 ( 1 968 ) :87-89

::..ìltèclaren, DonaId, "Canadian Wheat Exports in
..lSti-. Àn Exploraiory Econometric and PoIicy
(1977): 31-5a.

Supply Re-
Ph.Ð. The-

iul ' George }t., "wheat Acreage Response to
l^shed M.Sc. Thesis,. University of Manitoba,

:: -Yi, "À Regional Crop Forecasting ModeI
itlf*.r unpublisirãa u.sc. tiresis, University ot

Delivery Quotas, "
197 4.

for the Canadian
Ì,tanitoba, 1984.

m¡Appiah, John, "Aggregate versus Disaggregate Àcreage
$59 ltodels for praiiie wheat and Barley." unpublished
ti,.,,'lþiversity of Manitoba , 1g72.
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The use of different price variables and different time periods makes it
very difficult to compare the elasticity estimates included in these

studies. The reported elasticities range from a low of .56 to a high of

1.186 under the basic Nerl-ovian model and an elasticity of .863 in the

case of the naive expectations modet Ischmitz and Bawden ( I 973 ) ] .

The applicability of the adaptive expectations mechanism to wheat

supply response in the U.S. has also resulted in numerous empirical

studies. These studies fall into two groups, those using the original
Nerlovian framework and the other group employing the modified approach

which incrudes an expected risk variabre. In the former category are

the studies of Nerlove16 (1958), Lidman and Bawdeni? (1g:-4), and Garst

and Mi1ler18 (1975).

Lidman and Bawdenls (1974), in their study on wheat acreage response,

inserted the loan rate as an erement of u.s. wheat program in equation

{1} By restricting the sum of the coefficients on the Loan rate and

't'he l-agged expected "normar" price to equal unity, they investigated the
itì,.':l:.r.

,,,ìfu1"t of this policy variable on the acreage-supply response of wheat.

iiï,Þ-e result irng acreage response equation is non-Iinear in its parametamefers

necessitating its estimation by a non-linear technique. Their re-
t:'ôßong other things show that a 10 cent per bushel increase in the

,rove (1959), op. cit.
s*,tL,.nuttel and D. Lee Bawden, ,,The Impact of Government
ì.tsat Aereage." r,ana n.ãno*i.å Vol. L (1g74) 327-3s.

Ìrlr:^c"i] D. , and Thomas A. Miller, ,,Impact of Set-Àside
ii:t- rlheat Àcreases.;- tå.iiuiiurur Economics Research

,.!.,.: ,Arw¿en, op. cit.
lji:,:J,.....

Programs

Program on
27 (1975):
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roan rate r-eads to a reduction of a mirrion acres for planted wheat
acreage. This study also indicated that a simple lag adjustment model,
when employed in describing the formularion of farmers' price expecta-
tions is inappropriate for periods dominated by government intervention
in the production process.

Garst and MirIer20 ( j 975) , without being explicit about producer
price expectation formation, dever.oped a predictive moder which incorpo_
rated some of the characteristics of the u.s. wheat programs. The major
emphasis 

'oas on the impact of the set-aside program on wheat acreage.
To study the "true" impact of the set_aside program, they excluded the
wheat price variable from their originar equation on the basis of a

priori estimate of the price effect. Breaking down the aggregate re_
sponse equation into winter and spring acreages, they came to the con_
crusion that for each acre diverted from production, wheat pJ.anting
acreage was reduced by about .61 acre under the aggregate model. How-

ì.::ì '*""t' under the set-aside program, planted acreage was reduced by .41i.:i:ir-ììì::i¡.ì::ì:ifiìrrì. - - -- r- vssesu uJ . T 
'

$,$$|*."tre 
per every acre set aside. The resuLts f or winter wheat show the,. ¡.ee u J¡¡vw L¡tc::rj¡ar:li::ììÌi!:ìri:ììi.r..

, ,$¡.\'|..!fiversion 
and set-aside programs ro be equatJ.y ef f ecrive in reducing

ij$un*ua 
acreage' In the case of spring wheat, the set-aside program ,,as

$s ettective than the diversion program.
:t

ï*ìeat response studies in the U. S. incorporating a risk variable in_

,.'r.st,ana Miller (1975), op. cit.
tst'-Richard E' "rl Iruggliggtion of rhe rmportånce of Risk in Farm-r uecision,,, ÀJAE 55 (iõ;ii r-í,i_zs.

' ,,ìì:
,,r.li

' 
'jiiì
r,t
"'r¡:.:::

, ìt).1
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clude those of Just2l (1974) , Lin22 (1917) , and l,tinter and lrhittaker23

(1979), The defined risk variables in these studies are i) subjective

variance of returns for wheat IJust (19]4), p.1g)J, ii) a three year

moving average of the standard deviation of past actual returns per acre

[t,ln (19ii't , p. 904)],and iii) a moving average of the standard devia_

tion of regionaJ. gross income per acre [Winter and Whittaker (1979,

p.84)1. In addition to the risk variable, some of the wheat program

characteristics included in the analyses are: i) the support rate, ii)
diversion payment, and iii) acreage allotment.

Just employed structuraL eguations in his analysis instead of the

usual reduced form equations. He noted that those equations in which

risk did not appear significant are those crops strongly regulated by

government programs. Even though wheat is also subject to regulation,

Just oberves that the risk variable is important in this situation be-

cause:

r the restrictions have not been of the same reLative importance
':, in the california centrar valrey where many more präfitable
.,', cropping alternatives exist b.22).
lln''naking inferences about the Nertovian model, Just cautioned research-
-:.ì: '

'.i$,in interpreting reduced form estination results of such models r+hich

include risk variables.

!.into (1977) estimated

slate of Kansas. He

t-!è, intfexibiliry and

l'e!, .ióhn R. and Janes K. Whittaker.
for the Northwest,"
a (1979): 83-87.

"Estimation of Wheat Àcreage
Western Journal of Àqricultur-

a polynomial wheat acreage response model for

decided on the use of a polynomial lag because

restrictiveness of geometric declining lags.

ponse Functions
Econo¡nics: Vol.

i]!t,...t' 
t,t,op.cir.



In addit

farmers

i nc Iuded

r/

rr)

lLr/

ion to the risk variable and the

lagged n years, the three specif ic

in his anaJ.ysis are:

the effective support rate

effective diversion payment, and

acreage allotment.

23

wheat price received by Kansas

govern¡nental policy variables

À11 the included policy variables were found to be statistically signif-
icant when five years is chosen as the best rag length. The inclusion
of the risk variable moderately improved the exp].anatory po,,er of the
equations under alternative lag lengths when compared to the convention-
al "non-risk" eguation. The short run elasticity of acreage with re_
spect to the lagged market price was .37 whereas the long run cumulative
price elasticity was estimated to be .g4. The study also shows that a

one percent decrease in instability (risk variable) resuLts in a .05
percent increase in p).anted wheat acreage.

}Iirnter and }lhittakerzs (1979) argue that national estiestimates of wheat

¡..!¡l reages' }lith this in mind, they estimated wheat acreage response mod-
t.: ì

.*.Tt tor the northwestern u.s. states of oregon, washington and Idaho.
*ljì,::.:ì:ì".:.:'.'r :: ..

'':È9segate regionar and pooled time-series cross-sectional models were

.{'.T.9.$".!o determine whether regional estimates from these moders differ

Irii..:n,t"t 
national estimares. rn addition ro rhe ragged regionar whear

::ytu weighted price support rate variables, they included a risk

lî:,þit in their models. unlike rhe previous works of Just and Lidman

and l.thittaker (1929), op. cit.
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and Bawden, flo explicit expected price formulation mechanism iraS

specified. Instead, they assumed the lagged price variable lo be a

proxy for producerst price expectations at planting time. This approach

is contrary to the suggestion of Lidman and Bawden (p. 334) that such

models are inappropriate for periods dominated by government interven-

tion. Focusing on the pooled data, the wheat and weighted support pric-

es rlere found to be significanl with elasticities of .376 and and '242

respectively. The risk variable was also significant. They also dis-

cerned differances between their regional estimates and previous esti-

mates from national model-s. They therefore concluded that the use of

national models for regional analysis may give misleading results'

2.3 RATIONÀL EXPECTATIONS

The concept of rational expectations (nn) was proposed by (1961) when

he stated: Muth26

the way expectations are formed depend specifically on thg
struct-ure õt tte relevant system describing the economy. "
luuttr, (1961) p. 316]

$trir implies that RE is not just the weighted sum of the past history of

r:ll,iÈvariable as indicated under adaptive expectations. The information

ii..'$ ,needea to form expectations includes not only the past history of

!! n*naent variable but also all other exogenous variables which are
i:-isr,ì::t :.

\.!$!-i,!ant to the system being considered. I f expectation f ormation is

tted by an extrapolative method as opposed to the rational form

by Muth, the parameters may be biased lNelson27 ( 1975a),

t1961}, op. cir.

Expectations and the Predictive Effi-
Jouinal of Business,l Vo1.48 (1975):

rììl.iì:::, .:..::,.'

.son, Charles R., "Rational:ncy of Economic Models."
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(1e76b)1.

Nerlove's contributions to expectations modelling are not onJ.y Iimit-

ed to his original ÀE formulation. Nerlove2 I ( 1 979) recognized that the

basic supply response model- he proposed in 1955 may not be adequate in

its description of supply dynamics. The argument presented by Nerlove

is as follows:

if we assume the economic agents, whose behavior we are at-
tempting to describe, are aware of the underlying Structure,
quaãi-rãtional expectations offer an approximation to fuJ.ly
iational expectations and a far less arbitrary, Iess ad hoc,
approach to expectation formation than the adaptive expecta-
tìäns used in the basic supply response model. t p.8791.

Despite this appeal, few studies in the agricultural economics litera-

ture have adopted the RE framework. On the other hand, the economics

Iiterature contains numerous examples supporting the use of RE in place

,of AE. Nelson2e (1gZSa,b), Wallis30 (1980), and Blake3r (1984) have aII

sh,owed errors of inconsirtun.y nh"n empirical work uses adaptive expec-

r!]ations rather than a RE mechanism.

e
**-....-.... In equation (2.1'1 ) , the expected price variable, ( Pt ) , was

L.,l¡..¡ ,qeometrical).y weighted moving average of past observations.

,.$þ.,rafionaI expectations hypothesis assumes that,

shown as

However,

NeIson, Charles R., "RationaI Expectations and the Estima-
Econometric Models," !n.gerna!!9gl Economic Review, VoI.16
55s-561 .

love,
Þl

I

F:t$

. Marc, "The Dynamics of Supply:
( 1 979) : pp. 874-888.

(1975,a,b), op. cit.
(1980), op. cit.

IIavid, nComplete 
Systerns Methods of Estimating ModeIs with

11$ flaptive ExpecLations." European Economic Review,

Retrospect and Prospect."

Ra-
24

äJ,3?-1s0.



expectaLions, since. !f"V 3tt informed predictions of future

events, urá' ";;;;¿iaIIv'tit"-tå*" 
as t!9 predictions of the

relevant ..ånoÃiã-lt'toty ' " (Muth ' p' 31 6) '

Aquestioncouldbeaskedastowhethertheinformationsetneededin

derivingtheexpectationofavariableYisthesameforanadaptive
mechanism as it is for a rational expectation mechanism' To answer this

26

question, rle can follow the approach of WaIIis (pp'51- 53) '

sit a model of the form:

Ëoqd¡¡in, T.H., and S.M. Sheffrin, "Testing Rational
" Review Of Econonrcs anoan Àgricultural Market.

( 1982) : 658-66? .

Emerson, "ImPorts and the
ãi-nãtiånal ËxPectations 

"'

.¡.e¡.kr*iIer, J.S. and R.D.
ilatoes: An apolication
t-641
rì.:.:.

Let us Po-

*
(2.13) B Y.* ortì.* fxt = u,

where Yr is a vector of endogenous variables' Xt it a vector of

*
exogenousvariables,YltrepresentsthevectoroIunobservableexpect-

ed variables. B, A and I are parameter matrices and Ut is the vec-

tor of error terms' Equation (2'13) can be viewed as the matrix equiva-

IentofthestructuralequationsystememployedbyGoocwinand

Sheffrin3z (1982) and Shonkwiler and Emerson33 (1982) '

t. a:

..'Sinceçeareinterestedinexaminingtheinformationsetneededin

.''.,',,t. *

,,'generating the expected variables Yla ' we need to make assumptions

iiubo", expectation formation in equation f-'13) before it can be estimat-

trl:"ì:,: ' , u---^rl^-i c +hc cXneCtAt 
*

ìjjid. under the adaptive expectations hypothesis, the expectation of Yla

3]l.iE, generated as:
.t'lil.,l:,,:.,,

= (1 -o )(1 - OL ) t tr.Yt

Exoectations in
Siatistics 54

SuoPIY of I'iinter
n¡¡e-g¿ (1982):



On the other hand, assuming the rational expectations hypothesis' ex-

pecbations are the same aS the predictions from economic theory' The

expectation variable Yi. is thus given by Ylt conditional on the

information set ( O.-r) available at time t-1. On taking the condition-

aI expectation of (2.13) we can rewrite it as:

where L is a lag oPerator def

expectation coefficients. In

t= 1 - ß. Substituting (

gives us a reduced form equat

21

ined as: LYt.= Ya-tand o is the matrix of

terms of equation Q,1), Ð is def ined as

2.14) into (2.13) and re-arranging terns

ion which is similar to Q.4).

needed to generate the rationally expected vari-

Muth is a set of past values of the X. matrix

(2.15)

0r

vf.(r+n) =-r î

or-t

the sense

-1yl. = -(3 +A)'t *,

.'iì.......:..,.ì,:\.,., ,

i:ìi.$. *it"t. X, represents predictions of the exogenous variables. Thus, urì-
:ìrìì:.ì{iiilrti:;ìl:i

lrìi;1Ì$.;.- l,O-r RE, rhe expectational process is seen as a Iinear combination of
i::ì¡aìl::llìì:ìi':.ì-,: :.

lrl-i$$t¿Ievant exogenous variables (waIlis, 1980, p. 51). The inf ormation
arr:iìjat::ììiìi{.*ìr:l::n.:rr. ' .: .. '

,

ofIN

.x

In comparing equation Q.14) to (2.15) , it appears that equation

r-1, xt-2 xr-¡"')'

fully exploits the information set of the postulated model,

equation (2.14) does not. WalIis3a [(lggO), p. 61], also showed

ed endogenous variables in equation Q.13) could be in incorpo-

; )

('1980), op. cit.



rated into a modified equation (2.1

information from which to generate

clude past values of the endogenous

28

5). Às he suggests, the appropriate

expected variables should also in-

var iables.

Though the applicability of the REH to agricultural economics re-

search has long been recognized, it was not until 1979 that the first
attempt was made toward modelLing agricultural markets using RE. The

discussion on REH is usual.ly associated with macroeconometric models,

which is unfortunate since Muth's original exposition on RE was actuatly

applied to commodity markets. However, with appearance of Huntzinger's

study in 1979, interest in the application of the REH reemerged within

models of agricultural markets.

Huntzinger35 (1979) outlined the basic microeconomic underpinnings of

the rational expectations hypothesis. The framework used involves

chicken producers maximizing a discounted expected profit function sub-

ject to some behavioral constraints. Within this framework, it was pos-

sible to solve the equilibrium sequence of expected prices while satis-
:: ::,

,fying the structural conditions imposed on the the u.s. broiler
tll ,, .'

"'industry. Huntzinger's study, though exploratory in nature, provides

.|ffi analytic framework which distinguishes between the endogenous and

ì-9¡o-genous aspects of agr icultural commodi ty markets.

$nglef , Meyers and.Starleaf 36 ('1984), used a stight modif ication

tainger, R. La Var,qry and Estimation. "
1,145.

"Market Ànalysis with Rational
Journal of Econometrics Vol.

Expectations:
100 (1979):

ley, Suchada V., lrilliam H.atronal Expectation's in the
Meyers, and Dennis Starleaf, "À Test
Soybean Market." Unpublished mimeo-

f :98¿.
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on Huntzinger's framework to test the validity of the REH

against two other expectation mechanisms Their moder dealt specifi_
cally !,ith the dynamic behavior of u.s. soybean producers and proces_
sors. when the REH r+as tested against an adaptive expectations hy_
pothesis and futures market prices, RE appeared to be the most accurate.
Àn unrestricted model of RE (quasi-rational expectations,QRE) was chosen
over the restricted version on the basis of a rikerihood ratio test.

Further anal-ysis by, Langley et ar found that the QRE model had a

percentage mean-square error (pR¡rsn) of .02 f.or soybean prices compared
to values of .0'1s and.046 for the ÀE and futures price models respec_
tively. However, in terms of turning point errors, the QRE model scoredI

t o .0525 and .23 resulting from the AE and futures mod_

In terms of PRMSE, adaptive expectations would be
preferable to the QRE moder. However, when the turning point errors are

':taken into consideration, the QRE model outperforms the others. In com-
...Paring their price elasticity of soybean acreage to
lìt'

.,.,'.iRrior 
estimates, tangley et a1's elasticity estimates under their RE

,.¡'and QRE models are lower than the previous ones. Their elasticity esti-

i$'- f or the f utures price model rlas surprisingly J_ow.

.Other applications of the REH

gAies of Goodwin and Sheffrin3?

-?l' and Shonkwiler and MaddaIa3s

rn and Sheffrin ( 1982), op. cit.
(1982), op. cit.hriler and Emerson

.04 in contrast

els respectively

to agricultural markets incLudes the

( 1 982 ) , shonkwi ler and Emerson 3 I

(1e84).

kr¡iler, J.S., and
J llpports: The

G.S. Maddala, "Rational
Case of Corn in the U.S."

Expectations under
Unpublished mimeo-r es¿.
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Their approach to modelling expectations lras somerlhat simiLar

to the framework adopted by both Huntzinger (1979), and Langley et al

( 1984). In aLl cases, the authors specified traditional supply and de-

mand functions and then incorporated expectational variabLes along the

lines discussed by Fishera0 ( 1 982) .

Goodwin and Sheffrinal (1982) developed and tested a monthly modet of

lhe U.S. broiler industry using the REH. They also compared RE esti-

nates to the estimates of adaptive expectations and extrapolative expec-

tations. The estimation procedure outlined by Nerlovea 2 et aI ( 1 979)

and Watlisa3 (1980) was employed in their analysis. In addition, three

tormal tests (i) the likel-ihood ratio test, (ii) a predictive test

based on Pierce's predictive nl value, and (iii) futures market prices

were used in evaluating the competing mociels. The three tests indicated

that adaptive expectations, extrapolative expectations and futures

price models were alL inferior to the rational expectations approach.

Given the reasonableness of their elasticity estimates, Goodwin and

'Sheffrin concluded that supplier behavior in the broiler industry is
'better characterized by rational expectations as originally proposed by

sher, Brian s., "Rationar Expectations in Àgricultural Economics
!1ffResearch and pol icy Ana1ys i s. " ni¡n, 64 ( 1 982 ) z'260-26i .

ü:rì:::. '
f^ t'oodtlin and Sheffrin (1992), op. cit.

$5f1ouu, Marc, David M. Grether, Jose L. carvalho.e, Marc, David M. Grether, Jose L. Carvalho. ¡rlglvsis. of Eco.-
Time series: ! synthesis, Academic press, Nerl voffiu9. -:,::: .. .

ll ir (19s0), op. cit.
kniler and Emerson (19g2), op. cit.



Shonkwiler and Emersonaa (1982)

of winter tomatoes under the REH and

of the structural equation estimates
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examined the import and suppJ.y side

the cobweb theorem. On lheir basis

on acreage , yíeld and demand func-

tions, the conclusion was that the cobweb and RE models performed

equally weII. In using the reduced form equations to test the pre-

dictive performance of the two models, differences were discerned in re-

gard to the acreage equation. However, the reduced form of the quanti-

ty, yield and price equations displayed similar predictive performance.

It should be noted that the tesl statistic used in their anaJ.ysis is

different from that employed by Goodwin and Sheffrin in that it is not a

joint test of the RE hypothesis. This may provide an explanation of why

Shonkwiler and Emerson's study was unable to discriminate between the RE

and cobweb models

shonkwiler and Maddalaas (1984) analyzed the effectiveness of RE as

i::iìì!:; 'it applies to government support programs in the U. S.S. corn industry.
:af.:rì j_:t.::i:ì: ::ìi .: . :

ti:$;i* he f ramework they adopted f ollows a traditional supply and demand ap-

ll¡$roacn. In order to incorporate support prices, Shonkwiler and Maddala
l:ìì:l:,:

i,$,velon a model of rational expectations which is linked to a model in-

i,*9¡norating a bounded price variation mechanism. The resulting model al-

Li$$.,tot the possibiliility of endogenous price switching if the market de-

!m,i.ned price exceeds or falls beLow the support price.

1,.¡--$ bounded price variation model is Lhen augmented with corn f utures
ìjf.

i,:'*tu' The rationale is to assess whether f utures prices contain

f$rmation not captured by the RE moder. Their results indicate
tï:,.:.ìjrli r'. ,

ligi:the producer's decision making process under government inter-

Ier and tfaddala (19g4), op. cit.
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vention is welL specified, the RE mechanism provides aIl the information
which is needed for analysis.

2.4 FUTURES PRICES

Hitherto, it has been assumed that producers base thei
decisions on expected prices (i.e., RE or AE). Another pr

which is increasingly being used to evaruate production deci
futures market price. Futures narkets provide the producer

prices which can be used in formulating production decisions.

Pecka6 (j976)

tural prices. I n

Peck stated:

an alternative framework to

ing futures price with other

r production

ice variabLe

sions is the

with forward

determine agricul-

price predictors,

proposed

contrast

a price forecast or expectation,is a market price. f ¡. 40gi '

This means that for comnodities traded on the futures market, the fu_
tures price shour-d reflect arr the relevant information. In other
tçords, for the futures price Lo be the market price, it shoutd provide a

ùransmission of information between the futures market speculators and

lÞe,,less informed farmers INewberry and StigJ.itz , p.239J.a7

"Futures Markets, Supply Response and price Stabili_Journat of nconomics vòl] 90 itgzsli +oz_iãã.---

li;u?iiii,TåÎ i' ï'3.ili"fl"u;^ :: ::1: : "r, +^p++_*,!o'psd 1, 
u

this is a forward price that

h,
n

Anne 8.,

,FeiçfiffQ: A Studv the Econornics qt--Blffit"n6onËs,



Examples of suppty response models which use

as an expected price variabl_e include the studi

(1976), Morzuch, Weaver and Helmbergeras (.19g0

(1983), and Shonkwiler and MaddaIasl (19g4).

the empirical relevance of using the futures

Gardners2 (1976) when he observed that:

33

the futures market price

es conducted by Gardneras

) , Chavas,pope and Kaoso

For aIl of these studies,

price was summarized by

use of a futures price can be justified by rhe hypothesis ofrational expecrarion as developãd by John l,ruti.,. 
- 

i'õ:-äìi-"
In a later study, Brays3 (1981) established the necessary and sufficient
conditions under which the futures price is informationally efficient
and also equivaLent to the RE equilibrium price. To the extent that fu-
tures price and the rational expectations price coincide, Shonkwiler and

Maddala (1984, p.10) concluded that with an appropriate model specifica-
tion, no additional information is captured by the futures price model

over and above what is already reflected in the rational expectation
model

!ì.li:t:ìXìi!:::rl
i:t:,:r--:ììlì,::i-a.ri..':r,t
;liiilìSrìtirìr:f

Gardner, Bruce(1976): ig-84.

Morzuch, 8.J.,
PIy Response
(1980) zzi_gt.

Chavas, Jean-paul, RuIon D.Ene_Role_of Futures prices,

$iiååT: åî:g;;; 
; --w"i"i'

L.| "Futures price in Supply Analysis." ÀJÀE 5g

R.D. Weaver, and p.G. Helmberger, "Wheat Àcreage Sup_under Changing Farm progrãms. " ÀJÀE V;í. 62

Pope and Robert S. Kao, "Àn Ànalysis of
Cash Prices and Government progiams in

Journal of Àqricultural Economics, Vof. g

l{'tQnkpiIer and

!l|,$¡er (1e76),

.r,,l,largaret,
,,..¡,9nt Markets

Maddala (1994), op. cit.
op. cit.
"Futures Trading, Rational Expectations, and the Ef_Hypothesis." Eðonomerrica 49' (19gr); sis_söe.-'
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2.5 FORMULÀTION OF RATIONAL EXPECTÀTIONS MODELS

In Secti on 2.2, an overview of the Iiterature on the empirical

aspects of REH vlas presented without any mention of how these models

were formulated. in this section, the methodology of formulating RE

models is presented. The framework usually adopted is the one proposed

by Hansen and Sargent (19E0). For a simpJ.e one factor model where a

firm chooses a contigency plan for employment to maximize its expected

present value, the maximization problem takes the form;

Q.16) v E i ejn
t j=Q t

where

n, is

ß is

given

the discount factcr,

asì
the expectation operator and profit,

JI=t

where wt

but i ng

(vo *
2

n)r-1'Y)a - l+ )n - '1 n- -rtt-,rt
L

t2

2

(n
t

is the real. wage rate and na is

II. into Q.16), the maximization

labor employment.

probLem becomes;

On subs:i-

:.i:liì!ì:ììtì:::,ì,':.ìii:iìl

t2.16')

å,;J? )

. = '. ;¡=o gj t (yo + "r-r.) r. "? - ,, ('. ,'r-r)2 l
2

'1
2

Ì:Sh.e. first order necessary condition (nuler equation) is

= ß tt+l* Ö nr * ra-l - yz (*. - ". - fo
av

obtained as;

)=0

Se¡
iìt..
lrÈìS.ìj:lj

.N-lì.ìrìrìj:

Jiliì:li:t:
ù¡ìì-:_r.ì:tt

Èaìiì:i:ii:.

än

O = -((YL/Yz) + (1 + ß))
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condition imposedTo achieve a closed form solution,

ìc.

the transversaJ.ity

lim ßT n

Ë+@

Using the factorization procedure in Hansen

above Euler equation can be solved backward or

ing it forr¡ard yields;

n =0
t-T

Q.18, '.*, rrr,.*11 î crt^rr' ,u 't+3+r - u('.*j*r) - ro lr L Y2 j=o

are the roots of a matrix polynomial such

= 1/ß. From (2.18), it is seen that the f

and Sargent (1980), the

forward into time. Solv-

that (Àr +Àz )

irm's decision

where À1 ,X2,

= ,'1r and À t À,

rule conta i ns

ll . Sincet
the inf inte

tioned on the

the expected infinite future values of the real wage rate

the process rvr is stochastic, it.has to be predicted and

values of r+a transformed into its observable form condi-

ava i lable i n format i on set .

If it is

stochast ic

say, order

assumed that w, is not "Granger-caused" by nt , then its
process can be represented

2 (ie. ¡n(2));

by an autoregressive process of

{'Z.tgl Ht = ôr tr-l *ô2 tr-r *ô3 tr-3 * u,

ng the ltiener-Kolmogorov prediction

l-,8e0) showed rhar (2.1g) and e.1g) can

formula, Hansen and Sargent

be transformed into a decision

(2.18) can be written as;

:ìi

based on observable variables. Thus
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(2.20)

nt+1

r¿here the

example, u

= Àrta * t1ta * tzta-1 * t3ta-, + k2 + u(L)aa

.t s
1

is

are some non-linear function of

given as i

B,\r, \r, and 6.'s. Por

X2

Àr .( ô1c *62 
"2 

+ ôg c3 and c = 1/ Xr" À, ß.

Q.19) are then jointly estimated with restrictionsEquations Q.20) and

imposed on the ui'".

2.6 SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE

The major findings of this literature revielr are: i ) acreage re-

sponse funct iions have been employed to analyze the ie impact of priprices and

!l,.$rices has been described as ad hoc. This has led to the estimation of
:!:,,::':i':

i:l...,Tpeeted 
prices using rational expectations as proposed by Muth. Fu-

$ut prices have also been touted as good proxy variables for expected

$5Ìies in making production decisions, and iv) a combination of tradi-

$t econometric and ARiMÀ models is increasingly being used to test

;'RE hypothesis in agricultural markets.
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in theThe various expectations mechanisms normaLly encountered

applied literature are summarized in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2. 1

Classification of Expected Prices.

Expectations

1 . Stat ic

2. Extrapolative

3. Àdaptive

Compos i te 0

5. Rational

e

t

r-i

(1+n)Pt_I* n Pt_z

n > 0;

Structural Derivation

no

P

P

no

no

æ

t (1-ìf)*
i=0

o< tJr

@

q., i (1-V) *
l-=u

0 < 0,

D't-1-i

1;

Pr_l_i + (i- 0) E

!r< 1

(Pr ln) Yes/no

-À
d

-l

E II (Àrß )" e.*r*rl yes

,ìrii:iiai.ra:!lì:iil...

.-.lil{i,LSlL:ì:.ì._-ìrli

i¡,ìSiL\,1$.From rable 2.1, it shoutd be nored

:llations processes coincide

that the adaptive and rational expec-

adaptive expectations mechanism takes

the extrapolative and adaptive expecta-

versionwhenn=ú=0.
$,,,...¡¡$,.n 

Il'rA( 1, 1 ) strucrure.

..'..f,ions mechan i sms y i e1d the
:

if the

Also,

stat ic

Another expectations process which has received limited applicability
the riterature is the composite expectation mechanism. under the

ite expected price fornulation, if 0 = 0, expecLed price is deter-

,''by economicalJ.y rational expectations mechanism, an adaptive

ismifê= l anda composite mechanism if 0 <g, U < 1. Another
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special case is when 0 - 1 and if economically rational expectations

follows an AR(2) process, then we have the extrapolative mechanism.

The summary provided here include some of the major considerations

that wculd help in the development of the theoretical and empirical mod-

els in the chapters to follorl. Specifically, the formulation of RE mod-

els in this thesis will be a generalization of the Hansen-Sargent Irame-

work to include inventory accumulation by a representative farmer.

r::::rr:l:.i,.ìt!'ll:ìlìliì:.ì.
i:'.¡':.::il:;:ìll.rjaì_,ì.:,. :
:-ìiri.:::i:lijìt:::::.:ii t:

!t;.fir-ì:ìì.1j'.:¡ì!:-:il



3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter

fron the optimizing behavior

assumptions of the adaptive

the literature review, the

The acreage equation e) in

static optimization theory of

basic rnodel can be introduced

t,ion eQuation and, ii) through

Ês between actuaL and desired

$ve (1929, p. B7B ) , rhese

i:|l:. mal theory behind rhem.

$,3$ustment cosrs.5a

the literature review is derived from a

the firm. The dynamic elements of this
in two ways i) through the price expecta_

an adjustment process in which differenc_

acreage are eliminated" Às noted by Ner_

tno approaches are ad hoc since there is no

He then suggests an approach incorporating

Chapter I I I

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE WHEÀT MÀRKET

is to present a dynamic market model derived

of farmers and not dictated by the ad hoc

expectations mechanism. Às already noted in
basic Nerlovian model incorporating adaptive

expectations is inadequate in terms of its description of supply dynam_

ics in devel-oped countries.

The alternative framework adopted in

'li.i"inn 
behavior of economic agents.

lilit" formarion are rhus avoided by

this study is based on a dynamic

The ad hoc assumptions on ex-

including adjustment cost terms

þve atso
ed, then

,-1€er';such a

observes that if the adaptive expectations moder is re-the notion or lons-run .qiririuriuñ-i;-;;-ï;r;Ji"r"reuant
concept is only defined for stationary expec[ations.

- 40 -
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in the choice variables ("g. l-and). l]ithin such a framework, v¡e are

able to derive dynamic equations for the decision variables and the

econometric models constructed from them depend on current and expected

future variables.

In the first part of this chapter, we describe a rnodel of decision

rules for U.S. farmers. The chapter then ends with decision ruLes that

Canadian farmers face in their production choices. The conceptual model

for Canadian producers needs modification in order to handle government

"intervention" policies in the wheat markets. The wheat producing sec-

tors in both Canada and the U.S. are subject to different intervention

mechanisms due to different farm policies in these two countries. Às

Carter (1984) noted:

Canadian farmers receive a pooled yearly average price for
their wheat and in the United States the price received is the
open market price. However, through the use of futures and
forward contracts, U.S. farmers can sell their wheat any time
before, during or after the harvest [p. 145].

Due to these differences in the marketing of wheat in the two countries,

,the specified criterion functions are different.

3n2 A RÀTIoNÀL ExpEcrÀTIoN MODEL OF PRODUCER BEHÀVIOR

-In this section, a dynamic optimization problem faced by a represen-

È,ive U.S. wheat producer is presented. The framework adopted here

Èáltets that of Huntzinger (1979), and Langley et. a1. (1984) in that

derives the optimal land allocation and on-farm inventory decision

To achieve this, the objective (criterion) function for our rep-

tive wheat producer has to be specified.
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À representative farrner is assumed to maximize his discounted expect-

ed profit on a guarterly basis as opposed to annual. The tarmer's ob-

jective is to maximize:

(3.1)

where B is the

The other terms

do wc \t
dr{.-%(Ài,
n,

- %FSrKí. - d4 FSrK?r

2

- d- (r'srx.. -
5aET

A.at

.2FSTK .) Jj-t-r

\t
'0 = EJ ßt{ P.sÀtE ¡ do w.\.- drnl, a,{4..

tt=O 
z

Í

discounting f acLor such that 0 < ß< '1 
'

in the objective function are defined as:

= labor cost of Production Per acre
t

- À . - , )' = reflects the notion that there arerL-+ costs in adjusting wheat acreage
This term cóuld be due to deterioration
in Iand ProductivitY'

2
d3 rsrllr - d4 Fsrllr

z-
È (rstx.r --FsrKir-t)
z

ß = the discount factor and Iies within the interval tO ,11

Pr = the market determined price of wheat

SOtta = the quantity of wheat sold by the i-th farmer

% *. = per unit cost of labor
lt.r

,'r,,.Àtr = acreage of wheat planted

,.., .-a = Iagged acreage

l.S**r. = end of period inventory held by the farmer

a_r= 
beginning of period wheat inventory

,= the mathematical expectation operaLor, such that E(Pr )= E(P/AJ
ì::,

,,:and CI.is the information set at time t and,

Jì

l$.,¡{ , d,., d. are aII positive parameters to be estimated'
eJ4')

= on-farm direct inventory holding cost

= on-tarm inventory adjustment cost

&ì:l!:
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Some comments about the objective function in (3.1) are in order. In

the above specification, it is assumed that acreage and inventory ad-

justments are costly as reflected by d2 and $ In both cases, the

margínal cost associated with planted acreage and stocks held increase,

it is evident that they are subject to 'diminishing returns to scale'.

To capture the possibility of 'diminishing returns', the cost terms are

thus modeled as being quadratic in their arguments. À1so, acreage and

inventory decisions of the representative farmer are determined indepen-

dently of each other. Thus, the costs of acreage and inventory adjust-

ments are assumed to be additively separable. Às a result of this,
changes in pLanted acreage and inventories will not

fornulation adopted in this thesis.

be related in the

Equation (3.1)

maximized subject

(.i r2 ) rhe wheat identity

IS

to

a profit function quadratic in its arguments and is

the following constraints:

faced by the i-th farmer,

FSTK, ! , FSTKl_E-r it
*it Àit

r.*, *ir is the yield per acre.
,,.1ì ,, ..

!$1¡,:Þ!oduct i on function for the i-th farmer is:

Yri+z *iêi.* ui.
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where Aiair acreage pJ-anted and takes on positive varues at t=0,4,.,.
and Y it+zís total output at harvest time. The production function is
assumed to be r-inear to enable the derivation of i.inear anaJ.ytic sor.u_
tions Isargent (r979)]. The term ait in (3.3) is an exogenous stochas_
tic process affecting production.

The price for

determi ned. The

t <CÞy: ""

wheat received by U.S. farmers is
total domestic demand for wheat

assumed to be market_

in all uses is given

(3.4) Pr a0 + alDì,fÀND. + a2 INCOM, + arsoRGa * uË

ul 'o'
where p. is the

tute commodi ty

uses of wheat,

dom error term.

a2' o and a3

market price of

( ie. sorghum) ,

tr 
¡gå [ e, I xÍ. Àí. *

>0

r.rheat , SoRGr i s the pr ice of a

DMÀND. is total domestic demand

subst i -

for all
a ran-

INCOM. is the income variable variabLe and vt i,

' 0n substituting (3.2) into (3.1), the maximization problem is rewrit_
ten as:

[3.s) vo = FSTK i¡-1 - FSTK ir

- do *. Àrr-
!*?.-
2

(or-. - ort-ì'dz

T

de¡rand eguat i on¡'or example, i f
Eo ßt[ ao + ,;

t to the budget c:onstraint, pax DMAND.

can be derived 
_f :?, u.utility maximizing pro_the consuner is assumed to maxim."e,

Joua'o.-ßr/2 or,'ar.rD. * B2c, + a, /2 DMANDT* s'RG¿,

c INCOM
f
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- d3FSTK.. - dO FSTK.T - d5 (rSrn.. - nStn.._r)2 l

In terms of equation (3.5), the producer when selecting production

plans cares about the current and future behavior of the variables t

DMÀND' , INCOMr, SORGr , and va ] because they all influence the

present and future behavior of the market price as specified in (3.a).

The farmer also worries about the production shock variable aabecause it
also influences his current and future production decisions.

3.¿. t Àcreaqe Al-location Decision

To obtain a representative farmer's first order conditions ( ie. EuIer

equations), the criterion function in (3.5) is differentiated with re-

spect to Aia and FSTK.a for alL time periods t=1, 2,3,...,T. For the

acreage allocation decision, the Euler condition is:

(3.6) Pt xir - dO Wt - d1 Ai¡ - d2 (Àir Àir-¿ )

* azßtA.t+4-Air) = o

.,2

should be noted that

elr could be obtained

in (3.6), the term, xir ,

fronr (3.3) as:

is the yield per acre

*it Yit+Ll Atx * uirlAi.

nging terns in (3.5) yields:
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(3'B) 
%ßoor"*o-[dr* %-so%l Ài. * % Ai.-4= (d0wt+2* &*rrrr*)

0r

o4¡ +o -ir+4 - 0 Àit * Ài._4 = arl {ao

where O = - L dr/d2 + .t * ß41

wt+2 -

ac rea ge 15 i

ß2x p Iít t+2

and the transversal i ty condi t i on for
+f,:lim Eß''å... = Q; E+J

Equation (3.8) is a difference equation,

written as 5 6

the solution to which can be

(3.e)

Followi ng

(3.9) as;

{,3.10)

g4(l *_gr4 + 1 lB) A..,,=_F 
7 it+4 (arl raowo_f *it Pt+z )

xr"4 )

\t\z tB

<1 . l/ g4, \z

À
I 1 /x2g4

9y:^lg s95gen! ( leze), ( 1s7B)(1980), (1981).

Sargent (1979, p.199), we factor the tHS of equa t i on

(1 - Àrr,4)(l

1 - (Àr+À, )

such a factorization exists then 0 <

(3.10) it can be seen that

t +pt4 +11,8 =&F
4

L

1trl,

* Àr= 6 and l.À^ - 1 or- ßE rz 
r^

i9n (3.9) can be wrirren as:

here is
Sargen t

:.'i

ì

ì
ì:,:ji

:::l

:;:

:il

;l
:-ì,1

::ìì

.i.irìiåäi i.l. å':î :3";:,' : 3:': ;3
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(3.11)

Operating

(l - 
^2

(3. 12 )

which is

(r - l r,4 )(r - À r,4 )Àir+4= d;r{do**r_L2-{ ß2* Pir r+2

on both sides of ( 3. 1 1 ) using

t4), the solution to the Euler

= ) À -xz-Ii (t¡¡¡aiir+4 "1 "ir z
d'ß4 J=u

written as:

the "forward"

equation is:

ldowr+4j+ u&r,

inverse of

Pt+43+6

ll.lz' ) Ài.

Equation (3.12') is the acreage allocation decision rule for our

representative farmer. Aít , is a function of lagged acreage,

the current, and future vaLues of price and labor costs.

3.2.2 Inventory Holdinq Decision

Àr Àir-4 
{rrrrrtr#tdo 

*r*4i*z-ß2x..r.* 
+i*øl

, , The inventory holding decision

difterentiating (3.5) with respect

Tåe Euler condition is:

rule on the other hand is obtained by

to FST\a f or all t = 1, Z, 3,...,T.

i-l¡1¡t,t 
t âuo = - P. - %- - d5 (rsrx.. - FsrK ir_l )

âFSTK.rt

àrranging

ß$ (rsrx..*, - FsTK.r ) + ßpr+t = S

ß d-FSTK) ir+l t (l + ß )a- + d. lrsrK. + ùFSTK' 5 4- ir -5-----ir_l

ß E(Pr+l )

d FSTK4ít

the terms in (3.13), we have:

P +Ät-3
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or

(3.14')

It'here

and the

(3.1s)

ô__(l+ß+dO/arl

transversality condition for on_farm stocks is;
+Iilim u. ß"', FSTKiT*¡ _ 0

j*-
Eguation (3.14') is also a difference equation with a sorution:

ß FSTKit+l *6 FSTK.t * FSTKiT_' = arlta3 * pt_

Àdopting the factorization

t+ = (1 - frr,) (l - y2L)

-1-(Yl *y2 )l+\1\2L

E(Pr+i))

In this situ-

ß(1+ôL+ 1L2) FSTK. .=a_t(-p +d
ß ß ir*l .5 t +ß e(P )\t+l //

ôL + LL'
ßß

the on-farm

ation, it is

rnventory decision rule can be solved for.
evident from the factorization that:

(y-
I

jì:.:: l
:j;.:

:,,$uation

ß(1-yrt) ( I -\zL) r,srnrr*, = arl{_n +

(3.15) is

both sides of (3.16) using the ,,f orward,,
to Euler equation (3..14') is:

= 1/ß

d3 * ß n(p r+t) )

inverse (l -\zL ) ,

!=r{t/tr)i [-Pt+j - ß ¡(r.*5*1) + d3]

*\, ) -6 and yy-; 12
Þ

rewritten as:

,,.fþ;rG)

p,lrating on

5 turion

FSTK rr+t = YtFsTK ,. *rlr,
;:ì:R)
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of the price of wheat

wheat inventory.

Equations ß.12) and (3.17) are the optimal decision ruLes under un-

certainty. In the certainty version, (ie. these equations are non-sto-

chastic), if E(P r ) and E(l^I r ) are replaced by replaced by P. and W.

respectively, then rational expectations amount to perfect foresight.

However, when decisions are made under uncertainty E(P, ) and E(Wa )

are not known to the farmers. In order therefore to transform the model

into a form that contains known variables at decision-making time, E(Pr

) and E(}t- ) have to be expressed in terms of currently available in-t
formation. To do so, we need the stochastic processes by which Pa and

Wa are generated.

FSTKir

This is the on-farm i

farm stocks as a funct

:',. Let us assume f or now
,,'' 

'

tr.:,:the form;

$àve

=YTFSTK t_I + tr irtl.rrl j [-pr*j_f ßE(pr+j ) + d: ]
d5 i=0

nventory holding schedule which expresses current

ion of lagged stocks and current and future values

. This constitutes a dynamic demand for on-farm

that P has an autoregressive representation oft

(r.)p = v xt¡
{i(L) is a polynomial lag operator. Hansen and SargentsT (1980)

shown that equations such as ß.12) and (3.17) can be transformed

closed form decision rules with known variables by using the Wien-

lnogorov prediction formula. Under this prediction formula, the

Sargent, "Formulating and Estimating
Models," @gf gf, Economic Dynamics

projection of p
r+ls;
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n (er*l n.) = [ pt+l

Using the autoregressive representation of pa 
t

prediction formuLa states that;

EP.*r tü(Lr-11 ¡íl* u*

the Wiener-Kolmorogov

us to ignore

repr e sen ta -

P*rit given

where t. l* is the annihilation operator which instructs

the negative powers of L With the assumed autoregressive

tion of P Hansen and Sargent (1980) have proved that EÀÍ

Êoas""
co .' -lI ÀÞ ,.= ü ( À) '{

í=0 E+r-

k-l k i-.j
1 +r Ir ( r )" u, I r, ] o.

¡=l i=j*l

The above linear projection formula is used to rewrite the acreage

equation as:

ÀCRA¡ = ÀtÀCRÀ * g1 
^rr*dz

-1)'{t+

!¡here M is the vector [ 1,0,0,0,0...]

The

/,_.t k=l k 4 í-j -jr(À1ß-)'{1*l.ll (ß Àr) rfrr,'1r.
J =I r-=J+t

l, i-.i .- j
[r(ß - trr)- " ViL ]mrt-Àt"

d,

on-farm stock

r = Y FSTK.-'

equa t i on

+ .ßYlMÚ

q

then becomes;

(v,ßI1{r * h-l It ,=t

õc^,e
k-1
T

j=1

:,,FSTK

.b. . rg yr )i-j úrl
r-=J+l

Ìp't

+Yt
d-)

_lItü(y ß) ¡ k-1 k
{r+r tr(ßyl)i-j

j=1 i=j*l
ürl Lj ] tr-,

.::ì

l'.the
Lii.l!'b*

lnterested
found in

reader, the derivation and proof of lhis formula
Àppendix À of Hansen and Sargent (1980), ibid.
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be used to generate stock adjustment
of wheat. Using the Euler equation for
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i that there are no adjusLment costs
Setting d, eeual to zero in ( 3. 1 4 )

::: :ï:']:l:" 
on Li in ü ( r' ). rhe rerm û r^sur ,,.,,"';;;; ,;the same manner. Thrc l_.,, ,,^: _ 

svorudteo ll
Thus by using the Wiener_KoLmorogov prediction formu_l: +l-^ :-Ê:Ia, the infinite term r (À )j¡ p ic r_^^_c^ 

r-vu¿vL¡v¡r rermu-
oa*jts transformed into an optimum pre_iiclor nf ^,,--^--.dictor of currently avaiLabLe information.

The above Euler equations can
models for acreage and on_stocks

stocks to illustrate this special case, we have to make the assumption
in inventory accumulation, ie d. _ 0.

we have the foLlowing desired stock

whereú(yß)is
'r

P =ctl

chain rule
:ì, ,,'
:'

,,,.8( p.*, 
)

holding equation:

(3.18) FsrKir _l t o.
d4

t+hich gives the LeveL of desired inventory holding

l"tl.r. 
Summing over the aggregare of N farmers, the

..desired inventories becomes:

iilì,r 
" 18')

E( pt+l) - d3 l

FSTK* =-rNIp*-gE( e )-t 
{". 

P-''r+l drl

le assume that the future expected price is generated by a:autoregressive 
process of the form:

P+v
r-1

of forecasting, E( pr+l is given as :

=.?pr r_1

for the individuaL

aggregate level of

first or-
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0n subsl i tut i ng the

inventory equation

Nd¡ - N

-Ç, Çr
which on reparameterization

expected price into the aggregate desired

t+e arrive at:

(3.21) rsrn | =
tP. + H clßp._,

d-
4yrelos:

To

to

The similarities between (3.23) and

is rewritten as:

À0rt _f À 0o* ur

( 3.1 7 ) become obvious when ( 3. 1 7 )

D' r-1
ßYr )

3.17') FSTK =:,ìr.:. t Yr FSTKt_1 - Y, 
Pa

ds (l-ßYr )

(3.21') FSTK: = óo + 01 p. + 0z pr_r

complete this analysis, the adjustment mechanism is postulated

be:

{3.22) FSTK FSTK = À(FSTK*_ FSTK -)+vr-l t t-I' r

0n substituting (3.21') into ß.22) and rearranging terms yields the

following familiar stock adjustment equation for inventories as:

(3.23) rsrK. = ( 1-À)FsrKr_1 +Àó, e. +

tf .1

trG=

.l. tion (3.'17') is similar to the one derived unde r the stock adjust-
.üRot nechanism. However, the subtle difference is that because (3.17')

deriveiì from the optimization equation in (3.1), the parameter esti-

;.1Qs"from (3.17') would have dif ferent economic inberpretation f rom

e in (3.23). Thus, eguations (3.23) and (3.17') raise the observa-

$,equivalence prob].em f irst pointed out by sargent (1976) in ma-
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croeconometric models and also by Eckstein (1985) in relation to agri-

cultural supply response models. The models specified in ß.23) and

( 3.'1 7' ) are observat ionally equivalent since a given data base cannot

empirically discriminate between the two competing hypotheses ie. stock

adjustment and RE models of inventory accumulation. It is for this
reason that testable restrictions tend to be imposed on rational expec-

lations models to empirically distinguish them from others.

3.3 RÀTIONÀL EXPECTÀTION EOUILIBRIUM PRICETHE

To obtain the aggregate market

Euler equations (3.8) and (3.14')

aggregate Euler equaLions are then

in which total demand for wheat is

The identity is written as:

(3.24) Y

model for the U.S. wheat sector, the

are summed over N producers. These

used in the market clearing identity

equated to the total supply of wheat.

WIMPT =COMSTOK +FSTKt+2 t+2 t+2
FSTK + CoMSToKr+1 r+1

+ DMÀND + EXPOWt+2 t+2

t+2

$,qtu COIÍSTOK is stockst
È is wheat exports

= -ds"oP

commercial channels, WIMPT

the other variables are

wheat imports,

previously de-

in

and

1St
as

the aggregate Euler equations for

above and solving for the rational
(t. | 0. ) results in:

)csrc¡c + (
t+2

ud ÀPR.*2*

dzß

acreage and on-

Iy expected price

"1- drx do

- ß (dr+a,

"1
WRI +t-2

1 +ß ) cHI cÀc
r+1

d_ x ó ¡cn¡514----5
l)urß3
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- dtx ACRÀ._B* (ß ds *ds +d4 )FSTKT+' - (ßa, +ao )rírx.

+ dsFSTKr_f ßds (coustox.*,
ß3

âr^¿+ ßd_EXPoW) t+2
a¡

- d a ßsonc53 t+2

"1

- ßd_ lrrMPT) t+2
at

- ßa v
5 t+2

tl

- COMSTOK
t+2

^- d_ a^ß INCOM)¿ t+2
al

Bd a595r
"1

Equation (3'25) says that the rationarly expected price can be expressed
as a function of expected future prices, wheat stocks held in cornmercial
channels, on-farm wheat inventory, income, exports, Iagged acreage,
prices and conditionar on arr future shocks to demand and production.
Thus the information set needed in determining the equiribrium price un_
der the RE hypothesis consists of the variables on the right hand side
of equation (3.25).

;ì::j.rÌt,i.:l;i.:j.!ll:.
.ììrììi:i:ìlì:!).ì.ì:ii.,::t

The major relationships underlying the U.S.
rized in the following equations:

wheat market are summa-

{3.26a) o. =Àt

r*here À, * À, =

- À, r ( À, ß4 )4j (6*.*+5*2-ß2 * pr*41*z

u, 
'=o 

r'

\Àz= 1 /ß4¡

dr. /d, * ß4 )

;r26b) Product ion

:H"'r:HJ:lì:lît--::T::?!i?n. hyporhesis, rhe variabres wirhil,,iËïl.i:;ii: i".t;åä:;i;å :'.. :låll i:;å ï, oln.,ilå' i ; ?å:;,, îå:
¡taure 

tã-iiË'ulÄïï;::iï:,ull!ll'ïl'il,,lå,lni"l'ii,,,,ry= 
;?i

Àt-4

þ/ B4

-(

xt
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5s

t+2

ß.26c) 0n-farm

t

whea t

*a t

ô/ß.
,

ln ven tory:

j
r (t/y)(n

2

FSTK =r+1 FSTK +t

*\r)

,l

Y
I

Y1

d_
5

=

Pr+j

Yl2
where

and

(3.26d )

time is:

r*here

lncome.

( 3.26e )

(l

Domestic demand for aIl

+ B + d+/ ds )

uses of wheat at harvest

CHICAG =-"-"""r+2 - a0 + at DMANoTÏruriNcoM 
t+z 

+ u:soRG.*å u.*z

SORG. is the cash price of sorghum, INCOMT is totaL

The market identity

are reLeased:

when on-farm and commercial stocks

+
L+2

FSlK COMSTOK i llIMpT =r+I t+2 COMSTOK + Dì,!ÀND
t+2

r+1

t+2

t+2

+ FSTK + EXPO}¡
t+2

,Ths

:.the

above is a system of four behavioral equations and an identity.
equations as constructed are non_linear in the
They also contain current and future expected

:a': ..

r:,:
'tl. ,

ted

structural. param-

variables. These

nanner but rather

farmers.

variables are not introduced in an ad hoc
derived from the optimizing behavior of the



3 . 3 . 1 pr ice Support programs: The Loan Rate

so far, the u. s wheat sector has been modered using

support programs in this sector have not been taken into
Equation (3.25) is the expected market price under RE in
price supports (.g.the Ioan rate).

rate is effective then at harvest time farmers will
of E( ,r*). 0n the other hand, if this rate is not
ers receive the expected market price as determined

market prices.

consideration.

the absence of

In this section, 
'ue 

consider the r-oan rate and its incorporation into
the U.S. wheat models. The loan rate , denoted as e! , is announced
prior to the time pranting decisions are made. This makes it exogenous
to the production process. If the farmers use eat in making producti.on
decisions, r+e assume that at harvest time, the expected market price
must equal or exceed the l_oan rate, i.e. t( ,a*,), pl If the Loan

receive pL insteadt
ef fect i ve , the farm-

by (3.2s).

lo implement this, it wirr be assumed that if the roan rate is not

i¡$f u.riue, equation ß.zs) is used in the estimation process. However pL

¡,i.is..substituted for E(pa*z) it tire roan rate is effective. in effect,

lj:':..¡ùruaing the loan rate in this fashion results in a rational expected

$.:...00- 
uhich is bounded. The estimation technique to be adopted for this

$Inaua 
price probJ-em is the Tobit moder. under a rationar bounded

i:.e.expectation, equation (3.2s) is rewritten as:

xß*
t

l,P*=
¡:1..: t if p > pttgt

otherw i se
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where nl = E(P.+z ) f rom (3.25) and X. is the vector of right-hand

Bounded
Econom-

side variables in ß,25) in addition to the loan rate variable. Since

the estimation of this model by OLS yields biased estimates, the use of

the Tobit method will produce unbiased estimates (tobin, 1958). A de-

tailed discussion of the likelihood function for the above model and the

associated probabiLity that the loan rate is not effective is given by
*

Shonkwiler and Maddala60 ( 1985). The predicted value of p. from the

Tobit estimation method will then be used in place of (3.25) for a price

variable incorporating the loan rate as a specific price support program

variable.

3.4 DECISION RULES FoR THE CANÀDIÀN WHEÀT PRODUCER

The Canadian wheat producer is also assumed to maximize an expression

similar to that given in (3.1). To obtain the equivalent decision mod-

:els for the Canadian producer as in the case of the U.S farmer, a modi-

,'fication to the criterion function (3.1) is necessary. In deriving the

.,.Euler equalions f or the u.s. producer, it was assumed that the price re-
ìr. :-

;:.:.'ceived f or their product was the market determined price. I n the case

¡.:¡ .the Canadian producer,the activities of CWB through its announcement

i!È,initial prices prior to seeding negates the use of a market deter-

lned priçs. e r

kt¡iler, J.S. and G.S. MaddaIa, "l'lodeling Expectations
1l: ln Application of to the Market for Corn." Review

of
of

and statiãtics, 67 (1985) tAgl-lOZ.

studies confirm this. see Meitke (1976) and schmitz (l968).
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We include a wheat quota delivery rate in the criterion function

specified for the Canadian farmer. This would take the form of an addi-

tional constraint. This constraint can be specified as:62

À. >q. SALE or ; - o SALE > 0it -it t it -it - --t

where À isir
rate expressed

fore.

as:

(3.27 )

guota acreage assigned to wheat, Qr,

in bushels per guota acre and SÀLE"

to represent the

Canadian wheat

r epr esen ta t i ve

is quota delivery

is defined as be-

influence of CWB

producer, the ob-

farmer is written

Taking the above quota constraint

in the decision-making process of the

jective function to be maximized by a

= EolgtIPt Ixi¡ Ai. FSTKi¡-1- FSTKi¡ J - d1

2

2
Air

d}¡À-0rir d(À2ít
2

Aít-4

2FSTK ) +
ir-l

-dFSTK _dFSTK2
3it4ít

2

À[ or. - Qi-.(*r.or.-d5
2

( rsrn
ir

+ FSTK.Ë_I - FSTK.T ) l

e.I is the shadow price of the wheat delivery

.initial price received prior to planting by

..,,r If the the constraint is non-binding, the

$biective function maximized by the Canadian

var iable

quota, and, IP, is

Canadian wheat produc-

value of À is zero and

farmer turns out to be

:'l

l,the U.S.
definitions except Ip. are
model.

the same as those defined
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¡he same as the one for lhe U.S. farmer.

In the above objective function, the price variable ip. is not the

market determined price. since in canada, in addition to the quota

variable, the initial payments received aLso greatly influences planting

decisions, we need an equation that links the market price to the ini-
tial payment. This price linkage equation is specified as:

(3.28 )

ANd IP

PWr = ãt(te.) * Vr

in turn is given brr63

( 3.28b ) IPa = d IPr_l* a CMiNNUSa + ua

where CMiNNUS is the average price of number 1 Dark Northern, Minneapo-

Iis, converted to canadian doJ-lars, and Ipa is the initial payment an-

nounced prior to seeding. This linkage equation is used in an attempt

to capture interactions between canadian and u.s. wheat prices. since

the u.S. has a larger share of the worrd trade in wheat, it wiU. be as-

sumed here that U.S. wheat prices influence the setting of initial pric-
e-s in Canada.

t-:1,:ìì

.".
Paynents and the market

..{ 3. tto, Plt. = ßd
f

) into (3.28) gives the link between the initial
price as;

IPt-1* ßa CMINNUS. + vl

:f ornal derivation of
rs presented

this equation
in Àppendix À.Iion from a minimized quadratic loss



This linkage equation impr.ies that wherever Ipt
eguations, it is to be replaced by ã n* Thet
acreage constraint and the specification of the

sures that the activities of CWB are incorporated

cess.

60

appears in lhe Euler

inclusion of the quota

price given above en-

in the modeLing pro-

Using this definition of price in (3.27), the derivation of the EuIer
equations are essentiar].y the same as those for the Àmerican wheat pro_
ducer' The Euler equations obtained with this additional constraint are
found in Àppendix B. I.Jithout going through the same steps, the acreage
and on-farm equations for the Canadian farmer are:64

The acreaqe eguation

ß.29) c¿cn¡

t+he r e À +À =

0

0n-farm wheat inventory

dz

i, 1,,d,

\-ô
^o¿l) t2

uo /q )
6

À,cÀcRÀ t
L -¿+

4
tO
lP t

(l+

.\

- "1r (1/)rfth t*.*oj*, - vß Pw.*43*z-Àqt++5+zl

1/ gu

4+ ß)

-ßpw )
r+j+1

for the Canadian farmer. In
denotes the Canadian equiva-

u r/0,

(3.30)

.].

phere

CFSTK

(Y

r+i Yl CFSTII -l_"" {' v,i riie4* -
ul

i y Y = 1 /ß

- Àq + d It+j 3

+a/
I

( I + ß+

iÏå'iiåiT"åíi¿ent of thoså

with tildes denote those
variable with a C- prefixfor the U.S. sector.
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The acreage equation in (3.29) is a function of future expected pric-
es. The hypothesized rel-ationship between acreage and expected price is
positive, which is in accord with the traditionaJ- acreage response func-

tions. The on-farm wheat inventory equation also has the usual negative

relationship with respect to expected prices. These two behavioral

equations were also non-linear in the structural parameters of the un-

derlying optimization problem.

3.4.1 The Equilibrium Price for the Canadian l.lhea t

To obtain the aggregate market model, the total

all uses of Canadian wheat has to be specified.

takes the form:

(3.31) PEXBÀYr = co* clcTDr+ c2CINC.+

where CTDr = total demand for Canadian

Sec t or

domestic demand for

This specification

PEXBÀY =t CWB's selling quotation ,

proxy for domestic price

crBÀRLa + ua

whea t ;

basis Thunder Bay , a

of Canadian wheat.

ciNcr

BARL t

u t

= total personal income, Canada

= is the cash price of barley basis Winnipeg.

= an error term

.1. 0 ; cZ, O ; cal 0.

pointed out that the price variable, pEXBAy , is not a true

but rather the quoted asking price of CWB, basis Thunder

the price at Thunder Bay does not reflect shipping costs, it

,Li*,!outu 
u"

iT.,l"t Price

l. Since
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wiLl overstate the actual market price of wheat in the canadian domestic
market.

In order to close the

Canadian sector is needed.

ß.32) cy

model, the market cLearing identity for the

This takes the form:

E+2 
+ GFSTKT*I* tttto*.*,

+ EXPORT

= GFSTK 
t+2 

+ ccttot*, * ato.*,

t+2

= the stock of wheaL in commercial channels.

ß È.0 - etq*.rã I nninav.*r* (l*ß )eninav**,---..........._ L-ïItt o,, "t ß

4 x'd- cMiNNUs 2 ^-1 ;5 -"""'--t-2+ dd, x- IPt_3-ß crdrBÀRLI+2
s_d2 é ããtã- ã;
$.**tt-z* ßls [ 1 + 1 /g +d 

4/ ßd s] crsix .j-, ea5 t i + 1 / ß)cFsrK rg3¿ã -ã- 

-
du,/õ crsrK + -jl cÀcRÀ - dsx cÀcRÀr_B

Hhere CCSTOK

CI ),t
for

To solve for the rationally expected price at pr.anting time (ew. 
I

we substitute the demand equation and the aggregate Eurer equations
acreage and on-farm stocks into (3.32). This resurts in :

(3.33) pnxsÀy- =t

I Quôra , 
*r Quôr¡ß 

ß-¡xdrguoro 
F^n

r.f i
pÞ

^ ß3ð

t t-2

L5(tttt0Kt+r- ccsrox'r+2) + ß dswunxpr+2

gd2ß

-^ß

It-llt5 raÈional expectations
. .r 

mathematical expeðtations¡*aotê to the Canadian wheat

+ß ds (u.*, * .lurl * or*2 uÍ]z

T"t

hypothesis, the variables wi¡¡ 'n"conditional on the informatiãn setproducers in period t, ie. X. l--=

Þ

-B c2d'CINC

- "rB

l,èJt



Equation (3.33)

pected future

lagged ac reage 
'

system. Às can

shows that Lhe rationalJ.y expected price oepends on ex-

prices, exports, income, f.arm anci commerciaL sIocks,

initial prices and other predetermined variables in the

be seen from this expression, the expected market pr r.ce

sIruc-variabÌe is also a function of the parameters of the underlying

turaI nodeL.

The equations comprising the Canadian wheat sector are norr summarized

( 3.34a ) c¡cn¡ r = ÀrcÀcRAr_4 -

-/\where Àr+À2 =å
rt*IJ

CWRI - vßPW - Io i
r.+4 j+Z - L+4j+2''r.*43+2 '

t+

( I + dt/êz+B )

( Pwt+lß Pwr+¡+t) -Às.*, + d3

1/ß¡ ô - (l +ß+ du/ar)

| 
^l

i' 
"rlI'f 

jtao

dz

1/À'ßu,õ=

( 3. 34b)

where

( 3.3ac )

(3.34d)

,.i.'

:.t,3134e )

*ir¡¡r/v'ôd,
5;i t =

l2

CFSTK . . =; CFSTK ------'r+l I t

Y +Y = ð /ß

j-
) tß

CY + CFSTK
L+2 r+1

+ nXpORT r+2

tu,::: e model f or the Canadian

!,-behavioral equations and

q¡erderived under the RE

CCSTOK + CTD
E+2 t+2

r1.1.

crt*z = u0 * ulPw.*ä 1ct*c.*ïu,to*t*,* u.*,

cY r+2
v * CÀCRÀ't

CCSTOK = CFSTK
r+1 t+2

wheat sector also consists of a system of

one market-clearing identity. These equa-

assumption. In the estimation, the pre-
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ty of this modeL would be compared to their counterparts under

Expectations using a predictive R] - value'

In comparing the canadian and u.s. wheat market models, it is obvious

that the structural equations underlying these models are not the same'

The differences in these models are found in the structural parameters'

Also, due tO the different wheat marketing systems in the two countries'

the expected market price under the RE assumption in (3'25) and (3'33)

are entirely different. Due to these differences, one should be careful

when interpreting the empirical results' especiatly, the tests on the

rationality of market forecasts since these tests wiIl be conditional on

the information included in the price equations.

3,4.2 Expectation Generatinq Mechanisms

In previous sections the optimal decision rules faced by canadian and

u.s. wheat producers were derived from the underlying optimizing behav-

ior. These decision rules were summed over N producers and then linked

to the wheat market via the market clearing identity to obtain the com-

plete market models for canada and the u.s. The equations in the two

market moders are not as yet estimable; the reason being that some of

Ithese equations contain expected variables which are random' Since

Lhese variables are not directly observable, they have to be inferred

.from the available information. To render these random expected vari-

iàbtu, observable before estimating the full model, this section focuses

!$'two expectational schemes of : (1) Rational Expectations, and (2)

$nriu. expectations. The f ollowing sections discuss how the random

ed variables become observable under each of the aforementioned

hanisms.
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3.4.3 Rational Expectations

The decision rules and market models in the previous sections r,ere

derived under the assumption of rational expectations. However, for the

implications under RE to be testable, additional assumptions about the

expected exogenous/endogenous variables are needed. The approach to ex-

pectations formation adopted in this analysis is ARIMÀ modeling. The

formal underpinning of the approach is given by the studies on rational
expectations by sargent, Nerlove et. al., I.la11is, sheffrin and Goodwin.

Under ARIMÀ modeling, the unobservable future expected variables, of

say x, r côrì only be estimated if suitabre proxies for xr are found. In
most empirical studies, the normal practice is to assume that the ex-

pected variables are generated by a univariate autoregressive process:

(3.35) o.(r,) x.

chere À (t) ir uii= ,- urrt - urr",

and t is the 1ag operator witn f x =t
The expected variables are then repJ.aced

univariate autoregressive specif ication in

s 
_is the approach. tn their work,

D
-a Lip

X. , and v is whitec-p t
by the statistically
(4.1)66

noi se .

opt imal

l.ìr
The above approach to modeling expectations formation is what has

i$e known as "economically rationar" expectations. if no prior
;Q'trictions are imposed on the underlying structuraJ. parameters of

1 and the AR processes, then we have the Quasi_Rational Expectat

5 the properties of rational expectations and is also easier

be-

re-

the

ion

has

to

f ollowed by Shonkwiler and Ì,taddaIa (

equation (3.35) was modelled as ÀR(1).
1985), op.
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implement empirically (p.302). In

the unconstrained equations under QRE

66

anal-ysis of the market models,

Il also be estimated.

the

wi

Before the QRE version of the model are empiricalry implemented, a

test of econometric exogeneity has to be conducted on some of the vari-
ables in the information set. This test permits some variables (price,

income, commerciaJ. stocks, exports) to be econometrically exogenous.

Sims (1972) established an operational definition for an exogenous vari-
able in terms of Granger-causarity.57 À variable x is said to be exoge-

nous with respect to Y if Y fails to Granger-cause X. The definition of

causality employed in this anarysis is given by Granger (1969): vari-
able Y "causes" x if and onLy if x is better predicted by using

the past history of y than by not doing so with the history of x For

a given universe or information set CI, , Granger formal.ry defines cau-

sality as:

Y is causing X, denoted as y :>X if
2zo(xlu) 4 o (xlu--v)

l.l¡ ,..where o'(,

li..:'::::Ìi:ì1t4,ì,.t::

ì::lr

; available

!$r over U,
t:

I Ul is the variance of the forecast of X based on all
information, u - y is arl past information apart from y and, a

Y, X refers to past information excluding the present. In

the above, we have the definition of feedback. we say that

occurs, denoted as

i., dition to

'. .fèedback

s-argent 
. 

( 1 926, p. 403 ) argues that
:ltioir.is nor' àutficienr ás " t.sr

even though the operational defi-
of exogeneity, the Sims-Granger
Engle et. al. (1983) on defini-
in terms of the distribution of

causaJ.ity test is valid. See alsoç¡ons..of.tleak and strong exogeneity
l,lF..ervable va r i ables .
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Y<:> x if

Thís definition

(xl

(v 
I

(x 
I

(v 
I

above definitions

Granger-Sims test

"Y causes X" and "X aÌso causes y."

is expressed as:

u)

U)

o

the

for

ñr,

u-x) .o

Given

al model

(3. 35 )

Under the

a1l j =

following

of

of

causality and feedback,

exogeneity is:

the operation-

is to replace the

predictors. Thi s

n
uo -rI, uí

null hypoLhesis

1,2,...fi, then

equation is

mx +I b Yr-r_ j=t j r_j

that Y does not

Y does not enter

^ +I d.y +I c. X0 i=l í r-i i=l -j "

t

"cause" X, implies br= 0 for

in the formation of X. The

t

estimating both equations in con-

rs exogenous, the null hypothesis

Yt =fl
n

+'L

also needed:

m

j=1 ¡ r-j

The test statistic is calculated by

strained and unconstrained forms is:

p = (ssn"-ssnu)/¿

ssL/ (r - (z¿ + 2))

Based on the

i¡, equation

causality test that X.
(3.36) should be accepted.

$ tne next srep in the

::ì.-!I!ectea pr i ce var i ables

e is summarized

analysis, given tþ¿t I :¡ X,

by their optimal statistical
by Nerlove et . 6 8aI.

5,.Iove st. aI., op. cit. (197g).
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The empirical appeal. of the QRE approach is
imposed on RE models are ignored. Moreover,

fy the structural parameters that enter each

sideration.

presented by
model implies
endogenous and
minimum-mean-

that the usuaL restrictions

there is no need to identi-

of the equations under con-

assuming that all exogenous variables can be
ARIMÀ models, the quasi-rational expectalion-that the necessary jnticipated values of both
exogenous variables may.bè repJ.aced by theirsquare error predictors (p. 307).

3.4.4 Àdapt ive Expectations

The traditional approach

adaptive learning mechanism.

generating expectations has been the

this section, the technique for gener-

tï-,)

to

In

ating this type of expectation process is examined empirically. There
are two approaches to imprementing this process. First, the time_hon_
oured transformation due to Koyck. Second, the time series method of
generating expectations as an ÀRIMÀ(0,1,1) model.

The adaptive expectation scheme to be adopted in the analysis is:

or r¡ritten in time series notation as:

(3.37) Pe:.t

i1!,¡se I ll
$,þere Ë is the

n both sides

a function

= ti-, +n (e.- -

- (l - n ) t I p; = rr

polynomial lag operator

of(3.38)bytl-(1-n
of past prices:

LPr

such that líp
) r )-iyields

= ta_r. Operating

the expected price

ll-(l-n)r.f1n Lp.

J

)
..

:ì:r,ì:ì

a::ìl

E¡- -t

- n I < 1, the denominator in (3.39) can be expanded as:



tl - ( 1-¡ )r l-1 - 1+ (l -n )r,

Given the above expansion series, (3.39) can alternatively be

written as:

(3.39') eÞ='t

Expected price is thus expressed as an

realized prices. It is this expression

used in equations ß.26) and (3.34).

E( P .. -) is replaced by:
t+4i+6

æk
n ¿- ( I -n )

k=0

69

(1 -\f : + ('1 -n l13+ ...

infinite weighted average of past

for expected price that would be

For example, in equation ( 3.26a )

æ

n x ('1
k=0

-nf p
r-k

E( Pr+4j+6

to arrive at:

(3.26a')

Pr+45+o-t<

À =}.t (À
, ßu ) 

4j ni ( I-n) (dowt+a¡+z-r.t k=o

)- æÀ +,.III t-4 
Ç:=o

_*D^ 't+4j+2-k

which constitutes the acreage equation under adaptive

sLock equation in (3.26c) under adaptive expectations

expectations. The

is written as:

Pt+5+1-t

expectations, additional restric-

(3.26c') when compared Èo their RE

These additional restrictions come

coefficient I .

FSrK =y.FSTK + Yiî,(yß)j tßnr (i-n)kt u, j=o' I

- nî (r -nf Pt+¡_rf drl
k=0

¡þs it is seen that under adaptive

,,t,9ns are inrposed on ( 3.26a' ) and

lEerFarts in ( 3 .26a\ and ( 3.26c ) .

.FIat because of the adaptation
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under the adaptive expectations scheme, moders of anticipation fcrma-
tion may also be generated as conditional forecasts from time series
analysis' This procedure has been shown to be rational if expectations
are generated by an ÀRIMA (0,1,1) moder. The optimaJ. statisticaJ. pre_
dictors generated under an ARIMÀ (0,1,1) model could then replace the
expected variables in the structural models.

FolLowing BessJ-er (1982), equation (3.37) can be written as:

(3.40 ) (l - ß ) t._i

Writing (l -ß ) as 0 ,

condi tionaL expectation

(l - L)e.= 1'1 - o) e¡

one step ahead forecast which is the
(3.40 ) i s:

the

of

(3.41) ^D_A.-'t-1 ' tt-l

where e_ , is the one-step ahead forecastt-r
statistical predictor for the expression

write it as:

error. To obtain the optimal

in (3.41),it is instructive ro

(3.42)

ghere ea is a white noise disturbance of the price series.

' Àccording to Bessrer (p.20) for the optimal statistical predictor and

,tne 
adaptive expectation mechanism to be equivalent, € should be within

the interval (0, 1) since 0 is given as.r - ß. If empiricar tests on

lj',,.l''ntl 
indicate that e. is white noise and 0 is within the specified in-

¡ervar' 
then (3,42) in fact becomes the quasi-rational expectation ver-

D-
t

LT. 
fo. the adaptive expectation mechanism.
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Chapter IV

ESTIMATION OP THE U.S. ÀND CÀNÀDIÀN WHEÀT MÀRKET MODELS

I NTRODUCTI ON

in chapter III, the decision rules faced by a representative wheat farm-
er were derived' In this chapter, the estimation procedure and the em-

pirical implementation of these decision rures are presented. To esti-
mate the Rational Expectations (ns) models for the u.s. and canadian
wheat markets, causality6s tests have to be performed on the expected
variables present in the structural equations. The use of causality
tests will determine those variables included in the information set
that help predict movements in the anticipated variables. The adaptive
expectations version of the decision rules are also estimated for the
two markets' since the decision ,ur" ourumeters are nonLinear functions
of the underlying structurai. parameters, a nonlinear estimation tech-
nique is employed.

To test for the appricability of the RE hypothesis in the

f raIty

!tq,!êlysis.

test of market efficiency normally used in the finance ri
empLoyed. in testing rationality in Lhe wheat narket,
derived expected market price rnodeL will be the focus

two mar-

tera ture

a struc-

of the

The definition
guish it from

of causal'ity. is that..of "Granger-causarity" to distin-the definirions of "causarioñ" i;-ih; -årriiorãphy 
of:.tisienee.

- tt
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4.2 RATIONÀL EXPECTÀTIONS ÀND CAUSÀLITY TESTING

72

Expectations in the sense of Muth "depends specificarJ.y
ture of the system describing rhe economy. " Thus to form

expectation of say the variabJ_e p. , the expectation of
under RE has to satisfy;

on the struc-

the rational

this variabLe

o, = E(r.ln._r)

where E is

relevant to

the

the

expectations operator and

formation of expectations in

Q._, is the information set

the sense of Muth.

In chapter 3, the behavioral rures for acreage aJ.rocation, farm in_
ventory accumulation and the equilibrium price were derived. If the
equilibrium price equation is substituted into the acreage and inventory
decision rules, we obtain the reduced form equations which are functions
of all the predetermined variables and not just the past vaì.ues of acre_
age and farm-stocks. To form the rationar expectation of such vari_
ables'¡ lr€ therefore need a method of evaluating which variables in the
intormation set can be used. The concept of Granger-wiener causality
provides a convenient way of evaruating the information needed in form-
rng rational expectations.

,,,1,,i'In the macroeconometric literature on RE, there is a tendency to ap-

$11¡.'..¡ ' 
ximate the rational expectation of an expecred variable by irs exrra-

lrilro'"ttu. 
predictor conditioned onry on its past varues. Às poinred out

p

Nelson ('1925, p. 337), extrapolative expectations conditioned only on
!'àriable's past history lead to mis-specification errors if in fact

tions are not extraporative. He then sho¡rs that the rational ex-
i.,'4son of any variable conditioned on the inf ormation set rhat in-



F-
ia

cludes the past history of the

cient than the optimal extrapolat

The conclusion reached by

a variabLe conditioned on aIl
in terms of the rnean squared

73

variable being predicted is more effi_
ive predictor.

Nelson (1975) that rationaL expectation of

the relevant information is more efficient
error coincides with Granger's definition

of causal i ty. For a gi ven un i

definition of causality is;

verse of information set, Granger's formaL

Y "causes" X, denoted as y ====> if ì

az (x lu) o' (x lu-v)
where 62(. I u ) is the MSE of the minimum squared error of predict-
ing x given the information set u and o2( x I u - v ) is the minimum

squared error of predicting x conditioned only on the past history of x
alone' This simpry means that expectations formed from univariate equa-
tions will have a larger MSE than those employing all available informa-
tion' From this, it is obvious that a rational agent wirl form expecta-

i .'.. 
tttns about a variable by including other variabres that ,,Granger-cause,,

.-ii..ì$$|"'70 
Failure to incLude a causal variable thus causes a bias predictor

I expectation. In this study therefore, the con_
pt of Granger-wiener causality wiì.1 be adopted to determine which

i:i ¡:,.'ì .

$,iabtes in the inf ormation set can be employed in generating the ex_

!$$,gurions of perrinenr variables.

identally, Geweke(J. .Geweke,',Test,ing the Exogeneity specif icarion
ff,liH';fi.',ÌT??2å:;:iFii:iã:": 

-eq;'ti;"-uàa.r, 
" rournar orelnetrics 7t\1978):163-185) h;; 

"ràa rhe concepr oi=Ël"ngffi*uËto show that in an CDSEM, tne exògenous variables ,,causen the en-nous variables.



Causality Testinq procedure

sults obtained. since hIe are dealing with economic time series which

tend to trend up over time, the data is filtered to avoid spurious cor-
relations between the series under study. Filtering of the series is
also necessary to induce stationarity which is important in causality
testing' There are different ways of filtering time series data, an ex-
ample of which is the deviation of the variables from their means and

trend values. However, in this study, the method chosen is the variate
difference approach suggested by Box and Jenkins?r (1976, pp 376-37g).

This approach involves the examination of the sample variances of suc-
cessive differences to determine the proper degree of differencing. un_

der this approach, the sample variance will continue to decrease until a

stationary seguence is found and thereafter the variance begin to in-
crease' The search for the optimal degree of differencing under the

ì

,'variate difference meLhod is the same as the identification step in
.¡. 

entua modeling. Thus the step of modeL identification in SAS was used
i'"Ìo obtain the adequate filtered representation of each series before

i:..lllottuaing 
with causality testing. The criteria for choosing the opti-

$].'.¡ 
degree of differencing are: i) minimum variance and; ii) the Box-

ì$unn Q-sratisric. ? z Àppendiix C gives the results of the undertying dif_

$.lencing operations performed on each variabLe. Às an example, for the

!:I,,.,t+tu FSTK (1,4) the f orm of the f iltered series is:

George 8.P., and Gwilynr M. Jenkins, Time Sçfies Ànalvsis:
Eg. and Control, iloldeñ nay, San FraÁcG;ã,ffi Fore-

ål.¡i:iîïî:.r."es wirh ¡ninimum variance coincided wirh rhe row-

This section describes the causality testing procedure and the re_
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DFSTK
t

(1-¡)(r-s4 )nsrx

or more clearJ_y:

DFSTK. = FSTKr - FSTKr_t - FSTKr_4 + FSTKr_5

where DFSTK is the filtered series to
B is the backward shift operator (u.g.

the leveL of the original variabLe.

be used in the causality analysis,

¡4 rsrx = FSTK._^ ) and FSTK is

n Àppendix C. Even

differencing was not

shows that when some

filtered process does

4.1

The selected differenced series are indicated i

though we are dealing with quarterl.y data, seasonal

necessary in some cases. À gJ.ance at Àppendix C

series are seasonalLy differenced, the resulting
not meet the stationarity requirement.

The next step is to perform causality tests with the selected fil-
tered series. À direct Granger-causality test on the filtered series is
adopted in this study as opposed to using the residuals from an ÀRIMÀ

,{F'd,9) mode1.73 The reason for this is that Nelson and schwertza (igg2,
p,17) have shown that the power of causarity testing using the cross-
c,.orrelations of the residuals is not as globally and asymptoticatì.y ef-

{'-i:cient 
as the regression likelihood ratio test using the reduced form

*fi11ce anf Haugh (1977), show that Granger causality can arso becharacterized in terms of cross-correlatiõns between the univariatet¡hite noise innovarioni.-i";-A;pgndix D toi tr,ã pierce-Haugh formula-tron using only the lnnovåiion!'in x and y.

l.t:l'.charles R., and G. william schwert, "Tests for predictive Re-
lllî.nìl:,*f'::;.!i;e-ð.;i;;';;,i;Ëi;;.' Å-uo"te carro rnvesrisa_tr -- .-¡¡'.e veÀ ¿sr vq! ¿cru¿sÞa 

^ ¡49¡rte Larlo rnvesttc''rournal of American srarisrical ¡ssociafiôn-7i1iõezi;ìi:iB:
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Iie Equation (4.2)] of the Granger-,oiener method. using the fir.tered
series' the equations needed for testing causation are written in vector
autoregressive form as:

r I r I [, II 0,, (r) À12(L) I I t. I , lt II " I I ' I = I " I tn''t
Ior,(r,) errrr.tI Ir- I I u2rlL ¿¿ j L .J L Iwhere Y is the vector of endogenous variables under study, x is the vec_

tor of exogenous variabres incruding the specified a priori causar. vari-
ables unu ura, uraare the error terms. From equation (4.Ð, Arz(r) and
err(l) indicate whether ì.agged varues of y and x are useful in improving
the predictions of x and y respectively. À test of independence between
X and Y can be performed by setting \, (f ) = er, (l) _ 0.

To perform the Granger_causality test, the
V¡R) model (4.2) is estimated in a two variable

vector autoregressive(

system as:

(4.3)

u2,

the endogenous

are white noise

innovations in

Y and X series

221), assure us

nm
= c!.*X o_. y. + X ß. x + u0 i=t r È-i 

: =i - j --t-: 
Ir

.. rtr, t +r 6. xr E-r j=lJ t

$tt* Y and x are stationary stochastic time series of

!.lu 
t*on.nous variables respectively and, ul, and u2.,

iryt terms, or the innovations in the vÀR mode]. The

\ti could be non-invertibre in this equation since the

þ_towever, plosser and schwertTs (1977 p

(a)

n+I
i=l

(b) x =ct

Schwert, "Estimation of a Non_In_
Case of Overdifferencing," Jour_



at four for both y, and Xa . Àl.so,
sary to seasonally difference all the variables,
included in the actual estimation of the eguations

The list of variables contained in the Y vector are:

pJ.anted wheat acreage (¡Cn¡) ;

on-farm stocks of wheat (rSrx)

Chicago Board of Trade's cash

that the

subs ta n t

were set

i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)
ix)
:, ..

x)

loss of efficiency due to due possibLe

ía1. In the estimation procedure, the

77

overdifferencing is not

J.ag-lengths m and n

since it was unneces_

seasonal dummies r+ere

in (4.3).

i)

rr)

rrr)
,

prtce of wheat (cHIcÀc);

variables:
The vector Xa includes the foLlowing causal

the prime lending rate (pr,n);

sorghum price (sonc);

the wage rate index (wnl );
three-month treasury bill rate (TBIt);

total personal income (lHCou);

total wheat exports(expOw) ;

wholesale price of wheat fLour at Kansas City (wpr)

wheat imports (wn¿pr);

wheat stocks in commercial channels(COMSTOK);

export price of wheat at the Gulf ports(eXpC).

of the causar variables contained in vector x are from the derived

.:,':t"t 
equations' The rest are information variables that are ei-

;nserved 
by the u.s. wheat producer but not the econometrician and/

.....l.P'Fredict 
the expected variables in the structurar equations.

:ì:l



Under equation (4.3),

are;

the hypotheses that could

78

possibly be tested

r)

rr)

rrr)

iv)

X "causes" Y if Iß. = 0 for

Y "causes" X it tcí= 0 for

there is feedback between X

X and Y are independent if

rejected,

rejected,

(i) and (ii) above hold,

i ) are not rejected.

alL j

all i

and Y

(i) and

IS

is

if
(i

causal reLationship from X to y and not

1980). When causation runs from X to y,

ing expectations of y. In the context of

means under the null hypothesis in (4.3a)

jected and the null hypothesis in (4.3b)

cepted.

The F-statistics from the OLS estimates of (4.3) for pairs of the x and

Y variables are reported in Àppendix E. ln interpreting the results in
Àppendix E, it should be remembered that

said to heLp improve the predictions y if
any of the causal variables are

and only if there is a one-way

vice versa (Granger, p.351 ,

then X should be used in form-

equation (4.3a and 4.3b) , this

that Iß. = 0 should be re-
J

that Ic. =l- 0 should be ac-

The results in Appendix E show that at the 5 percent ]evel of signif-
icance (i.e., r.
sone (INcoM), totar exports (sxpow) and, stocks in commercial channers

..$uston) help improve predictions of on-f arm stocks of wheat (r.srx).
ìr è export price of wheat at the GuIf port (expc), stocks in commercial

$lnnets 
(cousron) and wholesale price of wheat f lour (wpr) alr ,,cause,,

t'acreage (¡cn¡). However, there is a bi-directional causality be-
the forlowing: (i) on-farm stocks (rst¡t) and whoresale price of
f¡rour (wpr), (ii) on-farm stocks of wheat (rstn) and the Gurf



r
iì-ì:

port export price (eXpC), and

rate index (wnl).

t9
( iii ) acreage planted (¡Cn¡) and the wage

It is

( cHr c¡c )

aLso estimated

causes' the f ol-

that the cash price on

Iowing variables:

the Chicago futures

the prime Iending rate (prn);

sorghum price received by farmers (sonC),

wheat imports (wlttpt),

stocks in commercial channels (COuSfOx) and,

the wage rate index(wnl ).

In addition, acreage pJ.anted (¡cn¡) causes totar wheat exports
(sxpow). On the basis of these results, the hypothesis that causal
variables that are infruenced by the Y-vector in these instances can be

rejected. Thiis raises the question as to whether or not the relation_iriaì..i.iÌ:l:t.-ì.;r::::rr ev "¡.eL¡¿st vl r¡UL Lf¡Ë I e¡AtIOn-

iii.$.,i*,,ships specified in (4.3) are one-sided. À rarionate for some of rhe el-

I)

ii)
rrr)

iv)

v)

Ð,.,ements in the Y vector causing some of the elements in the assumed'cau-

.i,i.:,l,,,tut' 
vector has been provided by l.lalJ.is (1974) . z 6 He noted that in

$ii."ustttsions 
where the dependent and independent variables are adjusted

*ftnn 
different filters, the relationships between these adjusred vari-

l$Iu., "...is generally doubly inf inite,, I.lallis, p. 22). This could

:: r be the case since the firters used in adjusting the series are nor

$,..'rr'.,tt'e 
same. For the rest of the F-values in Àppendix E, where x,,does

].f,.9ause" 
Y and Y "does not cause" x, a1l that can be said is that x

ir¡dependent of y and vice versa.T?

."SeasonaI lajustment and Relations Between Vari_of the Àmerican Statistical Àssocialfon, üåf.
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4 .2.2 The Q. S. pa ta

The data used in estimating rational expectations model-s requires a

sample period Iarger than is usuaLly used in estimating traditional
econometric models.?E rhus the choice of data is dictated by choosing
the largest sampLe period available. The raw data used in this study is
guarterly time series aggregates of the pertinent variables of the u.S.
wheat market. The chosen variabl_es spans the period of the first quar_
ter 1965(196s-0.1) to the rast quarter of 19g4(r9g4-Q.IV). The actual
sample period used in estimating the model is shorter because of obser-
vations lost due to the rags specified in the equations.

4.3 ESTIMÀTION METHODOLOGY UNDER REH

that there are severar approaches to estimating these equations. Each
estimator depends on the assumptions concerning the ,,forcing,, variables
and the serial properties of the random terms.

The empirical results will be based on the

tions (3.12" ) , (3.17'), and (3.25). However,

joint estimation of equa-

it should be pointed out

"forcing"

This im-

side vari-

1e. acreage

unc or reLa t -

most common estimator hinges on the assumption that the
variabres( ie. RHS variabres) are econometricarly exogenous.

Þlies that in ternrs of "Granger-causation,, the right- hand

,.1å1es should fair. to "Granger-cause" the decision variabres(

). ÀIso, these exogenous variables should be

lì:ï

lÌ::r.r

,a:;l
ü:.r:,.,,

This kind of retationship has been described in some context as being"Ì{êakly" exoqenous.- amoñg authors using lr,is-ä"tinition of exogenei-tY' see SargÃnt (19g1 ):--'

" _:,, :"li li sr of rhe var iabtes used i nçr¡ Ëìrê to be found in Appendix F.
the estimation of the U.S. mod-
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t,

ed with the random error terms in each equa t i on .
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I f on the other hand

the "forcing" variables do "Granger-cause" the decision variables or are

endogenous, and the error terms are serially correlated, Hansen and Sar-

gentTs (1982) have shown that a good estimator is the generalized method

of moments.

The last estimator is the method of Quasi-RationaI Expectations (Qnn)

proposed by Nerlove80 (1972) and Nerlove et al81 ( 1979). This estimator

is another technique for estimating rational expectations models rvithout

imposing the overidentifying structural restrictions on such models. Às

argued by Nerì-ove et al (1979), quasi-rationaJ- expectations corresponds

to to the use of unrestricted reduced form when the model is overidenti-
fied. The QRE estimator is in a sense a limited information technique

in that the instruments used not aLlow

derlying structural parameters.

the explicit recovery of the un-

in this study, since the expected price variable is assumed to be en-

dogenous but not exogenous, a ful1 infornation implementation of REH

would require the estimation of the expected price equation, the reali-
zation equations for the "forcing" exogenous variables and the acreage

and farm-stock equations. Even though the modeL under study appears to

'be 
simple, to retrieve all the structural parameters will be computa-

lional)'y burdensome. Given the difficulties that one could face in re-

,s"'!ansen, Lars Peter, and Thomas J. sargent, ,,Instrumental variables
l..ll:?.:1",::: I?' nstimaliñn ;iliil^f"liõõl_ixpectations Moders,,, Jour_!e.! qf l.ronerarv È.onori.r,-éiisgz,) z253-269

fiñiiiï i,rr,!Li\, "Lags in Econonic Behavior," Econonetrica

åroi'Ål;T;n"il:,ffi; ,and J.L. Carvalho, À¡elysis of Economic
York, Àcademic pressffi
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covering all the structural parameters in

B2

a non-linear model under full
information estimation of this REH modeI, this approach wilL not be

used. Instead, HB wiJ-J. rely on the QRE technique of estimating equa_
tions (3'12"), (3. r7'), and (3.25). The gains to using the rimited in-
formation (QRE) technique over the full information technique are not
known' It should be pointed out that whiLe the resuLting QRE estimates
may achieve consistency, they courd ar.so be inefficient. using the QRE

estimator, rrr€ wiLl thus reprace the expectations of the current exoge_
nous variabl-es by their forecasts obtained from their least squares pro-
jection of each variabr.e not "Granger-caused,,by the decision variables.
Equation (4 ' 4 ) can then be estimated h,ithout any prior restrictions on

the structural parameters in equation (3.1 ). under the QRE, the foIlow_
ing reparameterized equations are to be estimated:

ÀCRÀ t = Ôo * 0, ACRA + 0 CHrCÀc
)

+0

(4 .4a )

CHi CÀG +0 WRI
4

FSTKt

+

+e

t

CHI CAG

+0 I.IRI
5

0 +0 FSTKo I t-l

^+ JT FSTK
I . *[9 FSTKt_1+ ]IiócoMSTOK

CHIcÀc,*Vl t4.4b)
3 L-J. t

rewritten as:

WRI +J1 ÀPRt-2 u t-2

rírx
r+1

- COMSTOK )Ë+1 t+2'

^^

1-he expected market price equation (3.19), is

CHI CÀG
"^

= [o * [, cHICAGT+2+lI2cHICÀG.*å [,

+ JI ÀCRÀ +IT AcRÀ + ns t-4 5 t-8 "z

II, 
, 

EXPow r+2 + lI

)
v.*2

,, 
wI MPT'*2 * [r,

(4.ac)

INcoMt+2 +IIr4 soRq+2
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I f we assume that the "forcing" variables in the price equation are

covariance stationary stochastic processes ( ie. have constant mean, var-
iance, and covariance), then their assumed autoregressive (¡n) forms

are;

(l

(l

(I

(l

p

(a.5c)

(4.sd)

(4.5e)

(4. sf )

CHICÀG.
E

;. (a.5a )

(r - e(r,)) Expovlr ut. (4.5b)

¡(r)) rNcoM

c(L) ) soRc

B(L) ) t.¡IMPT

0(t)) t+Rr r

e
2t

Þ"3r

z
L

St

where Q(L), À(L), B(t), and c(L)

above equations together with (3.3)

system for the U.S. wheat market.

trithout any restrictions imposed on

are poJ.ynomiaL lag operators. The

and ß.24) constitute the complete

These equations are to be estimated

them.

it should be pointed out that equations 4.4a-c are not

rèlationships since any change in lhe way in which the
the "forcing" variables are formed in equations 4.5a-f wi

i...ltttnt dynamic reduced form relationships in eguations 4.
'lhè:first of the famous LucasB2 critique. the second

the structural

expectations of

11 lead to dif-
4a-c. This is

Lucas critique

Ïi:.¡1,::t::,"::ll?'.".!ri.. eoljcr_nvaruarion: A cririque,, in lE phLI_i-^-I' .r.u., r¡uut¡e¡iletrlC tsOJ. ICy gvaJ.UaEl.On:

åe_gUrug_an¡! Labor Markets (K. Brunner and-i:.S+"aÐq Lebor M?rkers (K. Brunner and À.H. MelÈzer (edãff, vol.
.í^Ïl:, lv-46, Carnegie-Rochester Conferences on public policv.' suD-: ..H' 'r-¿ro' uarnegle-Rochester conferences on public policy, sup_
Tå;itt, to Journal oi u"r"Iãiy Economics, Norrh-Holrand, ÀmsrerdamÀmsterdam

!¡:l,sre .
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states that the "deep" parameters in equations 3.20a, 3.20c, and 3.25

may not be invariant under a change of poLicy regime and changes in the

stochastic processes of the "forcinq" variables.

The structural equations to be estimated under the restricled RE ver-

sion are:

ÀCRÀ t

where

where

(y + y

I
j=o

; ÀÀ
t2

4J
(1/À ) (do\] 

t+4i+z

4

= À- ACRÀ -ÀLt-4t
dz

+À = ö/ß

- x ß E(CHTCAGT+4|+2)

= 1lB ( 3.20a )

Under the restricted version, the

Êron equations ( 3.26a ) and ( 3.26c )

However, B wil.l be set at .95

hand, if 4.5a-f are included in the

crents of these stochastic processes

)

E ( cHrcoc.*3*1- ß cHrcAGr- d3)

and,

( 3.20c )

structural pararneters to be recovered

are: dr., dr, d,, du , dr rand $.

prior to estimation. 0n the other

estimation process then the coeffi-

also have to be recovered.

(1 A/d + SL2

= v. FSrK -+Yr ! 5r 
/y)i'r .-t 

%

\ _.ô.,---

g = (1

YY72

+ap

=7/ ß

d /d4s

order to determine

necessary, we need

whether the restriclions imposed on (3.26 a and

the values of the maximum likelihood functions

constrained and unconstrained versions of the systen of equa-

Let L' be the value of the likelihood function for the uncon-
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strained version of the model- and L, b. the value of the likelihood
function obtained by imposing the restrictions of (3.26a and c). Then

we use the ratio test, - zrog (r.r/tu) which is distributed as an as_
2

ymptotic x (q) with q being the number of restrictions imposed.B3

Under REH, a rational bounded price as specified

will be approximated using a tobit estimator. The

this estinrator is then substituted in pJ.ace of the

able in equations ( 3.26a ) and ( 3.26c ) . These rwo

stitute the acreage and inventory equations under

price model.

this ratio test
n is the number of

in equation (3.25')

predicted value from

expected price vari-

equations wouLd con-

a rationaL bounded

4.4 ESTIMÀTI0N UNDER A!ÀPTIVE EXPECTATIONS

The equations under the adaptive expectations version to be estimated

are (3.26a ) and ß.26c ). À glance at these equations show that they

are linear in the variables but highty non-linear in the structural pa-

rameters. The other problem with these equations is the infinite Iag

iengths. Lagging each equation one period and multiplying it by (r-g)
and subtracting fron (3.26a ) and ß.26c ) respectively, H€ arrive at
the following:

Icl. WRI .+ s + U
l- E-l- 0 t

(4.6)

+ôz FSTI_2 * 6 3 CHICÀGr + 54CHICÀGt_1* 6 o* Vt (4.7)

21og À is equal
observations and

to nx (10q
SPare thée
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These equalions can be estimated without any restrictions. However, if
tle want to test the hypothesis that adaptive expectations and the opti-
mal univariate statistical representation of CHICAG are eguivalent,

then rhe term E(cHIcAG:) in (3.26a) and (3.26c) wirl have to be re-

pJ.ac ed by :

CHI CÀG 
E

t e -0 e

where 0 lies rli thin the interval ( 0, 1 )

forecast error.

(4.8)

und .t+I is the one-step ahead

r+1

Àccording to Bessler (1982),84 the representation of

(4.8) and adaptive expectation coincide if 0 < € < 1.

hand, if the fit of the ÀRIMÀ (0, 1, 1) model is adequate

not lie within the specified interval, then expectations is

not necessarily rational.

cHicÀG" int
0n the other

but € does

adaptive but

i,ì

To complete the adaptive expectations model of the u.S. wheat market,

the roan rate is introduced into Èhis version of the model. In the

presence of the Ioan rate, this variable becomes an additional source of

Ínformation when farmers are forming expectations about expected future
prices. To capture this additional information, the expected price mod-

èÌ is modified to read as:Is

cHIcAG: = ü, *rrcAc.l1+ ü2LoRr * ú, (cnrcÀcr_l - cHrcÀc:_t )

(4.s)

!,i.i:þster (1982).

This formulation
t,lons are to be

op. cit
is due

found in

. p. 20.

to Lidman and Bawden (197a).
Àskari and Cummings (1976).

Similar equa-
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withlJrl *ú, = l

r+here LOR. i s

CHI CÀG._I are as

loan rate can be

CHI CAG 
E

t
1-(,ll

is the

andrf. ,þ ,þr23
the announced Loan

def ined before.

rewri tten as:

(ql

;' 0,

rate in period

The expected price

L, CHICAG! anA

incorporating the

and (3.26c) and after

(4.11)

LOR, + rf CHICÀG . )L 3 t-I' (4.10)

whe re

+ !) )rl2
polynomial J.ag operator.

0n substituting (4.10) into equations (3.26a)

some manipuJ.ations, we arrive at:

ACRÀ _a
- l.J +$

0t ACRÀ
t-4

CHI CÀG

+ ß^ ÀCRÀ + ß CHICÀcz t_g 3 E-I

+ ßs LoR. * ßu tol_, + ß7 wRrr

+v-It

.'FSTK._' *.2FSTK._2 * crCHI CAG.

t_2 + c, LOR.

+R
'l¡

+ßWRI

t-2

r-1

FSTKt c.

cOCHICÀGr_t * .S CHICÀG

+ c7 L0q_1 * vzt

iìiì. The above two equations and the

i$ntiuu expectation version riith

$.'...riaute' 
The parameter, ßi's and

(4.12)

market demand equation constitute the

Lhe loan rate incLuded as additional

c_ 's are to be viewed as the reducedl-

conbination of the structural parame_
m coefficients since they are a
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ters from (3.25a), (3.26c) and the adaptation coefficients from

(4.10).85 The aforementioned three equations are jointly estimated with-
out any cross-eguation restrictions. Due to severe collinearity between

cHIcÀGr-2 and LORa_, in the acreage equation, these variables were

dropped from that equation and the model re-estimated.

4.5 EMPIRICAL RESULTS FOR U. S . WHEAT SECTOR

The variables used in the estimation process were measured as devia-

lions from trend and seasonal dummies by taking the residuals from a re-
gression on a linear trend variable and seasonal dummies. The estima-

tion of QRE model was in trio stages. In stage one, OLS procedure was

used for to obtain proxies for the expected exogenous variabl-es ( ie.
Equations 4.5a-f) that appear in the price equation. sz in the second

stage, the estimates from stage one are then substituted into the price
equation. The SUR estimator in SÀS is then employed in the second round

of estimation. À constant term was included in each equation as a test
of mis-specification. The a priori expectation that these constant
terms were not significantly different from zero r+as achieved so they
were dropped.ss In Table 4.1 are the oLS estimates of the unrestricted
modeL and the SUR estimates are reported in Table 4.2.

THE

The relationship between the¡uraL parameters are shown in
The ÄR(q) estimates in the frn Àppendix H.

$iEnificant constant
lng o. fallinq trendsrron the mean values.

reduced form coefficients and the struc-
Àppendix G.

irst round of estimation are to be found

terms imply the equatíons exhibit steadily ris-
even if no such trends exists in the deviãtions
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TABLE 4. 1

OLS Estimates of the Unrestricted Model (U.S.)a

0 I

0
2

0

0
4

0_

Àcreage Equation Stock Equation

0 0.620
I

g -527 56 .2
2

03 3188.96

g 
46291 .4'1

Price Equation

II 0.143 (1 .72)**
I

li -0. 128 (- 1 .70 )'k'r
2

1r -0.003 (-0.88)
J

iT 1.139 (11.9s)*
t+

IT -1.618-5 (-1.94)**
5

ri 1 . 178-5 (1 .34 )
6

rT -3 . 73E-7 (-0. 79 )
7

rr -6.048-7 (-1.18)
I

]] 9 .s2E-7 (2 .29) r,

9II 1.4s8-7 (0.s5)
10

iTrr-1 .448-7 (-0.34)

TItz-6.52E-5 (-1.46)

IIrs -5.298-1i (-0.20)

Iir,* -0.153 (-2.02)t

0.262

3714.38

6306. 1 6

-110.38

172.30

(3.93 )*

(+ . sz )'r

(6.48)*

(-1.23)

(z.zz) *

(5.97)*

(-2.75)*

(0.12)

( 0.33 )

2

R = .851

MSE = 1921392

DW = 2.00

2

P = .758

MSE = 4.0898+9

DI,] = 1.95

2

P = .959

MSE = .0383

Dll = 1 .262

;"-uu,
:- stgnificant at 5 Dereent level** :iy,,lrtcant at 5 percent level
,..... srgnrtrcant at 10 percent leve1
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TÀBLE 4.2

The NSUR unrestricted Estimates of the REH Mode1 (u.s.)"

90

01

þ2

ös

0+

0s

Acreage Equation Stock Equation

o, 0.608 (5.83 ),r

o2 -siB45.2g(-2.78)*

03 76s1.68 (0.28)

04 4973.65 (0.26)

Price Equation

iÌl 0.144 (1.74)**

ILz -0.131 (-1 .74)**

rT3 -0. 003 (-0 . 97 )

ITa 1.131 (11.92)*

IIs -1.618-7 (-1.g5)**

ir6 1.188-5 (1.36)

frz -4.028-7 (-0.86)

ire -6.108-7 (-1.20)

IIs 9.158-7 (2.21)*

IIr o 2. 358-7 (0.90 )

rTr r1 . 508-7 ( -0.36 )

nt16.70E-5 (-1.51 )

[rr 7.838-11 (0.30)

ITr;0.149 (-1.98)**

0.256 (3.A2)*

3673.20(4.54)*

6298.87 ( 6. 50 ) *

-97.38 (-1.20)

162.53 (2.10)*
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s
ÀCRE

19233'7 3

SSR. .74393

FSTK

-46357 32

4.09E+9

CHI CÀG

-29 .61 4

1411.530

0.038

(¡cRn) = .85'l , DW=2.00

(nSrn) = .758, DW=1 .933

(cHlc¡c)= .959, DW=1.290

R

2
R

a)
*
**
b)
c)

t-values are in parentheses
signi f icant at 5 percent Ievel
significant at 10 percent Ievel
S_Sl. is the generalized sum of squares residuals.I is the covariance matrix of reðidual.s.

ri

.

.lj:
t::'
ì.ì:::
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The majority of the estimated coefficients of the QRE model have the
expected signs. The only disturbing aspect of these results is the
coefficient of the price variabLe in the acreage equation. This coeffi_
cient is positive as expected but not significant at the 10% l-evel of
confidence' on the other hand, the price variabLe in the on-farm inven-
tory equation (rsrx) is of the expected sign and significant.

1:it:,ir:rì:iìì,...a:.jri.-üS.:::

ì!'ì.ì,ì::ì::lä--:ì.ì,::::lf 1.

r:::ì::ìi 
jlll¡,:,ì.-'ì.::.'ìì.::l:::

-:iì:.1ìì:,;iliriùìì:1,:1,

In the price equation, some of

tributed to collinearity problems

whether collinearity is degrading

ficients, the two diagnostic tools

composition of the estimated coeff

as

the t-values are 1ow and could be at_

in this equation. To investigate

but not harmful to the estimated coef_

of condition indices and variance de_

icients are employed. 8s

attributed to the

0f the 17 condition indices from this equation, onJ.y two are in ex_

cess of the "danger" r.ever. of 20. These indices with values of 34.48
and 49'2 are associated rvith the sorghum and export price variables re-
spectively. The dominant condition index is that of the export price
variable which

variances of

on the average accounts f.or 60% of the proportions in the

the first five estimated coefficients in the price egua-
lion. Thus collinearity in the price equation can

export price variable.

I

be

The tobit approximation to a rational bounded price was est
a linear function of the exogenous variables given in (3.25)"
'estimates of this approximated price equation are reported in

xI The reported mean squared error, Dlr statistic and the R2

ima t ed

The

Àppen-

value

.,,.f,|.:lrgn.ive treatment of using these diagnostic

*w:"ililiiiI*"HHJä;
tools to detect col-
R.E. I{elsch, Regres-

and sources g.i*ffi-
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when compared to QRE price predictor show that the tobit model is a poor

representation of the bounded price. Since the regression coefficients
are obtained via an index I conditioned on the x's in the equation, no

attempt is made at interpreting them. However, using this approxima_

tion, the probability that the Ioan rate is not effective (ie. p , ú I

t-l
X ) is found to be .58.

Reported in Tab]e 4.3 are the results of the acreage and stock equa_

tions in which the expected price variable is replaced by the predicted

value of the rational bounded price obtained from the tobit approxima-

tion. In the acreage eguation, al.1 the estimated coefficients have the

expected signs. The current price variable in this equation is signifi-
cant but only at the 1 0 percent Level. The other interesting point to
note about this equation is that apart from the coefficient a' a1r the

other estimated coefficients are larger relative to those obtained under

the OLS version of the QRE moder estimates reported in Table 4.1. 0n

comparing the R2 and mean sguared error of this equation to its counter-
part in Table 4.1, this model incorporating the bounded price approxima-

tion to the expected price shows a poor representation of fit to the
data.

. 0f the estimates of the stock equation reported in TabLe 4.3, the
.:,,coefficient estimate associated with the current price variable is of
,,'''the expected sign and signif icant at the 5 percent level. However, the

iì$gut relative to its Onn counterparts reported in Table 4.1. on com-

$rins 
the R2 value and the mean sguared error of this eguation to its



TABLE 4.3

suR Estimates using the Tobit Approximation to the Bounded price
Expectation (U.S. )a
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Àcreage Equation Stock Equation Denand Equat ion

at

a2

a
Ĵ

âr¡

a-

0.382

6637.34

3268.65

-297 .23

278.31

(4.i7)*

(1.72)¡,*

(1 .21)

(-2.35)*

(2.50)*

cr 0.744

c, -921 58.67

ca 43914.0

c4 6745.16

(8.24)*

(-2 . 51 )*

(0.88 )

(0.19)

b, -6.91E-7

bz -2.988-10

b3 0.367

b4 0,626

2

P = .808

MSE = 0.1558

DW = 1.168

(-0.64)

(-1.02)

(3.48)*

(7.33)*

R

MSE

DW

.708

3801661

2.000

2

P = .735

MSE = 4.52E+9

DW = 2.001

d) E.-varues are rn parentheses* significant at 5 percent level** significant at 10 percent level



counterpart in TabLe 4.1, the eguation using the tobit approximation

expected price gives a poor fit. Às noted by Shonkwiler and Maddala
( 1985), the poor performance of these two equations using the tobit
price approximation may be due to either lack of structural information
or an inaccurate approximation procedure. However, in this study since
the structural price equation contains a fair amount of structural in-
formation, it is reasonable to attribute the poor performance of the es-

timated equations under bounded price expectations to inaccurate approx-

imation of the bounded price prediction equation.

95

to

90

The resuLts of the adaptive expectations model

4,4. The estimates of the equations under the ÀE

encouraging. The coefficients of the current price

the acreage and inventory equations have the expected

by the theory. The major difference between these

and QRE is in the estimated coefficient associated

lagged price coefficient in the acreage equation.

positive and highly significant in the QRE version

significant in the ÀE version.

are shown in TabLe

hypothesis are also

variables in both

signs as predicted

estimates under ÀE

with the one-period

This coefficient is

but negative and in-

In an attempL to evaluate whether the optimal univariaLe statistical
representation of the price variables coincide with adaptive behavior,
ARIMÀ(0,1,1 ) r¡ere estimated for the forlowing price variables: (a)

cHIcÀcr (b) soRG.and, (c) enn, . The estimates of these ÀRIMÀ rnodels

are in Table 4.5. These results show that I does not lie within the 0,
I intervaL. since the above 0 estinates do not meet this criterion, it
9an be concluded that the univariate statistical predictors of the ÀRIMÀ

Shonkr+iler and Maddala (19g5) op. cit.



TÀBLE 4.4

Estimates of the Adaptive Expectations Model (U.S. ) "
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Àcreage Equat ion

cx1 0.488 (7.50 )'r

u2-0.342 (-6.05)*

cI3 3889.89 (5.99)*

cÍq 3496.21 (3.86 )*

a5 -'11'1.11 (-1 .55)

0,5 218 .46 ( 3 . 50 )*

ÀCRE

1226437

SSR. = .93313

Stock Equation

ôr 0.711 (5.35)*

62 -0.015 (-0.12)

ô3 -43265 .15(-2.02

ô4-6020.'14 (0.22)

6s 24884.63 (1 .23

Price Equation

ôr -9.318-7 (-0.64)

ã, -7.37E-10 (-2.01 )*

u, 0.923 (9.34)*

FSTK

800763

4.55E+9

CHI CÀG

'15.054

277 4.530

0.279

2

R (ÀcRE) =

2n (r'srx ) =

2
R (CHICAG)=

.906, DW=2.00

.734, DW=1.989

.644 , DW=.444

a)
t
**
b)
c)

t-values are in parenthesés
significant at 5 percent Ievel

_significant at 10 percent leveI
SjR: is the generalized sum of squares residuals.¿ rs the covariance matrix of residuals.



TÀBLE 4.5

Estimates of the ÀRIMÀ(0,1,.1 ) f or the price VariabLesa

97

1. ( 1-B)cHrcÀGb - -0.07647 e -+et-I r
(-0.5s)

2. (l-n)sonc 
=t -0.0 1 067

(-0.0e)

2

o = .1 9703
tr

Q = 17.55

- * êt-l t

Q = 16.39

df = 23

df = 23

2

O=
e

,0. 157981

3. ( 1-n)een. -0.019243 e-,*e.r-I t
(-0.16)

.14041 Q = 19.04 df. = 23

a) t - ratios in parentheses.
.b) B is the backwaid shift ãperator such that (1_n)x, = Xr _ xr_I.

2

O=
e



(0,1, I ) model_s and the adaptive behavior
ÀRIMÀ modeL other than ÀRIMÀ (0, 1 , 

.1 ) should

9B

are not equi vaJ.ent. Hence an

be emp).oyed in the analysis.

The estimates of the ARIMÀ (0, r,'1 ) moder for the price variabre
cHICÀG indicates that price expectation formation is non_adaptive.
Even when a constant term was added to the ARIMÀ (0, 1, 1) modeLs, the
estimates obtained for 0 showed little change and remained insignifi_
cant. since 0 and the constant term are not significantly different
from zero, the ÀRIMÀ (0, j,1) models reduce to:

(l - B)cHrcÀG

which

price

CHI CAG

per i od

=Þ't-l.
cast error

2, The

eI is:

ì,',: v(1)

$nere

t

CHI CÀG
r-1 -¿

1S a random walk. Given this, the best prediction of current

t-1 for period t, p* is given by the actual price in t_1, ie. p*

However, it should be pointed out that Lhe l-step ahead tor"l
variance for the random walk model is not a minimum for I >

l-step ahead forecast error variance for the ÀRIMÀ(0,1,1) mod_

E(CHICÀcr) = cHIaOG._,

which is an adequate representation of the cobweb phenomenon and expec_
tations are said to be static. In this situation, the expected price in

(1 + ì(1 - 1) lt)

'l -0
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since in the random walk modet t equaLs zeto¡ its v(l-) becomes Io

i.e., the error variance increases rinearly with l-. Thus, the use of

E(CHICÀGr) = CHICÀGr-t should be avoided if possible since it does not

possess the minimum error variance property in forecasting expected

variables.

The results of the adaptive expectations version of the model incor-

porating the loan rate are reported in Table 4.6. In the acreage equa-

tion, the coefficients on the price and loan rate variables are signifi-
cant The coefficient on the loan rate indicates that an increase in

this variable will lead to a reduction in planted acreage. The coeffi-
cient on the current wage rate index is of the wrong sign but not sig-

nificant. However, the J-agged wage rate index is high].y significant in-

dicating that the previous period's v,age rate influences pJ_anting

decisions.

In the stock equation, the current price variable is significant.
the current loan rate variable is positive and highly significant. This

means an increase in the loan rate leads to an accumulation of on-farm

wheat stocks.

The estimated results show that the quantity of wheat demanded is not

responsive to its own price. However, it is responsive to the price of

sorghun, the substitute conmodity included in the analysis. It is also
of interest to note that although wheat demand is responsive to income,

the results show that wheat is an inferior commodity.

z

e
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TÀBLE 4.6

Estimates of the Adaptive Expectations Model
(u.s. )a

Incorporating the Loan Rate

Àcreage Equat ion

ßr 0.409 ( 6.03 ) *

ß2 -0.341 (-5.45)*

ß¡ 3986.77 ( 3.91 ) *

ßs -7007.13 (-4.20)*

ßt 4.796 (0.06)

ßs 271.08 (3.e2¡*

ç_
ÀCRE

1 527303

SSR. =.860 1 6

Stock Eguation

c1 0.470 (3.52)*

c, -0.095 ( -0.7S )

c , -88339. 96 ( -2. 99 ) *

c4 14268.BS (0.45)

cs 95B.BB (0.05)

c. 158219.0 (2.67)*

,, -89740.09 (-1.44)

Price Equation

ar -1.558-6 (-1.11)

a2 -6.598-10 (-1.82),k,r

â3 0.898 (9.28)*

FSTK

-494817 3

4. 1 6E+9

CHI CÀG

61 .021

14485.850

0.280

,
R (¡cRn) =

2

R (FSTK) =

(cnlc¡c) =

DW=2.00

DW=1 .773

DI.i=.459

.883 ,

.765,

.643,

a)
*
**
b)
c)

:-,a-.ês are r.n-þãienE-F
stgnificant at 5 percent LeveL

^:ignificanr at 10^ percent-f.u.l
It*: is. the generalìzea sùm-ot-iquur., residuals.¿ ts the covariance matrix of residuals.



4.5.1 price predictors !c! the q.g. Wheat Sector

Under the adaptive expectation
able is assumed to be the weighted

hypothesis, the expected price vari_
average of past prices. The assump_

hypothesis, on the other hand, is to
9enerate the expected price variabLe.

under REH rvas presented in eguation
extra information in the rat ional price
inst the adaptive predictor, we use the(1975). rhe nl is defined as:

of the alternative predictor and MSE*

'I 01

tion of the rational expectations
Let the undertying economic theory
The structuraJ. price predictor
(3.25) . To test the value of
predictor in eguation (3.19) aga
R+ approach suggested by pierce

2
R+

where MSE

is that of

MSE MSE

is the mean sguared error
the rational predictor.

For the adaptive price Þredictor, the eguation emp].oyed is:

For estimation purposesr the infinÍte Ìag structrfifth raq sjn^ô ..L^__ 
--- *-Y ÐLr'ucEure was truncated at the

rre Hâs truncated at thefifth lag since there nas no improvement in itshhis laq I pnnr.h hL 
¿¡¡ 't ts mean sguare error af teruean sguare error afterthis lag Iength. The comparison between the ratilredictors â,.c ch^,.-:_ 

--ewçs¡¡ ur¡e râtronal and adaptive priceP¡edictors are shown in table 4.7. For the within sampj.e comparisons,

;.,. .,ï,'. "ïi.,.,'";.. 2
rng R , i,ho ,¡r..-

ìì$,tt "* ' the value of .78 indicates rh.,- ?o -ates that 7g percent of the variation iniþp.i.u jq 
^^*

CHI CÀG

r-j -l

;#,ïi,îl
:l:.:.1:,r , ' Àlso included in
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TÀBLE 4.7

Price prediction Results (U.S. )

MSE RMSE Rtt+

Rational

Adapt i ve

ÀRIMÀ't

ÀR(4)

.0383

.177

.254

.178

.196

.421

.504

.422

.78

.85

.78

* This is
( I + .5495B

an ARIMÀ modeL of the
48

)(l + .39929¡ )VV+

f orm:

=a t where ! = (1-S) and !*= ( 1-¡ )
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Table 4.

ed wi th

rational

7 is a tentative

this extrapoJ_ati

price predictor.

ÀRIMÀ price predictor.

ve predictor shows i t

The R vaLue
+

is also inferi
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associat-

or to the

4.6 CÀNÀDIAN WHEAT SECTOR

In this section, the results of the causality testing in the canadian
market are presented. The purpose of this anarysis is the same as be_

fore, i.e., to determine the "predictive content,, of some variables in
the farmers' information set which are unobservabLe

cian. The procedure is the same as the previous,

optimalLy filtered series and then applying the

equation (4.2) to these series.

À summary of the optimal1y differenced series for the Canadian

THE

to the econometri-

first to obtain the

vector autoregressive

are shown in Àppendix J

the variables required

tionarity. The Q-stati
cent confidence Ievel.

. In this table, it is seen that the majori

a differencing operator of (1, 4) to induce

stics presented are all significant at the 5

da ta

ty of

sta -

per-

In the second stage, the Granger-causality testing was done in a t,oo_
variabLe framework using the set of equations in (a.3). The rist of
variables in the y vector with the optinal lag rengths in brackets are:

Planted Canadian wheat acreage, CACRA (3)s1

On-farm stocks of Canadian wheat, CFSTK (4)

i)

rr)

I!::. lr" .rhe 1ag srrucrures rharurrterion (¡¡c). minimize the Àkaike Information
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iii) The Canadian market price of wheat, pEXBAy (5)

Due to the lack of an appropriate price,

price quotation, basis Thunder Bay is used.

Sonre of the causal variables contained in vector

structural equations. The rest are information

ther observed by the Canadian wheat producer but

and/or help predict the expected variables in the

the Canadian Wheat Board's

X are f rom the derived

variables that are ei-
not the econometrician

structural equat ions.

The l-ist of variables contained in the x vector are:

Rapeseed price, cash basis, RApp (g)

Barley price, cash basis, BARL (4)

Hired Iabor index, Western Canada, CWRI (B)

Canadian wheat exports, WHEXP (4)

canadian wheat stock in commercial channeLs ccoMSTOK (4)

Total personal income, Canada, CINC (6)

Prime lending rate, Canada, CPRIME e)
) 9O-day prime corporate paper, pRIMgO (2)

90-day treasury bill rate, Canada, CTBIL e)

r./

rr)

rrr)

iv)

v)

vr )

vii)

viii

ix)

The F-statistics from the OLS estimates

1960.QiII ro 19B4.QIV on pairs of rhe x and

Appendix K. The resuLt.s in Àppendíx K show

'.of significance, rapeseed price (n¡pp)

,,.:l!eat exports (wHgxp), barley price

i!1ì,0.1, 
the prime rendins rare (pRrMe),

of (4.3) for the period

Y variables are reported in

that at the 5 percent level

, the wage rate index (Cwnt ) ,

(s¡Rr,), total personal income

the 90-day prime corporate paper

but are not in turn "caused" by$.ll$u (pntugo) aII cause acreage, cÀcRÀ
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acreage. From these results, it can then be said that the variabr.es are
exogenous with respect to the acreage variable CÀCRÀ. On the other
hand, there is a bi-directional causarity between acreage (c¡cn¡) and
stocks of wheat in comrnercial channels (ccousrox). The only element of
the causaL vector x that "causes" the on-farm stock of wheat cFSTK is
wheat in commercial channels (CcO¡lsrOn). In addition,
in commerciar. channers (ccousro¡t) and the 90-day prime

rate (pnrugo) "cause" the wheat price variabr.e (pnxg¡y).

stocks of wheat

corporate paper

However, there

for

of

op-

the

is a bi-directionar causar-ity between pEXBÀy and the prime lending rate
(cpnrue ) .

The foregoing analyses show that an extrapolative price predictor
PEXBAY is inadequate. This means that the extrapolative expectation
the price variable when based on its past history alone wourd not be

timal. since the variabres ccoMSTOK and pRIM90 ,,Granger_cause,,

price variable, an optimar forecast of pEXBÀy should include past values
Of CCOMSTOK and PRIM9O.

4.6. 1 The Canadian Data

data used in estimating rationar expectations moders for canada
. The
.'.

I covers

,,:, of 1984a'
for the

¡.r.ln this

$bì.es of

the period of rhird quarrer 1966 (1966.Qrrr )

(1984.QIV). s 2 this choice of sample period

to

is

the last quarter

deemed adequate
estimation of rational expectations models. The raw data used
study is quarterry time series aggregates of the pertinent vari-
the Canadian wheat market. The data are obtained from various

f,¡g f uri
ij.:,$qdeIs

Iisr
are in

of the variable
Appendix L.

names used in estimating the Canadian
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Statistics canada pubJ.ications where avairabre.
published were suppi.ied by officials of statistics
The actuaJ_ sample period used in estimating the model

of observations Iost due to the ì.ags specified in the

106

0ther da ta not

Canada on request.

is shorter because

equations.

Estimation of. the Canadian Model under QRE

estimation of the canadian moder- under the unrestricted
(i 'e', QRE) consists of the acreage, on-farm stock and
price equations. Using (4.4), the unrestricted versions
and stock eguations are reparameterized respectively as:

( 4. 1 3 ) c¡cn¡ r= uO + at cÀcRÀ r_4 +

4.6.2

The

of REH

tional

ac rea ge

(q.t+) cpsrx =t

version

the ra-

of the

+ a4 CI^IRI. * a5CwRIr_l + auQUOT¡

.0 * .ICFSTK._' + crpBXBÀya

+ crQtñte. + c.QuorÀr_l

c^PEXBÀY +.c PEXBÀYs t-I 4 -t_2

,2,

- ^+ d, CMiNNUSr-J 4 t_2

crírn
È

PEXBÀY3 t-I

. + arQUoTÀ._T ui.

CÀCRÀ *SPRG
r-B

a PEXBAY2¡ +a

The rational price predicLor given in (3,26) is rewritten as:e3

(¿.ls) enxnlv, =%* drpExBAyË+2 + qnûnev.*, + drrpwHr

a- sfRr, +5 t+z

d CFSTK
9 r-1

^+ drcQUOTA +L. t+l

d-CwRI + a CfSrn6 t-2 I r+1

d cÀcRA * SPRG + d
10 t-4

+!
B

t1

_ + d_ (ccoMsroK

-'-'t+t

The ÀR processes usedexogenous variables in

d OUOTÀ13- r

ccoMsT0K
t+2

in generating the
this eguation are

+ d_ 9U0TÀ14 x-2

)+ ù - l¡HEXpró t+2

anticipated values
found in Àppendix M.

+d
I7

CINC + Vt+2 t+2

of the
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The above equations constitute the unrestricted version of the R.E.H.
model with the ui'u, c.'s and dr's representing the reduced form parame_
ters' If the error terms, uí's are not correlated across equations then
OLS estimates of the coefficients are unbiased. À dummy variabr.e, LIFT,
was included in the acreage and stock eguations to account for the ef_
fects of the LiFT (Lower Inventories For Tomorrow) program that an_
nounced during the 1g7o/71 crop year. This dummy Ì.,as not statistically
significant in either equation so it was dropped and the equations were
re-estimated. À1so due to the severe collinearity between the quota
variables, QuorAr_2 "u, dropped from the price equation. The resurts of
the .LS estimates of the three equations are presented in Tab'e 4.8.
The results of the unrestricted seemingly unreLated (Hsun) estimation
method are also reported in Table 4.9.

The estimated coefficients in the acreage equation in Tabre 4.8 aIl
have the correct signs as expected. The coefficient of the current quo_
ta variabl.e, ã6, is positive and significant. This impries that an in_
crease in the quota delivery rate induces a positive increase in pJ.anted
acreage' However, the sum of the totar. quota effect is negative indi_
cating that in the J-ong run, quotas read to a reduction in acreage.

:::: 
r"rtirms rhe observarion nrade bv Mccarla and schmirzs4 (1g7g¡ p.205) that the quota system can,,serve as an indirrect means of regulating

:...,'...hational output"' The wage rate index even though of the expected sign
;,.:.|.,$:' ll0t s i gn i f i cant

a ¡tccalla 
.

Case of
Alex

Un i ted
F.,and Àndrew Schmitz,

-S-!ates and Canada, "
61(1979) 2199-212,

"Graín Marketing Systems: TheÀmerican Journat of'¡qiiãúrtui"l, voL
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TÀBLE 4.8

OLS Estimates of QRE Model (Canada)a

a
0

a
1

a
2

a3

u4

a6

a7

Àcreage Eguation Stock Eguation

444.32 ( B. 65 ) *
0

c1 0.771 (8.43)*

,2 -27.18 (-t.iB)

.3 24.822 (0.69)

c4 -4.644 (-0.21 )

.s -6 .26 (_0 .7 4)

,6 2.653 90.3 1 )

,7 -397.34 (-9.81)*

% -376.09 (-1 1.s4)*

i -46e. ss (-i7 .17)*

47 .454 (0.22)

0.667 (7 .67 )*

41.53.4 (1.94)*,r

-2390.34 (_1 .33 )

7.58s (0.54)

8031.62 (4.21)*

-8241 .32 (_3.72)*

Price Equation

do -0.4614 (_1 .32)

dr 0.621 (6.25),r

d, -0.3s2 (_¿.+l)*

d3 -0.199 (_1.49)

d4 0.788 (8.96)*

ds 0.180 (2.72)t

% 0.002e (1.s7)

ð, 0.001 (1.14)

dg 0.0012 (t.69)**

de -0.0005 (_1.08)

dro -1.518_5 (_0.78)

dr r 7 .968_6 (0 .42)

dtz 0.029 (0.8s)

drs -0.105 (-2.4:-)*

dl5 -0.002 (_0.77)

dr6 -2.68-4 (-0.12)

dtt -3.68_13 (_0.04)

dre 0.16s (0.37)

drg -0.542 (-2.20)*

dzo -0.213 (_1.s9)
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ICbIS__1-_Q_-!9"!'d

R2= .984

MSE = 2233506

DW = 2.00

R2= .87 2

MSE = 3859.6

Dll = 2 .07

2p = .989

MSE = .04431

DW = 1.48

a) t-values are* 5ignificant
** signi f icant

parentheses
5 percent Level.10 percent level

tn
rt
OL

at

lti:rlìl:ìi:riìiä\:äi,i l
:iiìii1ìri-:iiil!:i.],:-tri,:ii
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TÀBLE 4.9

NSUR Estimates of the QRE Model (Canada)a

a
4

a
Þ

a
7

Àcreage Eguation

48. 31 1 6 (0 .22)

0.673 (7.83)*

3638.535 (1.72)*¡,

-208s.56 (-1.18)

11.1142 (0.93)

8037.339 (4.28 ),k

-8244.6i (-3.78)*

Stock Equation

467.s29 (8.97)*

0.749 (8.16),r

-50.583 (-1.94)**

53.682 (1.36)

-1 1 .866 (-0. s4)

-4.582 (-0.s4)

-0.841 (-0.10)

-389. 1 34 ( -9. sB ) *

-378.234 (-11.52)*

-473.272 (-17.10)*

Price Eguation

-0.661

0.629

-0.339

-0.203

0.802

0.185

0.003

0 .001

0.001

-0.00 1

-1.228-5

6.448-6

0.024

-0. 1 08

-0.002

0 .001

-3.238-12

0.054

-0.539

-0.260

co

I

L
2

4

c
6

L
7

I

L
9

d
0

d
I

d
2

d
3

d
E

d_
5

d
6

,l
7

d
I

d
9

dro

d 1I

d,,

d t3

d,,
.ì

t6

d t7
,l-r 

B

d i9

d
20

(-1.95),t*

(6.43)*

(-4.33)*

(-1.5e)

(9.33)*

(2 .92) *

(1.5s)

(1 .60 )

(1.79)**

(-1.08)

(-0.66)

(0.3s)

(0.59)

(-2 .61 ) t

( -0.88 )

(0.s3)

(-0.35 )

(0.1s)

(-z.zt ¡ *

(-1.98)**
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Table 4.9 Cont t d

L_

CÀCRE

2238592

SSR = 0.674

CFSTK

-7711.230

3932.630

PEXBÀY

65.104

4.365

0.045

2

R

2

R

2

R

(C¡Cnn)=.9g4, DW=2.00

(Crsrn) =. g69, DI,i=2. 05

(pnxn¡y)=. 999, DW=1 . 53

a)
*
**
b)
c)

t-vaLues are in parentheses
signi f icant at 5- percent-i.uut
significant at 10'percent-fuu"f

:SR 1s the general.iied sum ãi,õuur"s residuats.I is the covariance matrix of residuals.
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The estimated coefficients in the on-farm stock equation ar.r have the

correct signs. However, none of the price and guota variabLes in this
equation are statistically significant. On the other hand, under the
NSUR estimation technigue, the current price variabre in the stock issignificant at the 10 percent leveI and the guota variables are stil1insignificant. The significance of the quota variable in the acreage
equation impJ-ies that the quota constraint introduced in (3.3a ) implies
that the associated J-agrangian multiplier is binding for this equation
but not in the stock equation. Failure to include a guota variable in
the acreage equation wourd thus read to a mis-specified model.

4'6'3 Estimation under the Àdaptive Expectations Hypothesis

The adaptive expectatÍons version of the model is made up of
lowing equations:

the fol-

'16) cÀcRÀr = fo + f.,cÀcRÀ*_, + frc¿cR¡t_B * f3PEXBAYt+ fopEXBÀy ._,

+ f_ PEXBÀY5 t-2 f- Quoreôt + f_OuoTA +/ t-I

* vl.+ f^cwRly r-l * frocwRI.-z

f 
B 

cr.rRI r

gPEXBÀY+gPEXBAY
314*t

9?0U0TÀ-+ I OUOTÀ'LBt-t

{:{r. 1r ) CFSTK =t 9o * glaatt^._, * nraatt*._r*

+ 95PEXBAY 

"_t 
guPEXBÀY._r+

+ ggQUoTA 
t_2* gt6Àtl + 911WINT * gl2spRc + vr.
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( 3.32 ) pex¡¡y =t
* h, Ct¡,t¡*D. * h2CiNCr + h3

where FÀLL, FIINT and SpRG are

tiveJ.y. These equations are

strictions but instead, they

mentioned equations. Thus,

estimates of the reduced form

BARLt
+ h FÀLL

hs}IINT*hUSPnC +S

faL1, winter and spring dummies respec-

estimated without any cross-eguation re-

are the unrestricted forms of the above

the reported estimates shoul_d be viewed as

parameters.

age equation is fy the current wage rate index parameter. However,

In Table 4.10 ,

f.

the onJ-y coefficient with the wrong sign in the acre-

this estimate is not statisticaJ.Iy significant. Given that the sum of
coefficients of the current and ragged varues of this variabre is neg-

ative, ând stitl. not significant, this is not worrisome. The quota

variable in this model is positive and significant as expected. The

other interesting aspect of the acreage equation is the estimated coef-
ficient on the variabre cAcRA r_4 In comparison to the corresponding
estimate of the QRE version, this estimate in the ÀE model, is greater
than unity. This result is not surprising since this coefficient is the
sum of a structural parameter i, , and the adaptation coefficient s.

,. In the stock eguat

is not significant.

,;S.lnt. However , the

Ed,equation, on

lF:, 
e:(pected signs

ion, the coef f ic ient on the current price variable

À1so, the included quota variables are not signifi-
seasonal dummies are highly significant. In the de_

the other hand, alt the estimated coefficients have

but with only the barrey and income variables being

.f,.,9,,,if 
icant.
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TABLE 4. .10

Results for Adaptive Expectations Model (Canada)"

Àcreage Equat ion Farm Stock Equation Demand Equation

fo 7.436 (0.0s)

f, 1.3ss (9.s9)*

t, -0. 637 ( -4. 35 ) *

f, 11578.3 (3.3s)

tO -17379.4 (-3.62)*

r, 8062.23 (3.59)*

fu 164526.35 (7.24)*

t7 -15660 . I (-7 . 03 )¡,

fs 188.68 (0.46)

fn -171.70 (0.33)

flo -31.6s (_0.23)

g0 426.17 (6.36)*

9t 0.726 (4.70)*

9z 0.042 (0.27)

93 -11.774 (0.35)

eq s.87 (0.12)

9, -13.762 (-0.35)

eo 13.296 (0.s9)

97 -6.964 ( -0. 73 )

98 3.576 (0.32)

9s 1.612 (0.i8)

9ro -37'7 .09 ( -4 . 55 ) *

9rr -367 .46 (-1 0.43 ) *

9r, -457.48 (-15.s2)*

no 0.473 ( 0. B3 )

n, -0.0091 (-0.47)

n, 1 .093 ( 1 0. 79 ),r

n, 2.6428-11 (6.30)*

no 0.272 (1.0s)

n, 0.195 (0.71)

nu 0.16s (0.16s)



Table 4. l0 Cont td
11s

\'_

ÀCRE FSTI(

1173819 -7213.8

4092.55

SSR. = 1.03262

(c¡cnn ) =.992, DW=2.00

(cpsrn) = .95i, DW=1.96

(pexsey)= .973, DW=O.59

PEXBÀY

-61.988

3.485

0.415

a) t-values in parentheses* significant at the 5 per cent leveL*1 significant at the.lõ per cent tevelb) S_SR: is. the generalireã-sum-of ,guur.s residuaLs.c) I is the covariance matri* ãt r"riduaLs.
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4.6.4 price prediction Results for the Canadian Wheat Sector

In an attempt Lo gauge the performance of the structuralJ.y based
price predictor under QREH against that generated from an an adaptive
predictor, we made use of the nf -uaiue. The results of these price
prediction tests are reported in TabIe 4.11. in this table, the ration_
al price predictor performs better than any of the postur.ated price pre_
dictors' In terms of the nl -varue associated with the adaptive ver_
sion, this indicates that 55 per cent of the variation in the price
series would be unaccounted for if an adaptive price behavior is adopted
in the anaJysis' rrre nf -vaLues associated with the other extraporative
predictors show that even more information would be rost if the price
series generated from them were to be empl0yed in the analysis.



TÀBLE 4. 1 1

Price Prediction Results (Canada )

117

MSE

0.0443

0.10

0. 155

0.252

RMSE 
A 2

Þ"+

Rational

Adapt i ve

ÀR(4)

ÀRIMÀ

0.21 05

0.316

0.394

0. s02

0.5s

0.71

0.82

squared error.



4.7 ESTIMATION OF STRUCTURÀL PARÀMETERS

In this section, the estimation strategy used to obtain the structur-
a1 parameters of the decision rules for the u.s. and canadian sectors is
presented' In addition, the estimates of these structural parameters
are discussed in reference to the specification of the objective func-
t i ons empJ.oyed.

The proposed estimation strategy involves using the derived Eurer
equations to obtain the structurar parameters. In using the Eurer equa_
tions, t'le are in effect ignoring some restrictions impried by the cr.osed
form versions of the models. For exampLe, the transversality conditions
which are part of the first order conditions are ignored.

The Eu1er equations derived

form:

in Chapter IiI can be written in the

)+
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Hhere

Fvr-l

[u, (

Lo

) - DE (v
t+n t-l ''t

= fd2ß4 o l; D

Io uruJ

CE (v
r-1'

' = 

[;' 
u'î 

uo]'

GE (Sr-l
1*{t

)=0

[;'

o l;
ds ( 1.,.ßil

p=

:J'

,P )r r+t
Yl* = (À.r-r, ,

t._f(t*,g) = o

.:.lot. Y.*- is a k-dimensional vectorLrn of decision variables observed by

t+Dr and g is a j- dimensional

FSTK ); S' =(t{t+n ,P

econonetrician and farmers at time
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parameter vector which is possibly non-linear. TheoreticaIJ.y, these Eu_

ler equations shour-d hor.d without errors. Horlever, due to the possible
misspecification of the objective function from which these equations
were derived, ''e append a vector of disturbance terms, ,a , to these
equations. This vector could be thought of as having t',o components.

The first is the misspecification error v, , and the second error compo_

nent arises when E(yr+r,) is replaced by its ex post value yr*rrwhich dif_
fers from its rational expectation n periods earlier only by a forecast_
ing error ur* which is serially uncorrelated and has conditional
expectation zeroi

Yr+n= n.-t(Y.*) + \+'

With this in mind, the stochastic

be re-written as;

Euler equations to be estimated can

f(Y-, ts ) = . ;where Êt+n-'t-èt Cu
t+n

information set dated at

exhibit serial correla-

the composite error lerm

This therefore implies

=v t

is not included in the current

the composite error term wiII
because by construction Ta*and

since y., is no longer exogenous.-t+n

moving average disturbances. s s

For n

t.ime

1, ut+n

and thust

tion. This is

lre correlated

.the possibility that u. , could be conditionarly heteroscedastic witht+n

R. E. et.al
estimation.

(1983) for derails of such error disturbances
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Hansen (1992), Hansen and singJ.eton (1g82) have proposed the General_

ized Method of Moments (c¡ru) as the ideal estimator for RE equations
which exhibit conditional heteroscedasticity in their error terms. s 6 The
GMM procedure is essentiarly a three stage least squares (3srs) estima_
tor with a covariance matrix structure that aLlows for conditional het-
eroscedasticity and moving average error terms. on the other hand, if
we assume that the error terms in the stochastic Eur.er eguations after
replacing E(yr+'' ) ¡y the its ex post reaJ.ized values yt+r,are condition_
a1ly homoscedastic, then estimating these equations by 3sls is equiva_
lent to the generaJ-ized instrumentar. variabres estimator of Hansen
et.al (1982)

Estimation Results

The equations to be estimated are the two Euler equations for acreage
and on-farm stocks of wheat of wheat in addition to the inverse demand
function. These eguations are estimated for the u.s. and canada sepa_
rateJ'y. The terms e(Tt+n ) in the Euler equations are replaced by their
actual y rçarues. In the estimation of these eguations, we assume that
the composite error terms are conditionally homoscedastic and thus ex-
Pect the residuals from these equations to be expectationar. errors or

,l.,*hite" 
noise' In such a situation, estirnating these equations by non-

ìlinuut 
three stage reast sguares (H¡s¡,s ) i s equi varent to the general-

i..ì 
u insrrumentar variables procedure (cm,r) of Hansen er. ar.. (1gg2).

,lÌ't-'should be pointed out that the resulting parameter estimates using

IN
il$nd
:iiìthè

a,,series of articles,
ðil'::,i;j,ol1nn'u'on

Hansen
di scuss

(1982), Hansen
the properties

and Sargent (1992),
and applications of



N3SLS will. stiLL be consistent even

homoscedastic errors is tvrong.

The conditioning set ( ie.

onJ.y the J.agged values of the

and, inverse denand equations.

estimates when the discount factor

be estimated along r+ith the other

of Table 4.12, a discount factor

cent rate of return per annum) is

and 4.13 is the J-statistic rlhich

ing restrictions in the modeL.

the degrees of freedom being

the assumpt ion

instruments) used in estimation include

variables appearing in the acreage, stock

The estimated results for the U.S. are

, ß , is allowed to freely float and

parameters in the system. In column 2

of .9879 (t¡ris translates into 5 per

imposed. Àlso reported in Tables 4.12

is a test statistic for overidentify-

It is distributed as a chi-squared with

equal to the number of instruments times

if
121

of conditional

reported in Table 4.12. col-umn one of this table presents the parameter

the number of equations ress the number of estimated parameters.

' I'lhen the discount factor g is left free and estimated along with the
.' other parameters, its estimate is statistically significant. However,

. rt does not lie within the a prior range of 0,1. The estimated value of
,it, 

t l'
l.:,this parameter is 1.0988 which exceeds the upper bound of of unity but

f¡.-tt is not significantly different from unity. parameter estimates (not

.i,,i:i$ePorted) with 'ß restricted to unity are not different from those in
ii:t{olunn 1 This result seens absurd in that with a discount facLor of

i ' it implies that the rate of return on production asselts devoted to
$þeat farmiing could be zero. This is not to say that the rate of return

d not be zero or even negative. For six consecutive years the totar
'of return to eguity in the u.s. farm sector was negative. The re-
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N3SLS Estimates of

TABLE 4. 1 2

the Structural parameters for U.S."

ß

ar

4

a
3

dr

d2

d
t+

d

Jb

R ecnn
2

R srocr
2

Rpucs

8s.9889

0.5258

0.81 03

0. 5563

ß unrestricted

1.0988 (0.0561)*

-7 .248_7 ( 1 .88_5 )

-s.378-10 (3.698_10)

0.9672 (0.0989)*

0.3632 (0.20598 )**

0.5s455 (0.08381)*

0.003s7 (0.0521 )

0.47476 (0.096 )o

ß restricted-_-_=-
0.9879

-6.96t'-7 ( 1.808_6)

-s.348-10 (3.698_10)

0.9687 (0.099)*

o .2194 ( o. .1387 
) 
* *

0.62453 (.07106)*

0.018s5 (0.0s793)

0.4937 1 (o .02914)*

91 .320s

0. 581 3

0.8109

0.5563

:- sisnificanr at s pårc"ri-iãiår
li.,ri?niticanr ar 10';;;;;;t'i"i"r-'-s ¡'s qerlned as the minimized value of the objective functionunder N3srs esrimari;; ;;;iliil;.
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ported rate of return for 19g5 i s _12.9 per cent.eT

The model is also estimated ,uith the discount factor restricted tc
'9879' The parameter estimates under this restriction are found in col_

umn 2 0f Tabre 4.12. In what fo110ws, we discuss the estimated resurts
for the u's' sector under the scenario in which .ß is restricted to
'9879 (ie. column 2). The adjustment cost paraneters d, and d, of the

acreage and stock equations respectiveJ.y are alr statisticalJ.y signifi_
cant at the 5 per cent leve'. From the estimates of the structural. pa_

ìl

:ll
:i
t:

ì,

:ì

lì,

rameters,

mials can

À2 are (.

roots ( yr

equations

comparing

=.56697; yr

reported in

lhese roots

the implied varues of the roots of the characteristic poJ.yno-
now be obtained. For the acreage eguation, the roots (1, ,

56697;1.8517) and for the stock equation, the corresponding
, y2) are (.8282; 1.2221). Thus, if we are to solve the Euler
f orr+ard, the unstable roots to be used are ( \z , ^{z ). In
the stable roots of the characteristic polynomiaJ.s ( ie.

= '8282 ) to their counterparts from the unrestricted model
Table 4.2 (ie 0r and 0r ), the unrestricted values of

underestimate the true parameter estimates.

The estimates of the sfructuraL parameLers for the Canadian sectorìr:,.. . vq¡¡quJ'clll SgCEOf

i{: 
reported in Tabl'e 4' 13. In esrimating rhe paramerers, rhe assump-

ia:t:t 
of homoscedastic composite errors, as in the u.s. case, was main-

5,tained ' The instruments used in estimating the canadian equations in_
ii9$. onry lagged values ofs of the variables in the stochastic Euler andJ¿gI CII¡O

$..]j::rr 
demand equarions. since rhe objecrive funcrion of canadian

1,,, 
Þroducers was modif ied to incorporate quota acreage, lhe lagrange

Historical rate
lilh"9 bv ERS,

þat súñ;;í,
of return figures
USDÀ in económic
1985, p. 76

for the U.S. farm sector are pub_Indicators of the Farm Seclor: Na_
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multiplier ( r ) associated ,uith this constraint is also estimated ar.ong
with the other paramerers. Às noted earr"ier on in chapter III, if quota
acreage is not binding, then the objective function for canadian wheat
producers reduces to the one for the u.s. farmers. In the absence of
the quota acreage restriction, it shour.d be possibre to compare the mag_
nitude of the adjustment cost parameters for the u.s. and canadian wheat
sectors bearing in mind that the equations are estimated separately.

The parameter estimates with the discount factor allowed to freely
f loat are reported in corumn 1 of Tabre 4. 'r3. The reported estirnate of
the discount factor even though greater than the upper bound of unity is
not significantly different from one at the five per cenL level. The
estimate of the Lagrange muJ.tiplier for quota acreage ( r ) is of the
wrong sign' However, it is not significantty different from zero. The
second column of Tabre 4.13 reports the estimated parameters with the
discount factor ( g) restricted to.9g79 (ie. a 5% rate of return per
annum). The estimates under this restriction are not different from
those in column where the discount factor ,,as allowed to be determined
bl the system. Under this scenario, Èhe quota acreage restriction pa_
i'raneter is stirl of the wrong sign and is also statisticarly insignifi_
T,..art' The implication is that the quota acreage restriction irnposed on
åhe canadian farmers is non-binding. This contradicts the unrestricted

.p¡sion of the model wherein the inclusion of a quota variable was sig_

f!$ttnt 
tn the acreage equation but nor in the srock equarion. The

ï,1t.'ot 
the discussion on the canadian sector that forrows is based on

|¡grameter 
esrimates reported in column 3 of Tab1e 4.13. These re_

..l,,.lo,."ttttttes 
are for the scenario under which the quota acreage re-
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N3SLS Estimates of

TÀBLE 4. 1 3

the Structural parameters for Canada 
a

ß

J
I

ßunrestricted
--

1.0955 (0.14s9)*

0.029s (0.3179)

0.3977 (0.1303)*

-213 .59 (36.877 )*

0 .02s2 ( 0.0853 )

0.4652 ( 0.0407 )*

-7 . 3088 ( s. 926e )

0.6602 (0.5431)

-0.0192 (0.0192)

2.898-1 1 (5. 4gE-1Ð*

1.0431 (0.1106)*

ßrestricted

0.9879

0.02'15 (0.2616)

0.5012 (0.0134)*

-22s .34 ( 34.0568 )*

0.0378 (0.06s5)

0.4840 (0.0329)*

-7.0643 (6.0838)

0.6463 (0.s418)

-0.0188 (0.0191 )

2.908-11(5.488_12)*

1.0422 (0.110s)

75.3473

0. 9803

0.9144

0.8759

ßand À restricted

-

0.9879

-0. 0029

0.5136

-247 .97

0.02s8

0.4901

(0.01s8)

( 0. 0081 )*

Q4.328il*

( 0.0538 )

( 0.0321 )*

0.5741 (0.5467)

-0.0160 (0.0321)

2.838-1 1 (5.s1 E_12)

1 . 0s83 (0. 1 108 )*

74.1825

0.9805

0.9190

0 .87 67

dz

d
_3

1-
ds

À

0

c
I

c
2

c

J

R

R

R

b

2

ACRE
2

2 
sTOcK

PRICE

73.7762

0.9798

0.91 36

0.8758
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striction is non-binding and the discount factor set to be equaJ_.9g79.
under this scenario, the adjustment cost paramet.rs i un¿ ã for acre_25
age and the farn stock equations respectivery are both statisticalry
significant. However, j, is highly significant but of the wrong sign.
The estimate of d, is also of, the wrong sign but insignificant.

In a situation where both d, and ãu are insignificant, the roots of the

Based on the estimates

Table 4.13, any estimates

polynomiaLs from the Euler

This is bucuuse ã, and ãu

polynomials are determined

the roots are determined as

tnagnitude of
ì:l: r

of the structural parameters in column 3 of
of the implied roots of the characteristic

equations for acreage and stock are trivial.
enter into the calculations of these roots.

only by the discount factor. In this case,

follows;

.i- g) Acreaqe:
24 4

.:¡;.,.ll*' À ß - À(1 + ß ) + 1 = Q
,::r-::r,l:l:S.',r -

þ) Stock:

v'ß-y (r + ß)
:i!:lil::.:ìlììì:tittì,1',i:J

'ìì\$i.ii¡ì.Ìrith 
a discount ractor or .gB7g, the roots for acreage are (.99 i

$','ass¡ and f or stock (1.00 ì 1 .0122il . on conparing these roots to

*ill,ttt 
unrestricred esrimares reporred in Tabre 4.9 (ie. a r for acreage

|.1,.!....u,,t, 
for stock), it is obvious both a, and c, are underestimated by

$,ifr!." unresr r ic red modet .

l¡ì.::

l.rgn .interesting point to be noted about these

the adjustment cost parameters

structural parameLers is
for the U.S. and Canada.

in the Canadian sector
T!..,.gire quota acreage restriction non_binding
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and a discount factor of .gg7g, the estimates of the adjustment
rameters are roughr-y of the same magnitude in the two countries.
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cost pa-

À sig-
nificance test on whether these parameters are the same in both coun-
tries indicate that for the stock equation, these adjustment costs are
not significantly different from each other at the 5 per cent r.eve1.
For the acreage equation, at the 5 per cent revel of there is no signif_
icant difference between the two adjustment cost parameters. However,
the difference between them is marginarly significant at the 10 per cent
level

The policy concrusions that can be drawn from the structural esti-
mates of the u.s. and canadian wheat sectors depend on the the confi_
dence that we have in these estimates. The unreriability of these
structural estinates is shown by the fact that ar.r the J_statistics re_
ported for the u's' and canadian models exceed the critical values at
the 5 per cent level of significance. The rejection of these models on
the basis of the J-statistic could be due to the manner in which the ob-
jective functions from which the stochastic Eurer equations were de-
¡ived' The quadratic profit functions specified in chapter III do not
'take into consideration competing crops grown by wheat farmers. In ad_

id,ition'¡ 
llo interactions were aLlowed between the decision variables un-

',,..d..,er 

tt't control of the wheat farmers. In summary, it can be said that

*l,t"tt 
some of the structural parameter estimates are either of the wrong

$ilntt 
or are statisticalry insignificant, we cannot not use them to draw

meaningful policy conclusions.
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4.8 TESTS FOR RATIONÀLITY OP MÀRKET FORECASTS

under REH, expectations of market participants are said Lo be ration_
al if they are equal to the mathematical expectation conditioned on the
rerevant information avairabre at the time forecasts are made. The
properties of this mathematical expectation are used in to test for ra_
tionality in the u's. and canadian wheat markets. The tests for ration-
ality are: (i) unbiasedness, (ii) ntticiency, (iii) orthogonality and
(iv) tack of serial correlation.sB of these four tests, the most compre_
hensive one is that of orthogonality. The reason for this is that effi-
ciency testing is a special case of orthogonarity testing and this wirl
be pointed out later.

The properties of the mathematicar expectation of market prices are
defined beIow. Let

the price expected at

t. O" the actual. market price at time t and X
e

t

nor,

be

are said to be rational in

is the set of all
expected price. From

a random forecast error

time t by market participants.

the Muthian sense if:

x: = E(x. ln._r)

Expectat ions

where fL ,
L_I

prmins tire

L,$ifter by

$Ilowing atrribures:

i) E (v =Q

ì

information availabLe at t-1 used in
this it is seen that X! and X. only

u, This forecast error has the

i-T9tt comprehensive discussion and estimation techniques on testing;ñ:iî::lity are ro.be tounã-in, .ion.r, David S., and v. ven¡¡ Þ¡rra'n^ ;_._--uJ qrc LU pe round In, Jones, David S., and V._ Vance noley]v¡raElonal Expectations, -lrr"-Ërp"ctation-ttyp"iiåris 
and Treasury Bill¡re{os: An Eeo¡s¡s¡¡ic ¡narvsis." F;à";åi--nãserve ¡ank of Kansas

$.]$, 
Research w.irirõ-;rË;"i;. ez_01 (Feb., leez).

.
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ii)

iii)

Cov(v o
t , ""t-1

Cov(v

-0

-0t-i

states that the forecast errors be serially uncorrer-ated.

Àttribute (i) states that the mean value

equal to zero. Àttribute (ii) on the

cast error, X - r'ê
t ^t , Þe uncorrelated

bination of variabLes in the information

satisfied then forecasts are not rationa
improved by taking into consideration any

cast error and the available information

The above characteristics of the

test of rationality on the wheat pr

adian markets. The first of these
(i) and (ii ), under rationaLity we

t

the random

estimating:

À t
uhere vt represents

is performed by

of the forecast error should be

other hand states that the fore_

with any variable or Linear com_

set. I f this condition is not

L and such forecasts could be

correlations between the fore_

set. The third characteristic

forecast error are noe¡ used for the

ice series in both the U.S., and Can_

tests is that of unbiasedness. From

have:

forecast error. The test for unh,iased-

ßxrt
0 andß = 1

t

testing the hypothesis

0

that o =
0

efficiency is based on

the information set (ie.

equation to be esLimated

I

the history of past

these past prices

in testing for effic

prices which

are a subset

iency is:
S

=I^u
i=t 'í ^t-i +U t
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Under this test, the nutl hypothesis is c, = 0 for i = 1, ...s.

The third test of orthogonality employs property (iii) of the random
forecast error. This property states that there is no correlation be_
tween the forecast error and the variables contained in the information
set CIr-l In testing for orthogonality, if the expected price series
is generated by an autoregressive process, then the test procedure will
be the same as that for efficiency testing. However, in this study,
since the expected price variable is generated from a structural1y based
model, the variables incruded in the information set for orthogonarity
testing is different. Thus, the test for efficiency is a speciar case
of orthogonality testing with fewer regressors in the former than in the
Iatter.

The equation to be estinated under the test for orthogonarity is:

-L ß*u

i..,lwhere 
v r and Za is the vector of regressors in the

ir:rrstructurally determined price equationl .. 
_ _ ___r v! uuÀ ¡¡¡¡r¡s(r pr rqe equatlOn. I t should

af,,.,'ls 
used in testing for efficiency is also included

-i,i,l\ 
nutt hvpothesis under rhe resr f or orrhogonaJ.iry

$h,is means that if expectations are rational, then
tor should be statistically insignificant.

=xt- x:

be noted that the t._,
in the vector Za .

is that Ho: ß - 0

the elements in the

The final

rn the

test for rationality is
random forecast error.

lFssing the forecast on its past

i:.i:, k

that of absence of serial correÌa_
Normally, the test is performed by

values in the following equation:

,ì tlr ßru*,
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The nul1 hypothesis for rationality under this test is Ho. ßi 0 for i =
1 " "'K for different var'ues of K' That is, there is no serial correra-
tion between V. and Vl_f. However, âs pointed out by Brown and Maital99
( 1 98'1 ), the above testing procedure is not valid when x" j

t Ls say, a
k-period ahead forecast In such situations, they argue, that the k_
period ahead prediction errors tend to be serialr.y correlated and possi_
bly exhibit a r-ow-order moving average process. They indicated that
such a moving average process in the prediction error is consistent wiLh
both partial and compj.ete rationality. In the presence of an f"fe(q) er_
ror process, the third attribute of V is written as:

cov (vr+t , vt+f_i) = otÀ

=0

where À is the autocorrelation at lag s.

for S=0, 1, ....f-l,

for S > f.

..

In the presence of serially
sion equation for unbiasedness

error process. This equation

xa =oo*8,

correlated forecast

has to be modified to

is rewritten as:

vr

Ma i ta l_ , "l.iha t Do
Expectations,',

errors, the regres_

take account of the

If, for ex-

this error

rationali-

ext+

!,',tthere Va = o,ta-, * o.rra-. + ....*r,
is the noving average (autocorrelation) coefficient.
the error process is generated by an MÀ(q) mode1, then

e,

ess wíll be used in performing the rest of the tests for

oi

Economists Know? Àn Em_
Econometrica 49 (19g1 ):$i til:'¡Ëiuî' "?'u,ill:it,
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4.8.1 Empirical Results for Tests of Rationalitv

To test the rationality of market forecasts for the u.s. and canadian
wheat markets, ar'L the four tests described were performed on each mar_
ket separately' if market participants are rational in the formation oftheir expectations, then the nurl hypothesis under each test shourd be
accepted over the alternative hypothesis.
hypothesis neans that market participants
tion of price expectations.

Failure to accept the null
are irratíonaL in the forma_

The

por t ed

errors

coeffic

tionali

resul t s

in Table

exhibi t

ient,

ty.

of test

4.74 .

an t-t¡('l )

for rationality in the U.S. wheat market are re_
lnitial estimation indicated that the forecast
process. Due to the significance of the MÀ(1)

thi s error process was incorporated in the testing for ra_

in Tabl_e /.

... - 
" ¿qv¿s 4-14, the nuI1 hypothesis for unbiasedness cannot be reject_

l.tu 
ut the 5 percent Ievel. The results show that whereas cr = 0, ß isnot statisticalry different from unity. In conducting the ef*ciln.y

,::t'' 
up to six lags of the price variabre cHrcÀG, were included in

:Ï 
tttimation process. The resurts from this test are reported for

i.l,llf tne first three lags, since those for hise tor higher J.agged values are not

*ilj:r*' 
from rhe rhree lass presenred. Based on rhe F-srarisric, rhe

$a-Lltn 
shows thar ar1 the c. 's are zero and thus the i.agged variabres

nôb statisticalry explain the variations in the random forecast er-
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Unbiasedness:

CHiCÀGr = -,0.008 + 0.993CHICÀce(_0.31) (32,34);t

TÀBLE

Results on Tests for

0.1057cHrcÀc-
(1.347 ) .-t

4. r4

Rationaj.ity (US)

- 0.292 e- I
, L-I(-2.42) *

t
fi = .963

SER = .1 63p = 955. S*DI.¡ = 1 .90
(þ) Efficiencv:

cHicAc.r - cHicÀG: - 0. 1 ogcHicÀc_ 
^(-0.991 ) '-.

- 0.0017cHrcÀc.
(-0.02ti-r-3

R2
SER

F(3,65)

= 0.031
= 0 .271
= 0.693

(s) Orthoqonality: a

CHICÀGr - CHrCÀG: =ß

ßo 0.0013 (0.oss)

ß, 0.053 (0.584)

B, -0.0s6 (_0.790)

ß, 7 .328-4 (0. 21 1 )

ßu -0.021 (_0.236)

,ßu -2.968-6 (_0.380)

,Ê, 1 .84E-6 (o .225)

Ê, 9.488-8 (0.214)

1i
,.1, = o. o3B

+ $ z-o r It
ß

o

ß
9

ß
t0

ß
It

ß
12

ß
t3

Þ
t4

+B z
14 r4t

F(14,53) = .149

elements

* ß 

''i'* 
ß, 

'rr+ ' ' '
- 1 . 3 9E_ 7 ( _0 . 28 7 )

-s.6'18-8 (_0.143)

2,168-7 (0.873)

-1.4s8_7 (_0.361 )

-2.07E,_6 (_0.049)

8.328-12 (0.034)

0 .021 (o .2s7 )

L___-___¡¡e vector Z uss those in the

SER = .184

in test ng contains the samestructural prrce equation.
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ror. The results under orthogonalityl

reported t-statistics are significant.
shows that inclusion of the X,s do not

e1.

00 testing shows

The reported

provide a better
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that none of the

F-stat i st ic also

fit of the mod-

nu11 hypothesis of no serial correlation. For the U.S. price series,
QQ3) is 14.89 whir-e the critical Q is 36.4 ar rhe 5

Thus, it can be concluded that there is no evidence of

tion in the forecast error.

îhe test for seriar correration was conducted on the

cess. The test statistic for serial correration used

Q-statistic. The Q(K) is approximately distributed as

The estimates of the slope and intercept coefficients
nuIl hypothesis; Ho cr'= 0, ßr= 1 cannot be rejected. Thus

,.'....'fertea 
that the expectations of market participants are

¡¡¡'rthe 
tust for bias. In testing for efficiency of the

.1Þrriee forecasts, three to six lagged values of the

Y, were exanined. The results for k=3 shows that
lons are efficient. However¡ orì using six 1agged

MA(1) error pro-

is the Ljung-Box
2x (x) under the

percent level.

serial correla-

show that the

it can be in-

rational under

Canadian wheat

price var iable,

the market expec-

(k=6) values of

The results of the test for rationality in the canadian wheat market
are presented in Tabre 4.15. The forecast error for the canadian data
also'exhibits a first order moving average process. The moving average

coefficient is significant at the 1 0 percent level. Thus this error
process was taken into account when conducting the rationality tests.

an instrumental variable estimator was
endogeneity of future expectations about

,-9..,'.{,,,.:r.n testing for orthogonality,
ïl:1 ,. aðcounr ror poisibiå'
Ytrces and on-farm stocks.
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TÀBLE 4.ß
Results on Tests for Rationality (Canada)

Unbiasedness:

PEXBÀY = -t 0.02 + 0.996pEXBAy e(0.27) (6+.2q)*t - 0.207 e* 1

(-1 .68 )i;'
R2=

SER =
Eì_

DW=

.989

.117
88.5*
1 ,943

(þ) Efficiencv:

PEXBÀYt - PEXBAY: = O.OO32PEXBÀY
(0.024) t-l _ 0.1 1 4PEXBÀY

(-0.835)

R2=
SER =

F(3,58) =

t-_, 0. 05sPEXBÀYL I (-0.401)r-3

0.0'182
0. 178
0.63s8

(c ) orthoqonality: a

PEXBÀY. - PEXBÀY: =

ßo- 0.103 (-0.329)

ßr 0.034 (0.381)

Bz -0.144 (-0.536)

ßg 0.07 (0.499)

,,ßu 0.0006 (0.007)

ßs 0.012 (.187)

'ßo -5.388-4 (-0.357)
,'.,. 

'

:.ßz 0.0003 (.s41)

ì:.::.:

:',ì, '..2

a1,, = o.038

,.Jl-e vector
:::',,8tructural

z ,t *ß, ,rt ß, zr.* .. . + ßtz z tz t
ß, - 0.0001 (_.19s)

ßg 9.68-6 (.037)

ßro 2.368-6 (.139)

ßr i -6. 638_6 ( _0. 387 )

-0. 0082 ( _0.258 
)

0.0102 (0.243)

-7.688-4 (_0.448)

s.978-4 (0.294)

-2 . 83E-.1 2 (_0. 31 I )

ß +ß
01

ßtz
oPI g

ßls

ßls

opt 7

SER = .202 F( 16,44) = .1 09

z contains-Th-ã same e1e¡nents

1l

price eguation ( ie. 4.1 5) .
as those in the



136PEXBÀY in testing for efficiency, the coefficients on the third andfourth J'agged terms are found to be significant at the 10 and 5 percentleve's reçectively. Àn F-test on the two equations positing k=3 as rhenull hypothesis and k=5 as the aLternative indicated a rejection of thenui'l hypothesis. This is disturbing given that the F_statistic for theeguation rith k=6 point to the fact that under the nur.r hypothesi5;rc10 for I = 1,2...6, the alternative shouLd be rejected. On the basis ofthis test, it can be said that partial rather than fulr. rationarity pre_vails in the canadian market. The departure from the postur.ate of fu'lrationality courd be attributed to Lhe price series used in this study.As noted earlier on, the price variable p'xBÀy is not a true marketprice but rather the quoted asking price of CWB. It is possible thatwhen an appropriate market price for canadian wheat is availabr.e, thefull rationarity posturate could be supported in Lhe canadian wheat mar_ket' Thus in view of this, the rationality resulis of the canadianwheat martet shouLd be interpreted with caution.

,.,^__rn.,"r, for serial correlation in the Canadian price data is the.,::,t. as rhe one described for the U.S. The Q_statisric in this case ist',ll'tt- lhe criticar value of Q(24) ar rhe 5 percenr revel is 36.4.

:#"t:tt, 
under the nulr hypothesis of no serial correlation, the a'_ternative hypothesis cannot be accepted. However, at the 5 npr¡onr r^..

¿q¿ yËI
i,,.1..,|..1...'o.,.t*trr 

the standard error. The standard error in this case is.125.

$Lï"'lr 
rwenrv aurocorrer.arions, rhree exceeds .zs. rhese aurocorre_

:._: " occur ar lags 13, 15 and 21.

The

same as



4.9 À TEST FOR EXPECTÀTION REGIMES

In the previous section

of market forecasts r+ere

of the QRE mode]_. These

market forecasts

other hand, the

tially rational.

, tests on the rationality of the expectations
performed using the structuraL price equation
tests indicate that the fuLl rationality of

137

wheat sector cannot be rejected. On the
sector can be characterized as being par_

in the U.S.

Canadian wheat

Even though the u's' and canadian wheat markets have been character-
ized as being fuJ.ly and partialJ.y rational respectively, under the QREversions of the noders, the mean squared error for the acreage equationis higher than under the ÀE version. This thus raises the question of
whether individual and market rationality coincide. Since the acreage
equations refrect the aggregation of individuar farmer behaviour, it istherefore possible that some farmers are not rational. MÍshkin(1983)totpointed out that "not all market participants need be rationar

::: 
. market ro display rational expecrations,,. The explanarion for

cnrs is that the behaviour of the individual is not the same as Èhat of

$:.ì.-lnt 
narket' In the absence of any rraditional. tests for individual ra-

*.fj]"tttttt' 
we adopt an artificiaL nesring procedure ro derermine if rhe

i': E regime dominates the adaptive and the modi f ied adaptive expectations

$i,':.:'::l:t 
rhe purpose or rhis secrion, rhererore, is nor ro rerure rhe

$:::'::r 
of rhe rarional expecrarions hvporhesis bur raÈher ro explore

,::-u"tt:tt 
in which the QRE and ÀE versions can be combined ro obrain

it"" fotu.usts of say, planted acreage.

;., I

ìì,.:,,
l,tishkin, Frederi

*Ë+s:;:.ffitr,"w



In order to rest the var.idity of the QRE specification
version, r+ê employ the C_test proposed by Davidson102 

^(1981). Let Q. be the fitted val.ues from the QRE modeL

ted vaj.ues for the alternative specification ( i.e., the
tation version). Under the maintained hypothesis that
is of the correct specification, we estimate:

* = (l -0 )o *oi*.L t t'-t

where y is the historic series and i= 1,2 f.or acreage and stock egua_
tions respective)-y. under the nurr hypothesis that ô. (from the QRE
version) is the correct moder. we should expect cr not to be signifi_
cantJ.y different from zero.
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against the ÀE

and MacKinnon

and À the fir-
E

adaptive expec-

the QRE version

In the presence of more than two

be estimated under the C-test can be

f

where j is

.n^Il^(1-X cli)Q +X cxÀ +ej=2JËj=2Ët

the number of different expectation regimes.

expectation regimes, the equation to
generali"ud aa 

t o',

test iss. =
J

applicable to

have been po-

in this

0forj
the U.S.
,:. ì

si ted.

general i

= 2, 3,

market

zation, under the nulL hypothesis the joint
. . . , n. This generalized C_test is more

since more than two expectation hypotheses

-r.tì,tl:r

äìì.!.t:ì:ì:

li:ìtq¿

*,k:i9::n, Russelr and James G.
iììi.*Î!ification in tt.-pi"r.n.å
5+rca 4e (1e81): zei:zö3.--"-'

-MacKinnon, "Several Tests for Modelof Àlternative Hypotheser.; -È.onor"_

å1.1.Í:"fil"l3r.îli:t:, ::^:l:,.,ry of Fçonomiss s¡¡! srarisrics,illi ik, i: ; 
" " 

: I I 
-i 

Ji, 
-ü 

i i ä, å., i r ï*Ëi,f, f;ffi," Htestins rái "'söä;;íä'i;;";i.;i;".;iii:il llåinì:::iralized Ftest in
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The resur-ts of the c-test for the u.s. are reported in Tabres 4.16,4' r7 and 4.19. in Table 4.16, the nu'1 hypothesis being tested is thevar-idity of the QRE moder. against the other expectation regimes. In ta_ble 4.17 on the other hand, the var.idity of the adaptive expectations

moder. is tested against the QRE model and the modified adaptive expecta_
tions model' Finar.ly, the c-test is concluded by using the modified
adaptive expectations regime as the nurl hypothesis and the other expec_tation regimes as the ar-ternative. The resurts of this test are report_
ed in Table 4.,lg.

In Table 4.16, treating QRE as the nuJ.l hypothesis against the ar.ter_
native of the ÀE (adaptive expectation) shows that the ÀE regime addssignificant infornation to the QRE acreage equation (ie. A.REQ). How-
ever' under the same regime, the ÀE stock equation does not add any sig_nificant information to the stock eguation. 0n the other hand, in using' the modified AE equations for acreage and stock as the arternative hy-

- 
llln"rtr: 

we rejecr rhe hvporhesis rhar rhese equarions do nor add any
aLion to Èheir QRE counterparts. The interesting point to be not_

., 
tu about the modified ÀE hypothesis is that even though the a-estimates

.,, 
tot 

'n" acreage and stock eguations are significantry different from

i 
''llt" they are not significanr,.v differenr from 0.s. This impries rhar

-...,:l 
the average, the modified ÀE acreage and stock equations contribute

|5o percent of thc i n r^--- r: ^- - - . ,of the information to the explanation of the variations in
,l$u u.reage and stock series . In addition, the the joint hypothesis},v Lrrc¡l ¡ 5

*::t"::r 
AE and modified ÀE resimes do nor add any informarion ro borh

$'*t 
acreage and sÈock equations is rejected.
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TÀBLE 4. i6
Results of the C-test (U.S.) with gRn as

ÀCREÀ

1.0011 (6.31)*

FSTKÀ

0.221 (0.7s)

ÀCREA, ÀCRELR

the maintained Hypothesis

ÀCRELR

0.685 (5.02),t*

FSTKTR

0 . 559 (2 .44) *r,

Lt.
A(a)

H:_A
(b)

FSTKQ

(c)

H:

20.21t t

FSTKA, FSTKTR

4. 9g**

(d) Ho:

FSTKQ

' * In Tables (a.) and (b), the t-values are in parentheses and the;Hi:,1"T|3,:r:;:_ill":" È:Ííd!":,. rn (c) and (d), rhe reporrednumbers u'. ti,"-r-values i;;-ln;'iå,,i"å!i lillr,ii¿ :|;"1"3:;!ilur,onregunes do not explain it"-u"iïãtion in acreage and stock

iì..;¡::.,. 

.- Signif icant at the 5 percent tevel.
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(a)

TÀBLE 4.T7
Resurts of the c-test (u.s.) with en as the maintained Hypothesis

ÀcREQ
ÀCRELR

0.208 (1.11)-0.0011 (-0 . 0 1 )

H.:
A

H:
-A(b) a

0.778 (2.64)*

FSTKLR

0.606 (4. 07 ),t*

3
ÀCREA

(d) Ho:
':.

Èsrxe

H : FSIKÀ.
A

ÀcREÀ, ACRELR

t.¿3

FSTKLR

17.10**

llff :.t;i:fi ,,å:;lii;,.{ iii r rii::I, - ii. ii I 
"åiu' ?ur';il:T:;:, t:!$*:: "il!' i',Ë'F_;:ï,å ì::'

*__In, TabIes (a ) and (b) , the t_v¿nu,nUeis-Ji",Ëi"" 
cy. _ccrimrroo lJr?:,ur..in_parentheses and the

:l:. j::'!_ resr rhar';úå ;;;.;=ãïoåliurionillines aó 
-nài-u*oii 

ii"ìnå "í, I iå, i 3;' i,':::.:H'"1å., llHi
,...i'l* Significant at the S percent 1evel.
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TÀBLE 4.TB

Resurts of the c-test (u.s.) with ÀE_.incorporating the Loan Rate as theMaintained Hypothesii

(a)
[:

A

H:
¿I(b)

ÀCRELR

3
ACRETR

ÀcREQ
ÀCREÀ

0.3'l 5 ( 2. 33 ) ** 0.792 (4.24)¡,*

FSTKQ
PSTKÀ

0.44'l ( 'l . 92 ),t't 0.394 (2.65)**

ÀCREO, ÀCREÀ

17 .71**

FSTKO, FSTKÀ

4.92*r,

H:
-A

E:
A

ilJd) Ho'

;.:l.i:l.

::gtKrR

'* In Tables (a) a-nd (b), the t-values.are in parentheses and thel,l'lll'inl,;_:lï,,:"_::: ílii;:,. 'i, "i. r 
"åiu.iuTl' 

rhe reporredoers are rhe F-varues rãi rr'"-¡åiri"rà!í iüår'l;; ilf;"i'l;illi"r,",rnes do not exprain-ttt"-"u;i;ri;; in acreage and stock.
** Significant at the 5 percent 1eve1.
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In Tabr-e 4.1i, in treating the ÀE regime as the nulr hypothesis

against QRE and the modified ÀE regimes, the null hypothesis that the

QRE and modified ÀE regimes individually and jointry do not add any sig_
nificant information to the acreage equation cannot be rejected. The

same conclusion, however cannot be made about the stock equation. Both

individually and jointly, the hypothesis that the two al_ternative re-
gimes do not add any information to the stock equation under the ÀE re-
gime are rejected.

The results of the C-test with the modified ÀE regime as the null hy-
pothesis and the QRE and ÀE as the alternative hypotheses are presented

in Table 4.18. The hypothesis that the Lwo alternative regimes do not

add any information to the modified ÀE regime is rejected both individu-
ally and jointl-y for the acreage equation. In the stock equation on the
olher hand, it can be concruded that the QRE regime does not add any in-
tormation to the modified ÀE regime. The joint test for the aLternative

'regines against the modified ÀE regime shows that the alternative re-
,gimes do in fact contribute some information to the modified ÀE regime.

ilì.¡" The results of the C-test f or the Canadian models are reported i n Ta-

$llutt 4'19' In panel (a), using QRE as the null and ÀE as the atternative
ì::, othesis, we reject the nulr hypothesis as that in the acreage equa-

*1l!iot the ÀE regime does not add any infornation to pranted acreage. rn

,,i$ tto.¡ equation howeverr wê accept the null hypothesis that the AE

$.$0:*" does not add any any information to the QRE mode1. when the ÀE

i,!r*l'ne is is used as the nult and the QRE version as the alternative,
$esurts show that the QRE regime does not add any information to the
iirì::,:,, .r,.

i¡I.,esim. 
f or both the acreage and stock equations. Thus under this

.,...!'.tte 

accent rhe nulI hypothesis.

,iìl
:.i

tl

. :.. .l

..,'j
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TÀBLE 4.Ig
Results of the C_test (Canada)

He, ÀE

1.006 (8.13)*

0.629 (1 .2e)

HO : QRE

-0.006 (_0.06)

.371 (0.76)

a, b

(a )

Ho: QRE

CÀCRÀ

CF'STK

Ho: ÀE

CÀCRÀ

CF'STK

_ d Ho: QRE(ÀE) is the maintainedExpecrarions (adapti";";"Ë;iåËiim 
I

b) t-values are in parenthesis.0 -estimates.

* Significant at the 5 percent

that the Quasi-Rational
the valid one.

numbers are the

hypothes i s
Model is

The other

1eve1.



145With respect to the C_tests performed above, the results indicatethat the adaptive expectations versions of the acreage eguation fits thedata better than the maintained QRE version both in the u.s. and canada.
The reason for this is that the coefficient on the ragged acreage vari_able in the acreage equation should not be significantly different fromunity in the QRE version of the nodel. However, this is not the case ineither the u's' or canadian acreage eguations. This indicates that theadjustment cost term adopted in the formulation of the models on theacreage side could be nore complicated than what has been used.

4 . 
.1 O ÀPPRÀI SÀL MODETS

The usefur'ness of the wheat industry moder.s in further anarysis canbe determined by the extent to which the behaviorar. equations are ableto track the historical movements of the endogenous variabres (i.e., oD_farm stocks, price, acreage), and (2) the ability of the system to pre_dict the endogenous variabres beyond the observed sample period. In'this section' the accuracy of the sirnuration process and the forecastingcapability of the U.S. and Canadian models are assessed.

4.10.1 Model simulation

Thi s

t ¡ ctt* 1J.r5r. The simulation model for canada containsbions (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15).

OF THE
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Table 4.20 presents the measures of historical accuracy using the

values of exogenous variables and initial var.ues of lagged endogenous
variables. In the u.s. moder., the initiar values for the lagged endoge_
nous variable are set at those for the second quarter of 1g65, whereas
in the canadian case, these values are set at those for the second quar_
ter of 196r (i.e., 1967 Q.Ii). For the u.s. sector the correlation
coefficient shows that the simulated model traces the movements in acre-
age and prices fairly werr except for on-farm stocks of wheat. The poor
performance of the model in this respect does not equalry effect the
price and acreage equation because the stock variable does not enter the
acreage equation directJ.y. In the price equation, only the three period
lagged value of stock appears as a significant expranatory variabre. À
plot of the simulated versus actual price series in the u.s market is
depicted in Figure 4.1.

The poor performance of the stock variable in the simulated model is
also reflected in the RMSE (root nean squared error). The RMSE of the
simulated stock variabre is large relative to the standard error of the
actuaL stock series. The RMSE for the price and acreage variables in
the simulated model are Low relative to the standard deviation of the
actual values. ÀIso presented in Tabre 4.20 are Thei's inequarity¿-----J

ì,,:::-tt]tients 
to measure the modet's forecast accuracy. À varue of ur(or-- -l'--

i;!l;= 
1 would indicate a staÈus quo forecast. rf forecasts are perfect,

.f'...itot 
ul is zero' However, since the simuration process is based on se-tial carculations, the ur(or u) measures have Iimited application

thus should be interpreted with caution.
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TÀBLE 4.20

Measures of Dynamic SimuLation Accuracy of U.S. and Canadian Wheat
Mode I s

U.S. Canada

1 . Correlat ion coef f ic ient between
actual and simulated

Price

0n-farm stocks

Àcreage

2. Root mean squared error
with standard deviation of
actual (in parentheses)

Price

0n-farm stocks

Àc reage

3. Theil's Forecast Statistics U!

Pr ice

On-farm Stocks

Àcreage

. 948

.521

. 991

.405 (1.183)

351827 (297849)

4727.84 (30487.3)

.859

.906

.938

.176 (1.734)

55,162 (166.7)

1411.89 (1143.6)

.129 (.06s)

,527 (.267)

.136 (.0i1)

.038 (.019)

.1 08 ( .0s4 )

.127 ( .064 )

a) in parentheses are the U inequality coefficients.
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The simulated model for Canada traces the historical movements in

prices, stock and acreage fairly we11. The correlation coefficient be-

tween simulated and acluaL values are aIl over .8 indicating that about

64 percent of the variation in the actual values are explained by the

simulated values. The simuLated RMSE values presented in Table 4.20 are

Iower relative to the standard deviation of the actual. The pJ.ot of

simulated versus actual vaLues of the Canadian price series over time is

in Figure 4.2.
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4.10.2 Prediction Beyond the Sample Period

This subsection assesses the forecasting ability of the U.S. and Can-

adian QRE models. UsualLy, the forecasting performance of models are

evaluated beyond the sample period as new values of the endogenous vari-

ables become available. In this study, since these new values are not

yet available, the last sixteen observation (i.e., 4 years) in the sam-

ple period for both the U.S. and Canada are treated as the forecasting

period. The QRE models for the two countries are re-estimated and the

resulting parameters are then used in assessing the forecast performance

for the remaining sixteen observations in the sample period. Presented

in Table 4.2'l are the measures used in evaluating the forecast accuracy

of the models.

The forecast RMSE for the U.S. stock equation is high relative to the

RMSE of the actual values. This is reflected in the mean absolute error

(U¡n) which on the average should be close to zero. However, this is

not the case for the stock equation. The neasure commonly used in as-

sessing forecast performance is the inequality coefficient (U, ). For

the U.S. model U, is greater than zero with the stock equation showing

the highest value compared to Èhose for price and acreage. 0n the aver-

âgê, it can be said that the forecast performance of the U.S. model is

reasonably good.

For the Canadian model, the price and stock equations have large

forecast RMSE relative to the RMSE for the actual values. These larger

than expected forecast RMSE values are also reflected in the Ì,tÀE values

for the forecast series. Similar forecast measures for the acreage
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Measures of Forecasting

TÀBLE 4.21

Performance of lhe U.S. and Canadian ModeIs

1. RMSE

Pr ice

Stocks

Ac reage

b2. MÀE

Pr ice

Stocks

. Acreage

3. Theil's Ul

Price

Stocks

Acreage

U. S.

.436 ( 3.65s) c

446.21 (944.9)

4.752 (4.33s)

.375

336.753

'1 .989

Canada

3.698

168 .7 2

1.92

3.544

147 .566

. 948

(s.s68)

(429.48)

(16.02)

inequality coef f icient

.119

.472

.1.15

.619

.393

.119

RMSE Forecast Root Mean Squared Error
b) Mean Àbsolute Error
c) Figures in parentheses are the RMSE for the actuaL values
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equation seem reasonable. The U, statistic for the Canadian variables

are al-so presented in Table 4.21. The price equation gives a higher U

value followed by the stock equation with the acreage equation exhibit-

ing a relatively low U, vaLue. This raises some doubts about the fore-

casting ability of the Canadian model especially with respect to the

price equation.

4.11 EVÀLUÀTI ON OF ÀLTERNATIVE POTICY RULES.

In this section, we evaluate how a change in policy might affect the

endogenous variables in the RE models of the U.S. wheat sector. Hence-

forth, a policy will be defined as a rule or law of motion which is in-

tended to influence the behavior of prices, acreage, and on-farm stocks

of wheat in our nodel. Under the rational expectations hypothesis, a

change in policy implies that wheat producers will observe this rule and

hence modify their expectations accordingly.

To evaluate the RE model under alternative policy changes, four hypo-

thetical policy rules for the U.S. are specified and their effecls on

the endogenous variables are then discussed. Àfter reparameterization

of the price equation due to the adoption of a specific policy rule, the

nodels are then sinulated to obtain estimates of the endogenous vari-

ables under ru1e. Simulations of the original model before the adoption

of a policy rui.e are reLained for benchmark comparisons. The reason for

this is to isolate the effects of each policy rule and thus investigate

the "sufficiency" of the model as a representation of reality rather

than reality itself. 1 o 4

t.....'.

roa ¡ compelling argument for invesligating the "sufficiency" of a model



In the benchmark

wheat producers (¡Pn

equation 4.5a:

Rule '1 : APR = Y

154

average price received by U.S.

the market price (culc¡c * ) by

COMSTOK ) + U
t-l lt

simulation, the

) is Iinked to

Base Model: CH] CAG (a.5a)

This equation wiIl be adopted as the basis of policy ruLe changes in the

simulations to follow. In modifying equation (4.25a), the four hypo-

thetical rules adopted are:

APR =gt

ÀPRI r-1
À (co¡,tsron
1r

Rule 2: ÀPR = erÀPR , +
E ^ c-i 2t

RuIe 3: ÀPR. = c, LOR. u3,

Rule set to zero in (a.5a)

where the variables in these rules are aS previously defined. RuIe 1

states that the price received in period t is Lhe sum of changes in com-

mercial stocks and a proportion of the previous period's price. If Àl =

0 under this rule, then it coincides with Rule 2. In such a situation,

APRrin quarter t iS some proportion of lhe previous quarter's price re-

ceived by farmers (ie. all two rules become ÀR(1) processes). In Rule

3, the average price received is linhed to the loan rate (fOn. ) rather

as a representation of reality is given by, Rausser, G.' and E.
Hochman, Dynamic Aqricultural Svstems: Economic Prediction and Con-
trol, North Holland, New York 1979, p. 12.

4t ß is
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than the market price. RuIe 4 on the other hand states that the aver-

aged price received is not important in determining the rationally ex-

pected market price. It should be pointed out that if any of the four

feedback rules are adopted, the semi-reduced form of equation (3.25)

wiIl be different and hence the simulation results.

4.10.1 Impacts of the Hvpothetical PoIicv Rules

The OLS estimates of the different policy rules are presented in Tab1e

4.20. From Table 4.20, the base model indicates that there is a strong

relationship between ÀPR. and CHICÀGr However, the relationship be-

tween the averaged price received and the loan rate in Rule 3 even

though inversely related is tenuous at best. Under Rule 1, À, is not

significantly different from zero. The estimate of yr under this rule

is not significantly different from c, in rule 2. Due to the similarity

of these tv¿o ru}es, irê should expect the simulations under these rules

not to be different.

In all the simulations under the alLernative rules, the decomposition

of the mean sguared forecast error showed no evidence of systematic bias

in either the means or variances of the endogenous variables. However,

the largest proportion of decomposition lies with the error component.

Since for an optimal forecast, the error component (u" ) shouLd be close
105

to unity, lhe simulation results are acceptable. Summary statistics

of the simulations under the alternative scenarios are presented in Ta-

ble 4.21.

The decomposition measures for f.orecasL/sinulation evaluation are
described by Pindyck, Robert S., and D. Rubinfeld (1981), Economet-
ric Models and Economic Forecasts, pp. 364-367.

105
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TABLE 4.22

OLS Estimates of Policy Ru1es
a, b

Base Model:
APR = .872CHICAGt ( 29.19)

Rule
APR

Rule
ÀPR

R2 = .g27
SE = .213
DW = .4.l9

t:
=

t.
.896ÀPR - 2.58-7(COUSTOX
(1s.69)t-i (-0.573¡ t COMSTOKr-1

2ft=
SE=
DH=

2
ft=

SE=
DW=

.789

.366
1 .917

.788

.364
1.859

.226

.69s

.303

Rule 2:
ÀPR* = .893ÀPR*-t' (15.78 ) "

3:

t -1 .03toR t(-4.42)
R2=

SE=
DW=

a)
b)

Sample period
t-values are

runs from 1968.Q1 to 1984.QIv.
in parentheses.

ì:I ,,.
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Actual, Base,

TÀBLE 4.23

and Simulated Values under Àlternative Rules for the
Endogenous Variables. a, b

Price
( $/bushel )

3.04(1.168)

3.0s ( 1 .144)

3.05(1.11s)

3.06(1.099)

3.0s(1.10s)

Farm stocks
( 1 000 bushels )

627 393 .87 Q96131 . 99 )

629929 .461281 303.44 )

629775,41 (281 71 1 .53 )

62807 4.81 /284291 .08 )

628871 .29(282790.91)

Àcreage
( 1000 acres)

69534 .12(12281.8s)

701 1 3 .02(12182.33)

70116.35(12222.53)

70115.61(12214.47)

70115.97(12215.85)

Actual

Base

Rule 2

Rule 3

Rule 4

Note: Because the results under RuIe 1 are
Rule 2, they are not reported.
a ) Sample per iod i s 1 958.Q1 to 'l 984.QIV.
b) standard errors are in parentheses.

the same as those under
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In Table 4.23, the mean values of the actual endogenous variables for

the period 1968.QI to 19B4.QIV are compared with the base simulation re-

sults and the mean values generated under the alternative scenarios. In

terms of simulating ability, once changes in policy rules are expected

by farmers, the summary result.s in Tab1e 4.23 shor+ that the model pro-

vides a reasonable representation of observed movements in the endoge-

nous variables

The time paths of prices, on-farm stocks, and acreage under rules 2

to 4 in addition to that of the base model and actually observed prices,

stocks, and acreage are depicted in Figures 4.3 to 4.5.105 The three

rules generate considerably similar time paths for prices, on-farrn

stocks, and acreage.

The figures in Table 4.24 report the average increase (decrease) in

the endogenous variables had these policy rules been in effect over the

simulation period.l07 The effect of a price increase in the model being

analyzed is twofold. First, there is the acreage effect whereby an in-

crease in wheat price wilI induce more planted acreage. The second ef-

fect is what might be called "decumulation of farm- stocks." Under this

effect, rre expect an increase in r¡heat prices to lead to a reduction in

farm-stocks of wheat.

106 Because the simulation results under rules 1 and 2 happen to be the
same, only the time paths under rule 2 are plotted in Figures 4.3
and 4.4.

107 ¡n increase (decrease) in any of the endogenous variables is meas-
ured relative to their base simulation values and not historically
observed values.
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TABLE 4.24

Model Simulations of Mean Changes in Endogenous variables Under
Alternative RuIes: 1 96B.QI-1 9B4.QIV.

Pr ice
(cents/bushel)

Rule 2 z 0,21

RuIe 3z 1.72

RuIe 4: 1 .1 0

Farrn stocks
( 1 000 bushels )

(1s4.12)

(1854.6s)

(10s8.17)

Acreage
(1000 acres)

2.s8

3.34

2.95

The largest mean price increase of 1.72 cents per bushel in Table

4.24 occurs under Rule 3. Corresponding to this price increase' acreage

would have increased by 3340 acres and farm stocks declined by about

1.85 miltion bushels over the simulation period. The smallest increase

in price on the other hand occurs under RuIe 2. Here, Price increases

by 0.2'l cents per bushel coupled with an acreage increse of 2580 acres

while farm stocks go down by 154,000 bushels. in sunmary, it can be

said that the effect of a price increase in these simulations is mcre

pronounced on the stock side of the model rather than on acreage. The

policy evaluation under the alternative scenarios indicate that had any

of these specific policy rules been implemented, the model results would

have been different.



Chapter V

SUMMÀRY AND IMPLICÀTIONS

In this thesis, an attempt has been made at modelling acreage alLoca-

tion and on-farm inventory accumulation process of U.S. and Canadian

wheat producers. The resulting aggregate decision rules for acreage aI-

location and inventory accumulation were then substituted into a market

clearing identity to enable the derivation of a structurally based ra-

tional expectations equilibrium price equation. This price equation is

a function of the underLying structural parameters of the system under

consideration. Thus the price equation can be viewed as rational in the

Muthian sense since it is derived from the underlying economic framework

adopted in this study.

in addition to the rational price predictor, other price formation

processes were used in the estimation of the aggregate acreage and on-

farm stock equations. The alternative price expectations processes in-

vestigated were adaptive expectations for U.S. and Canada and also the

modified adaptive expectations and a rational bounded price for U.S. In

Chapter IV, the estimated equations were presented along with prediction

tests for the alternative expectation processes. In both U.S. and Cana-

da, the rational price predictor is preferable to the other price pre-

dictors because of its lower mean-squared error property.

In using the mean squared error of the individual acreage equations

reported in Chapter IV as an evaluative criterion, it was noted that the

- 163 -
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alternative expectation ( i.e., adaptive expectations) version of the

models have lower MSE values compared to the QRE. The reason for this

could be due to mis-specification of the adjustment cost term for acre-

age in the optimization equation (3.1). The estimated value of Àr t

the coefficient on lagged acreage, is too low for both U.S. and Canada

in a quarterly time series model analyzed in this study. This negative

aspect of the QRE version thus constrains the poJ-icy implications to be

inferred from this market.

The poor results of the estimated acreage equations reported in Chap-

ter IV are also reflected in the conclusions that can be drawn from the

C-tests. Since the QRE and ÀE versions of the models are not nested

with each other, the C-tests þrere performed to determine which expecta-

tion regine could best characterize the time series under study. The

startling observation from these tests indicate that for both U.S. and

Canada, the admissible expectation regime is that of adaptive expecta-

tions. On the other hand, for the inventory equations, the QRE reginre

dominates the adaptive expectations version. These results leave one in

a quandary as to whether the QRE version is a valid representation of

the acreage allocation decision of wheat farmers. The QRE version of

the models as formulated in this study does not support the postulate of

rational expectations as it is used in the acreage equation.

Despite the poor performance of the acreage equation, the rationality

tes¡s performed in the market forecasts could not be rejected. The re-

sults indicate tha! the forecasts from the U.S. wheat market can be

characterized as fuIly rational whereas the Canadian market forecasts

are partiallY rational This seems !o be contradictory in that on Lhe
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one hand, the market is said to be rational but individual producers are

not. The point that is being made here is that irrationality in the

producer decision-making process could result if they are not capable of

taking advantage of rational market forecasts. The enorrnous cost in-

volved in information gathering in an inter-dependent world could con-

vince then in making use of onJ.y the history of past prices in their ex-

pectation formation process as in adaptive expectations.

In order to evaluate the theoretical modeJ. predictions under alterna-

tive policy rules, simulation exercises were conducted. Due to the na-

ture of of the policy rules used in the analyses, the tirne paths of the

endogenous variables rlere considerably similar. Nevertheless, the simu-

Iation results conformed to a priori expectations in that an increase in

wheat prices l-ed to a marginal increase in acreage but a substantial re-

duction in farn stocks.

s.0.2 Inplications with Respect to the [.9. and Canadian Wheat Market

The findings of Chapter IV, especially in regards to the poor esti-

mates of the QRE models and the stochastic Euler equations make the com-

parison of elasticities between these versions, and the other expecta-

!ion regimes not informative. However, for the interested reader,

tables of elasticities are to be found in Àppendices K and L. À11 that

can be said about these elasticities is that in the U.S., the acreage

elasticity with respect to price ranges from .152 to 1.008 in the short

run compared to.175 to 1.531 in the long run. 0n Èhe Canadian side,

the same elasticity ranges from 2.283 to 7.326 in the short run com-

pared to a range of 5.253 to 6.98 in the long run. The reported elas-
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ticity of acreage with respect to quota in the Canadian QRE model has a

short run value of 3.782 and -0.298 in the long run. Thus quota seem to

have a negative impact on acreage in the long run. Under the ÀE version

of the model, however, delivery quotas have a positive impact on acreage

in both the short and long run. This is contrary to a priori reasoning

and more so, these reported values are too large.

s.0.3 Areas of Further Research

The poor results from the QRE and RE models seem to indicate where

future research along the lines of this study could be undertaken to as-

sess the validity of rational expectations in acreage response models.

In the formulation of the optimization problem, no competing crops were

included in a representative farrner's criterion function. Since farmers

can produce other crops besides wheat, the exclusion of acreage allocat-

ed can lead to mis-specification in the estimated acreage equations. In

this study the assumption of non-jointness in the production process vras

implied in the production function posited. Causality testing was then

conducted to determine if the price of a competing crop could be includ-

ed in the farmers' information set. Since causality testing is con-

cerned with only the predictive context of the expected price series, it

is not as powerful as including the acreage of the competing crop in the

optimization problem.

The second area of future research is to adopt an adjustment cost of

order two conpared to the one used in this study since improper specifi-

cation of the adjustment cost term could lead to poor results. The aI-

ternative is to include the term: 1/2f.( À o, )2where(^ Ar )2
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is given as [(e. - À._+) - (or_o-4._u)1. This modification could

be adopted as the extra term for acreage since it was this equation that

performed poorLy in the QRE version of the models. The inclusion of the

second order adjustment cost term in effect introduces another lagged

dependent variable in the equation to be estimated.

Finally, the last area of research is the target deviation approach

(Kennan, 1979). The cost of say deviating from target acreage could be

incLuded in the adjustment cost. In Canada, for example, this could

take the form of deviation from quota acreage or the target acreage

could be a distributed lag function of some other policy variable of in-

terest.

These areas of further research hopefully may shed some Iighl on the

poor performance of the QRE models estimated in this study.
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Àppendix A

DERIVATION OF EQUÀTION 3.288 FROM À QUÀDRÀTIC LOSS
FUNCTION

This equation is derived by assuming that the

tempts to minimize a quadratic loss function

components, a) a disequilibrium component,

component. The function to be minimized is;

v^ =ißt[(rp --P*,) + c(1P,.- IP'0 t=b ' '- t+l t+I t+r t
where c is an adjustment parameter, and P* is't

tiating the above with respect to IP-,,yie1ds

condition:

(¡z) â vo =

Canadian Wheat Board at-

which is the sun of two

and b) an adjustrnent cost

)l

a targeL price.

bhe following

Di f feren-

f irst order

AIP t+l

or

(e2') lPr*z- -I[1+1 3. ) ' + = -( ß.)-1 eo*,

the LHS of (À2')

- ßc IPr+2 + (1 + c +ßc)IPt+l - c IP

*
-P =0t+l

Following Sargent (1979, p.

t/ß JrPr*r*/ rP.

198), we factorize

ClÐ o

(¡g) t1 - (l * 1/gc + 1/gl¡ +1¡?JIP.*z = (1-À

ß

where XrX=1/ß; 
^r* 

Àã=[1 +1/Bc + 1

Using (e3), we now solve (¡Z) forward to obtain;

(¡¿ ) r Pr+z = À, r Pt+l ..' å.i_^d( Pl*r*: )

J=U
where Q= 1/\r.

rt)(1-À2L)IP.*z

/sl



For j=0, (¡+) reduces to i

(¡4') iP -À iP - + o P*r I t_l ß. t

To complete the derivation, the equation for

AS:

*(¡s) p = hCMINNUS +ettt
Substituting (¡S) into (À4), we arrive at:

(À5) Ip = À,Ip _ + e hCMINNUS+ et rt-l 
ß" t t

where ;. =oe./gctt
As can be seen from the above (¡S) is equation
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target price is specified

(3.28b) in the text.



Àppendix B

EULER EQUÀTIONS FOR QUOTÀ-ÀDJUSTED MARKET PRiCE

Here, we include a quota constraint into the analysis and

rived the corresponding Euler equations for acreage and on- farm

These equations as will be shown are a function of the quota-

market price variabLe. The criterion function used in the text

then de-

stocks.

adj usted

is:

2
)(3.1') v^ =nißt{IP*sAtE-. -d-t.lÀ -d2(Ào-tlo'tÍtotit2

_ drÀ2 - d.,rsrK_. - - d, FSTK?- - d5 (rsrx..
- I -i+ J it ¿+ l_t __:__ IL 222

The following constraints were also specified:

-Air ít-4
.,

- FSTK. .).r-t-r

(3.2') the wheat identity faced by the i-th farmer:

SÀtE. = x. À.-iririr

(3.3') ti¡e production

+ FSTK - FSTKir-l ir

reLat i onship:

Yir

in addition,

(3.3a')

= x.. À.. + a..lt at 1t

we add the quota constraint:

A.-sÀtE.>0--j-t -'---i-t

0n substituting (3.2' ) inÈo (3.1') and

probi.ern is now rewritten as:

(3.3a'), the maximization

(3.5') vo = to i=o' ot{ rel FSTK. FSTK. J ]rt-l
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=0

-ds(FsrK.L - FSTK.._r) * ß ds(FsrKir+l FsrK.r)
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2

- drAi.
2 2

- d- (rstx. -5 l-tT

- do w.\a d2 (Air - Àir-4 ) - d:FSTK.r - d4FSTK?r

2

Fsr{._i ) + À [ Ãr. - Qi.(*r.or.

FSTKÍI ) l

of the quota's shadow price.

+ FSTKiT_1

where À is the value

The Euler

with respect

(3.6)ð vo =

equation for acreage is

to A.at

2*
ßxi.(IP^-Àqi.)-do*.

* dz|4(Àtr+4 - Ài. )

obtained by differentiating (3.5'

- dz (or. - or._4 ) r uror.

=0

- d4FsrK.r - dg

âA.
r_t

On re-arranging terms we have:

(3.5") ßuei.*4 * 6 Air * Àir-4 - u;t [do wt+z - (ltl*r-^orr+z) *iJ

Equation (3.6") above is similar to (3.8) but slightly different due to

the term ( iel - Àer, ). This new term would be called the quota-ad-

justed market price. If this quota-adjusted market price is taken to be

the same as lhe CWB price received as specif ied in ß.21), then there is

no need to include a separate quota variable in this equation. 0n the

other hand, the quota-adjusted market price can be decomposed into an

actual narke! price and a quota variable. Differentiating (3.5') with

respect to the choice variable FSTKi' the Euler equation for on-farm

inventory holding is:

(3.13) a vo= - (tt: - À9r. + ß IPr+l
ãFSTK.at



Àgain, the Euler equation for inventory is

adjusted market price. If there is reason to

the quota-adjusted price variable then (lpo

into actual price and a quoLa variable. This

quota variable into equations ß.22), (3.23),

ßdsFSTKit+r - t (1+ 3 ) d, + d.l FSTKiT + d4FSTKir-l

*
= d, * (le. _l er, - ß IPr*r)
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a function of the quota-

believe that (3.21) is not

), q. ) will be separated
r_t

in effect will introduce a

ß.26) and ß.27') .



Àppendix C

SI.'MMÀRY OF Di FFERENCED SERI ES (u.s. )u

Vari-

able

Degree

of Di ffer-

enc i ng

Mean of

Di f ferenced

Ser i es

S ta nda rd

Er ror Q-Stat

SORG

WRI

TBIL

YIETD 7O

coMsroK 69

FSTK 69

cHrcÀG 74

cHrcÀG 73

ÀCRÀ

ÀCRÀ

1

(2,8)

1

4

(1,4)

(1,4)

0

1

1

4

I

0.04671

0.12175

0 ,07 0822

0.13

703s609

1372217

2.'75986

0.027534

0.03031 9

0

0

- 180-

0.39475

8.289'l

1,42584

.948284

94162962

61 644507

1 .20363

0.44172

0.37219

3 52 555s

ss61 603

16.31 *

18.83 *

30 .44 r,

26.07 t

33.32 *

23.48 't

333.59

19.12 *

19 .71 *

20.55 *

39.39

73

64

73

73

70

ÀPR

j

66



Appendix C, contt

EXPG

INCOM

T.¡PF

1,4

73

69

68

.03573

'1484057971

.07846

.39504

1 .375E+1 0

.79225

r81

29 .'14 *

21 .76 t,

27 .95 *

a).rhe Q-vaJ.ues marked *

therefore used in all
are significant at the 5 percent level and are

subsequent analyses.



t

Prj corr (tr., ,zt-i
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Appendix D

VÀRMÀ REPRESENTÀTION OF EQUATTON (4.2)

autoregressive moving average representation of (4.21 can

ï)

The vector

be written as:

f c' rr,t

I

\trt 
(t)

or

ctz

czz (i;:) {;l:l 7;),1',)(';: 
)

c. (r) x. = fl.(t)e.r l-E l_ l_E

If there is a one-sideit distributed model between X1. and X2. , then

there is a corresponding one-sided distributed lag between the innova-

tions for the univariate ÀRMÀ (p,d) models. Hence (4.2') can be written

as

.1r = w(l) ezr

Àccording to Pierce and Haugh (977l', the cross-correlations between the

innovations is:



If anv o.. f ori >' r_J

an indication that

zero for j . 0, Xlt

0 is significantly

X ,. may be causing

appears to cause

dif ferent from zero,

X tr. Àlso, for any

xzr'

rB3

then there is

0.. which is
r_J



Àppendix E

SI,JMMÀRY OF CÀUSÀLITY TESTING (u.s. )u

FSTK

SORG

FSTK

I.IRi

FSTK

PLR

CHI CÀG

PtR

CHICÀG

SORG

CHI CÀG

WRI

FSTK

SORG

FSTK

I.IRi

FSTK

PLR

FSTK

PtR

CHICÀG

SORG

CHI CÀG

llRi

CHICÀG

TBIL

- 184

1.11s

'l .789

0.729

0.993

0.524

1.462

0. 149

3.002 *'t

0.212

4.961 **

1 .259

3. 088r*

1.839

,t

--å,



Appendix E, contrd

TBI L

FSTK

WPF

FSTK

INCOM

FSTK

EXPG

FSTK

WIMPT

CHICAG

TBI L

CHICÀG

WPF

CHI CÀG

INCOM

cHi cÀG

WIMPT

CHICÀG

1Bs

FSTK

WPF

FSTK

INCOM

FSTK

EXPG

FSTK

WIMPT

FSTK

TBI !

CHI CÀG

WPF

CHI CÀG

INCOM

CHI CÀG

WIMPT

CHI CÀG

EXPG

0.931

3.589**

3.224 t *

2.530 **

2.07 4

5.625 ***

3.684*'t

2.647t *

0.045

1 .871

1 .725

0.573

0.162

1.871

1.016

0.894

5.757 ***

1 ,283



Appendix E, conttd

EXPG

FSTK

EXPOW

CHI CÀG

EXPOW

ÀCRÀ

EXPOW

ÀCRA

WPF

ÀCRA

EXPG

ÀCRA

WRI

ÀCRÀ

SORG

ACRÀ

PtR

ACRÀ

WIMPT

r86

CHI CÀG

EXPOW

FSTK

EXPOW

CHI CÀG

EXPOW

ÀCRÀ

WPF

ÀCRA

EXPG

ÀCRA

WRI

ÀCRA

SORG

ÀCRÀ

PtR

ÀCRÀ

WIMPT

ÀCRÀ

0.584

5.86 *tr*

0. 560

1 .211

1.452

1.429

3.035 *'t

3.217*t

0 . 56'l

3 . 94 5***

1 .238

3.787**

15.15 ***

1 .777

1 .736

0 .469

2. 03

1 .308

0.438
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ÀCRÀ

INCOM

ÀCRA

TBI t

ÀCRÀ

COMSTOK

FSTK

COMSTOK

CHI CÀG

COMSTOK

I NCOM

ÀCRÀ

TBI L

ÀCRÀ

COMSTOK

ÀCRÀ

COMSTOK

FSTK

COMSTOK

CHI CAG

0.616

1 .460

1 .075

2.041

3 .7 42**t<

0.621

22.2272***

0.885

1.885

2.926r,*

a). The dependent (Y) and independen!

those in equations 4.3a and 4.3b

significant at the 5 percent and

significant at the 10 percenl, 5

(x) variables refers to

respect i vely.

10 percent levels.

percent and 'l percent levels.

**

***
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Àppendix F

IIST OF VARIÀBLE NÀMES FOR THE U.S. WHEAT MODEL

SORG: Àverage price of sorghum received by farmers, $/cwl

PLR: Prime lending rate

I{RI : Hage rate index , 1967 = 1 00

TBIt: 30-day treasury bill rate

COMSTOK: Wheat stock in commercial channels, million bushels

FSTK: On-farm stock of wheat, million bushels

ÀCRÀ: Planted acreage, million acres

CHICÀG: Cash basis price of wheat, Chicago

ÀPR: Àverage price of wheat received by farmers, $/bushel

EXPG: Export price of wheat at GUtF ports

WIMPT: Wheal imports, million bushels

iNCOM: Tota1 personal income

WPF: Wholesale price of wheat flour at Kansas City

Dl,fÀND: Domestic demanil for all sources of wheat

EXPOW Wheat exports, million bushels



Àppendix G

RETATIONSHIP BETWEEN REDUCED FORM ÀND STRUCTURÀL
PÀRAMETERS rN EQUATTONS (3.26À), (3.26C),¡l.iD (4.10)

Stock EquationÀcreage Equation

ßr = 
^r*, 

lrr -Ü3 ) cr = [yr+ (r¡.rr-r¡, ) ]

ßr= ÀJú, - ü3 ) cz = yr(rl.rr-ür)

2

g= xß Àrús c.= yl
v-

3 _.d, (1 - À2) ¿, (1 _vr)

z\
S = Xß nt V.

+-
d" (1 - À2)

2

ß.= xß À, ú,
d^ (1-À )

xß iþz (tf , - ú¡)

d2 (1 - À2)

Br= Àl

I

^=-4
ds (1 - y2)

ds(1 - y)

e' = Y'ßÚ,

d, (1 _yz)

yrß ü, (qrl - ú3)
c-

Yr (ßÚ3- trr)

ß.=

d (1 -v^)
S¿d, (1-Àz)

- 189
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Appendix G, contt

ß = Àr(úi-ú3)

dz(1_12)



OtS ESTIMÀTES FOR THE

4.5a ) ÀPR- =.893 ÀPR- ,E T_I

(15.78)

4.5b) EXPOWT=.268 EXPoWT_1

Q.28)

4.5c) INCoM. = 1 .025rNCoM r-1
( 76.65 )

.072

2.086

67532.3

.989

0.571

1 97051 64

R2=

DW=

SER =

R2=

DW=

SER =

R2 = .673

DW = 1 .779

SER = 0.399

R2 = .098

DW = 1 .940

SER = 592.517

R2

DW

SER

R2

D}T

- 191

= .529

= 2.807

= 7.581

= .630

= 1.774

4.5d) SORGr = .830 SORG'_'

(11.7s)

4.5e) WIMPTT = .317 WIMPTT_1

Q.717)

4.5f ) WRi t = .787 WRI
r-1

(10.67)

=.793C0MST0Kr r-l
( 1 0.692 )

Appendix H

"FORCING" VÀRIÀBLES IN EQUATION 4.',l5 *'b

R2 = .788

DW = 1.859

SER = 0.364

4.5 ) COUSTOX
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SER = 97 122,27

a) t-values are in parentheses

b) using the chain rule of forecasting,

obtained as SoRG.*,= (.838)2 soRG r

SORG.*+ for example IS
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OtS ESTIMÀTES OF

Àppendix I

EXPECTEÐ BOUNDED PRICE USING À TOBIT
ÀPPROXIMATION A

al 0.190

dr 0.316

a3 0.022

âu -0.08 1

(1.109)

('1 .832)*i

Q.07 4)*

(-.3se)

0.4438-s (3.213)"

0.7238-6 (1.139)

0.3 1 3E-5 (2.7 41)*

-0.3568-3 ( -1 .847 ) **

-0.3538-8 G3.247)*0.675E-5 (0.310)
5

a6 -0.1 378-4 (-3.247)t

a7 -0.3008-6 (-0.217)

a
9

âro

a tl

a
t2

a
l3

ât 
'.

a
15

0.378

-0.261

(2.04)*

( -0. 629 )

â,

2
R

-0.1388-5 (-0.773)

= .7448 MSE = 0.062257 DW = 1.038

Prob(Y > limit given average x(i)) = .5797

e(y) at the mean value of all x(l) =.1875

Observed frequency of Y > limit =.4'118

a) t-values in parentheses.

* significant at the 5 percent level.

** the X's are the same as those defined in the struclural price

predictor in addition to the Loan rate.



Àppendix J

SUMMÀRY OF DIFFERENCED SERIES ( c¡H¡o¡ ) 
a

Va r i able

Name

Degree of

Differencing

1,4

1,4

1,4

1,4

1

1,4

1,4

1,4

114

1

1

1

Standard Q-stat

Er ror

2340',l .900

66292,500

2340s. 1 00

3.370

1 .080

0.486

0.506

9 1 7n+6

'1.141

1 .337

1.191

0. 363

'vlHEXP

CFSTK

CCOMSTOK

CWRI

CPRIME

BÀRL

PEXBÀY

CINC

RÀPP

PRIM9O

CTBIL

C}.fINNUS

69

69

69

69

73

69

69

59

69

73

73

31 .34

28 .80

34,92

23.76

28.78

29.19

31.63

26.75

26.45

20. 08

28.51

28.4573

194
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Appendix J, contt

a) all the reported Q-statistics are significant at the 5 percent IeveI.



Àppendix K

SUMMÀRY OF CÀUSÀtITY TESTING ON CANADIAN DÀTÀA

F(a,b)

CÀCRÀ

CWRI

CÀCRÀ

RÀPP

CÀCRA

CPRIME

CÀCRÀ

PRIM9O

CÀCRÀ

WHEXP

CÀCRÀ

ccoMsroK

CÀCRÀ

CWRI

CÀCRÀ

RÀPP

CÀCRA

CPRIME

CÀCRÀ

PRIM9O

CÀCRÀ

WHEXP

CÀCRÀ

ccoMsr0K

CÀCRÀ

BÀRL

11 ,43

6,43

11,43

6,43

5,49

6 ,49

5,49

6,49

7,47

6,47

7 ,47

6,47

7 ,47

7 .844't

0. 188

I .067

0.146

9 .450*

0.098

9.308*

0.299

7 .295r,

0.867

7 .237 *

2.336*

6.780*

- t96-
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BARL

CÀCRÀ

CI NC

CÀCRÀ

CTBIL

CFSTK

CWRI

CFSTK

RÀPP

CFSTK

CPRiME

CFSTK

PRIMgO

CFSTK

WHEXP

CFSTK

cc0!.{sT0K

CFSTK

CÀCRA

CI NC

CACRA

CTBi L

CÀCRÀ

CT.¡RI

CFSTK

RÀPP

CFSTK

CPRIME

CFSTK

PRIM9O

CFSTK

WHEXP

CFSTK

CCOMSTOK

CFSTK

BÀRt

6 ,47

9 ,45

8,45

5 ,49

8,49

8,45

4 ,45

8,45

4 ,45

2,51

4,51

2,51

4,51

4,49

4,49

4,49

4,49

4,49

0.367

6.115*

0.124

9.455't

0.459

1 .575

1.617

1 .055

0.790

0.853

0.116

0. 550

0.493

1 .331

0.769

2. 393*

0.847

0. 369
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Appendix K, conrt

BARL

CFSTK

ci Nc

PEXBÀY

CWRI

PEXBÀY

RAPP

PEXBÀY

WHEXP

PEXBÀY

CCOMSTOK

PEXBAY

BÀRL

PEXBÀY

CPRIME

PEXBÀY

CINC

PEXBAY

PRIM9O

l9B

CFSTK

CINC

CFSTK

CWRI

PEXBAY

RÀPP

PEXBÀY

WHEXP

PEXBÀY

CCOMSTOK

PEXBAY

BÀRt

PEXBÀY

CPRiME

PEXBÀY

CINC

PEXBÀY

PRIM9O

PEXBÀY

4 ,49

4 ,49

4 ,49

8,44

5 ,44

8,44

5,44

4 ,48

5,48

4,48

5,48

4,48

5, 48

2,50

5, 50

4,48

5,48

2,50

5; 50

0.894

1.789

2.189

0.420

1 .345

1.374

2.386

't . 508

0.939

3.313

0.072

1.913

1 .300

4.309,k

2.487*

1.850

1.420

2.801 *

2.008
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a) The dependent (v) and independent (x) variables refers to

those in equations 4.3a and 4.3b respectively.

** significant at the 5 percent and 10 percent levels.

*** significant at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent levels.
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Àppendix L

tIST OF VÀRIÀBLE NÀMES USED IN THE CANADIÀN WHEAT MODET

BÀRL: Àverage price of barley received by farmers, $/bushel

CPtR Prime lending rate

CWRI Wage rate index, 197 1 = 100, Western Canada.

CTBIL 30-day treasury bill rate

CCOMSTOK Wheat stock in commercial channels, million bushels

CFSTK On-farm stock of wheat, miLlion busheLs

CÀCRÀ Planted acreage, million acres

PEXBÀY: price of wheat basis Thunder BÀY

IPWHT initial payment for wheat eived by farmers, $/bushet

CMINNUS: average price of wheat, #1 Dark Northern, Minneapolis.

RÀPP: rapeseed price, cash basis, Winnipeg.

CINC: Total personal income

QUOTA: wheat delivery quota, bushels/acre.

CDMAND Domestic demand for all sources of wheat

WHE:(P Wheat exports, million bushels

- 200
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OtS ESTIMÀTES FOR THE

Àppendix M

,,FORCING" VÀRIABLES IN EQUATION 4.5 A'b

4.5a) QUOTÀ.=.495 Quotor_,

(4.79)

+ 1.77

(4.64)

R2 = ,245

DI{ = 1.932

SER = 0.945

R2=

DW=

SER =

R2=

DW=

SER =

R2=

DW=

SER =

4.5b) WHEXPT =.397 WHEXP

( 3.64 )

r-1 52.3

(s. 18 )

7 0 6E+6

(.86)

.1s8

1.941

29.995

.979

2.444

3686460979

.892

1 .754

0.352

4.5c) CINCr = 1.009CINC._t

(58.66)

4.5d) BÀRLr = .939 BARL._'

Q4.21l,

. 166

(1.63)

4.5e ) CCoMSToKt = .929CCOÌ.íSTOK
r-1

(21.25\

+ 13.21

(1.s)

R2

DW

SER

= .864

= 2.052

= 22.012

- 201-
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4.5f)CwRIr =1.007CWRI.-r +2.21 R2= .998

(237.38) (2.50) nw=1.440

SER = 3.217

a) t-values are in parentheses

b) using the chain rule of forecasting, BARL.*á for example is

obtained as BÀRLr*t (.838)2 neRr.



Appendix N

COMPUTED ELÀSTICITIES FOR U.S.

@

Àcreage/erice

Acreage/wage Index

Stock/erice

Bounded Price Expectation

Acreage/Price

lcreageflage I ndex

Stock/erice

Àdaptive Expectations

Àcreage/Pr ice

Àcreage/wage Index

Short Run

0.152

-1 .238

-0. 1 55

1 .008

-3.778

-0.914

0. 161

-1.412

Long Run

0.553

1.113

-0.398

1.531

-0.389

-3. s69

0.357

1 .598

-203-
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Stock,/Price

Modi f i ed AEA

lcreage/Pr ice

Àcreage/erice

ncreage/r'oan Rate

Stock,/Pr ice

Stock/Loan Rate

a) uodified ÀE is the model

the adaptive exPectation

-0.1'16

0. 164

3 .446

-2 .314

-0.238

3.410

that incorporates

mechan i sm.

the loan rate in

-0.403

0. 176

3.697

-2.482

-0.449

6.434
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Àppendix 0

COMPUTED EIÀSTICiTIES FOR CANÀDÀ

@

Àcreage/erice

ecreage/Wage Rate Index

Àc reage/Quota

Stoc k/Pr ice

S toc k,/Quota

Àdaptive Expectations

Acreager/Pr ice

ecreage/wage Index

Àcreage/Quota

Stoc k/nr i ce

Stoc k/Quota

Short Run

2.283

n/r

3,782

-0 .499

n/r

7 .326

n/r

77,412

n/r

n/r

tong Run

6.980

n/r

-0.298

-1 .990

n/r

5.253

n/r

246 .71

n/r

n/r

n/r - the associated eLasticities are not reported because the

- 20s
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estimaLed coefficients are not statistically significant.
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